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This dissertation traces imperialist ideology as it

functions in the texts of two radical Liberal critics of

imperialism, Leonard Woolf and E. M. Forster. In chapters

two and three respectively, I read Woolf's autobiographical

account Growing and his novel The Village in the Jungle to

examine connections between "nonfictional" and "fictional"

writing on colonialism. The autobiography's fictive texture

compromises its claims to facticity and throws into relief

the problematic nature of notions of truth and fact in

colonialist epistemology and discursive systems. These

insights lead to the thesis that the literary text allows

less space for the anti-colonialist impulse and has occupied

a more tolerant niche vis-a-vis imperialism than the

"factual" texts. Novelistic discourse accommodates

prejudices that cannot safely be made explicit in

argumentative prose. Critics in the former colonies have

contributed to Woolf's process of recuperating colonialism

by extenuating certain troubling moments in the novel

through an appeal to his other writings, thereby

presupposing a continuity of thought and consistency across



genres and time. Chapter Four is a reading of Forster's A

Passage to India proposing that by resolving the novel's

crisis in terms of working and non-working personal

relationships, Forster reduces the colonial enterprise of

systematic exploitation to an ad hoc set of dominations. A

key issue addressed in this chapter is the problem of

universality as a mark of literary value. These selected

texts of Woolf and Forster fail to express toward

imperialism, the dissidence their writers claim and are

credited with elsewhere. Chapter Five proposes that the

"Other" can fit into the niche of "native informant" and

take over the same colonialist story-line in the post-

colonial context. I read Bharati Mukherjee's "Buried Lives"

and Ruth Prawer Jhabvala's "An Experience of India" to

demonstrate that colonialist readings of the subcontinent as

"Other" are alive and well, albeit disguised in the fiction

of sometime/would be "natives."
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The western epistemological consciousness is in
general an historical consciousness, and thus
western perspectives, historical consciousness,
and indeed textuality itself become complicit in
the imperial enterprise. History may have
"happened" somewhere, but it issues as recorded
"event", as text. Since the history of post-
colonial territories, was, until recently, largely
a narrative constructed by the coloniser, its
fictions, and the language(s) in which they are
written, operate as a means to cultural control.
(Helen Tiffin, "Post-Colonialism, Post
Modernism..." 172-73).1

I

In nineteenth-century England, the notion of liberalism

acquires meaning more as a reaction to conservatism than in

and of itself; liberalism was by no means consistent then.

It is unnecessary, however, to chart the changing phases of

liberalism given the emphases and scope of this chapter, but

it must be pointed out--despite the danger of encapsulating

a dynamic historical situation into a tidy binary formula--

that at a basic level, the Liberal party was riven "between

those Liberals who were most comfortable protesting against

the excesses of patriotism and those who emphasized the

imperialist mission of the English nation..." (Smith 261).

1
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This schism notwithstanding, most historians agree that from

about 1880-1920 the liberal spirit dominated English

politics. Dennis Smith says that its force was such that

the values and priorities that the party had emphasized in

its manifesto came to be translated as "natural" facets of

the national character. In support of this claim Smith

cites James Bryce, then Liberal British Ambassador to the

United States and author of Modern Democracies. Bryce, an

exponent of the idea of the national character, codified it

by writing that "liberty, the traditional sense of duty to

the community, be it great or small, the traditional respect

for law and wish to secure reforms by constitutional rather

than violent means--these were the habits ingrained in the

mind and will of Englishmen" (Smith 255) .2 The above lines

point to the emphasis on "tradition" among members of the

more conservative sect of liberals. The lines of divergence

between the liberal imperialists and the radical liberals

are clearly marked in the counter argument posed by one of

their challengers, who is "a member of the Liberal Party,

first by education, afterwards by conviction," and valued

"the history of its glorious past" and also its attention to

"The happiness of the population, the prosperity of the

country and its sons beyond the seas" (quoted in Smith

259) .3 The liberal effort to construct consciously the

national identity is summed up in the humorous comment that
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"the oldest English traditions were invented in the last

quarter of the nineteenth century."4

The liberal angst (at least of the radicals) over the

contradictory terms of liberal ideology--working for more

freedom at home, while enslaving colonial subjects--was

perhaps fitting. Certainly it was over due. British

conquest of the Indian subcontinent, specifically of India

and Ceylon, goes back to the second half of the eighteenth-

century and to the enterprise of the East India Company.

John Strachey writes that all forms of individual and

collective plundering of the colonies by the Company's

personnel were "regulate[d] and regularise[d]," so that

according to seniority, all members of the establishment had

their "proper" share. For example, he argues that "British

rule in the seventeen sixties and seventies invested the

extraction from the Bengali peasant of everything that could

conceivably be extracted from him with many of the forms

and methods of 'good government'" (43).

Liberal dominance in British politics and culture was

concurrent, not with the above "old imperialism," but with

"The New Imperialism," the onset of which is attributed to

the 1870s, when economic systems of the more powerful

nations--Britain, France, Germany, America, and Japan (a

late comer into the imperial scene)--were stabilized through

empire building, or in other words, through a process of

carving up the rest of the globe into their colonies
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(Strachey 79). Fredric Jameson cites the Berlin conference

of 1884, when Africa was divided up among its contenders, as

the beginning of the New Imperialism (44). What Strachey

calls the "the overwhelming power of the Western drive

towards the conquest of the world" (81) was well underway in

the heyday of English liberalism. The new imperialism was

systematically supported and sponsored, denigrated and

undermined, so that "the decline of the Liberal party was

merely one aspect of the continuing and vigorous career of

English Liberalism" (Smith 255, my emphasis). Chris Bongie

refers to the 1876 parliamentary debates of Liberals5 in

opposition to Victoria's plans to adopt the title "Empress

of India" as evidence of growing liberal reaction to Empire

(273-74). Indeed, the active debating and challenging that

contested the 1876 proclamation of the Royal Titles Act

stand as an emblematic instance in the liberal critique of

empire. But this radical liberalism and its more

conservative liberal imperialism were constantly displacing

one another. According to Bongie, the last decades of the

nineteenth century were marked by the ascendancy of "Liberal

Imperialism" (273).

II

The imperialist economic and political ventures in the

colonies had their counterpart in literature, so much so
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that genre studies of English literature on the Empire often

begin with Shakespeare's Tempest (1606y, or with Defoe' s

Robinson Crusoe (1715) and include Paul Scott's The Rai

Quartet (1966-75) and Staving On (1977). I have resisted

the temptation of a broad survey of novelistic fiction on

the Empire, because genre studies of such scope are quite

numerous now.' This dissertation traces imperialist

ideology as it functions, not in the more jingoist

discourses or in the literary celebrations and adventures of

Empire, but in the literature produced by two of the

empire's most public critics, Leonard Woolf and E. M.

Forster, who, no doubt, would be among the first mentioned

in any list of the more outspoken and active literary

critics of imperialism in the first half of the twentieth-

century. They enjoy this reputation to this day. Both

Woolf and Forster are respected as benevolent administrators

and sympathetic novelists of colonial Ceylon and India

respectively. In a sense, then, I am locating imperialist

ideology where it is most unlikely to be found, in texts

that have been cited as powerful anti-imperialist documents

most sympathetic to the natives of the two colonies.

My contention is that private sentiment and personal

sympathy notwithstanding, these writers' texts indicate an

affiliation with a deep-seated and seemingly inherent

imperialist ideology and cannot, therefore, be cited as

anti-imperialist texts benevolent to the colonized native.
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This dissertation supports the premise that "literature," as

opposed to the other writings of these authors, creates the

more conservative space in which criticisms of colonialism

can and do become attenuated and heavily compromised.

Ideology has been variously defined, and in several

chapters, I refer to Louis Althusser's and Antonio Gramsci's

explanations of how ideology functions through literary

discourse. The most general definition is that ideology is

the "'lived' relation between men [sic] and their world"; in

the literary text, ideology is said to be the "reflected

form of this unconscious relation" (Althusser and Balibar,

"Glossary" 314), which I trace in the authors'--Woolf,

Forster, Mukherjee, Jhabvala--active practice of covertly

inscribing their affiliation with their imperial heritage.

One might say that ideology does not manifest itself as a

static or stable set of beliefs easily encountered in the

text, but manifests itself in flux. For example, I attempt

to locate it in the efforts of the authors to persuade

readers of the validity/legitimacy of this or that world

view.

My own situation as a critic of the "first world" texts

that represent what today is termed the "third world"

informs my perspective. D.C.R.A. Goonetilleke, in The

Images of the Rai, says that the "quality of life in

developing countries enabled the writers about Empire to

invest their works with remarkable multiple significance.
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The humanism of the Indian background sharpened their own

humanistic attitude to the imperialist ethos" (2). In the

three principal chapters of this dissertation, I examine the

nature of that humanistic attitude, the critical limits of

the liberal responses to the events of empire. The

selections of Leonard Woolf's and E. M. Forster's writing

that I appropriate for my analysis fall into a category of

what Goonetilleke calls "the permanent works of literature

about the Raj" (3). These texts are made to "endure" in the

colonies mostly because they have been read approvingly, as

politically innocent texts. Therefore, my own text is,

necessarily, a politicized re-reading.

I borrow the post-colonial metaphor of "colonization"

to speak of Forster's appropriation of the Indian landscape.

I am quite aware that in a sense my own work is parasitic

upon the texts of Forster and Woolf, illustrious writers on

empire, but I would invoke here the words of a Sri Lankan

woman to the British in protest of their unethical and quite

inhumane former immigration policies (such as virginity

tests for women attempting to migrate to England from the

colonies): "We are here because you were there." Moreover,

mine is meant to be a "reactive reading" rather than a

reader-response. Gayatri Spivak says that the difference

between the two is that the former requires "the politics of

the critic or reader [to] be put on the table as

scrupulously as possible. Textual criticism cannot just be
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a judgement on the basis of disinterested readings by a

presumed community" that is implied by reader-response

(Spivak, "Cultural Self-Representation" 50). But in fact,

the idea that most readers belong in some "community" or

have institutional affiliation indicates that they do bring

in even an implicit "politics" to the act of reading. This

dissertation, quite explicitly indicates my anti-imperialist

politics.

I do not want to bash the English. But, Western texts

about the colonial world have far too long produced

knowledge--which has gone uncontested as the "real thing"--

of the colonial situation. Moreover, western "knowledge" of

the colonies has been produced with the acquiescence and,

therefore, the complicity of the colonial natives. Hence,

it is doubly imperative that one disturb hegemonic meanings

established about the colonized. Colonial native

acquiescence has rendered colonialist literature seemingly

innocent and innocuous, and this process has been abetted by

the elevated status accorded to literature and the author

and by the view that appreciation is the proper function of

literary criticism. The re-reading offered in this

dissertation, however, does not seek to posit an essence

that escaped the English writers--Leonard Woolf and E.M.

Forster in particular--one to which the present writer is

privy as a post-colonial native. My project, on the

contrary, is an intervention that seeks to draw out the many
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variables that go into the limning of the Other, so that

notions of truth and reality, as well as the constructedness

of these concepts may be rendered problematic.

In this dissertation I use the words "imperialism" and

"colonialism" interchangeably. Colonialism is "the hard

core of imperialism," and it is only in this phase that the

empire builders ruled, controlled, and actually possessed

the territories they appropriated (Strachey 144). The age

of colonialism is officially over, but its effects,

especially the effects discernible in the projects of

imperialism in what is called its "neo-colonialist" phase,

are now very much in evidence. Jameson cautions that the

use of the term "imperialism" itself must be "delimited,"

because historically it has connoted different meanings (46-

47). In its Marxist formulation, for instance, the term--as

it is used to refer to Britain's imperial control of India--

does not connote economic deprivation; it does not connote

the "development of underdevelopment"' in the third world

(47). On the contrary, in this dissertation, the term is

used to evoke most emphatically its economic imperatives,

to denote the relationship of the imperial center to its

colonial periphery in terms of "necessary subordination and

dependency." (48).

Many writers have commented that in the last decade or

so, England's expression of nostalgia for its imperial past

has been inescapable. These writers cite as examples of the
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(somewhat tendentious) energizing of interest in empire, the

films Gandhi and A Passage to India, the TV serials Jewel in

the Crown, The Far Pavilions and End of Empire; they observe

that the surfacing of imperialist ideology is hardly

innocent.8 In our time, the most infamous invocation of

empire to inspire the "English" spirit of invincibility

issued from Margaret Thatcher in her rallying of Britons'

support in the war against Falklands/Malvinas.9  We live,

then, in such times as require the active critique of

imperialist discourses, for the discourses empower

imperialist projects by utilizing in their rhetoric forms of

"Othering" to rationalize the use of force against the

Other, for garnering mass support for these projects, and

for covering over the ulterior economic motives behind these

ventures.

The in-depth examination of the discourse of the texts

precludes a wider selection; I have wanted also to remain

with the specifics of the Indian and Ceylonese colonial

situation. My approach to the readings is eclectic. In a

general sense, the chapters are close readings or practical

criticisms of the texts; I use, when necessary, post-

structuralist theory that lends itself to a critique of

ideology, of literature as discourse, and of the

legitimizing processes of literature. In fact, post-

structuralists question traditional forms of western

discourse by problematizing representations of the colonial
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situation in first world texts. The critical works of

Edward Said, Gayatri Spivak, Homi Bhabha, and Benita Parry,

critics who concern themselves directly with questioning of

imperialist discourse, influence my reading of the

colonialist text in terms of their theories of Orientalism,

the consolidation of the sovereign subject, ambivalence of

colonialist discourse, and the politics of representation.

In Chapters Two and Three respectively, I examine some

connections between "nonfictional" and "fictional" writing

on colonialism through a representative example, Growing,

the second volume of Leonard Woolf's autobiography, and

through his novel, The Village in the Jungle . The

conceptual framework used for the analysis of Growing in

Chapter Two is important because it treats the "factual"

(theoretical) work of the writer and the "fictional"

(creative) as equivalent texts, privileging neither. This

practice runs counter to hegemonic scholarship that uses

"Other" texts as secondary sources to explicate the novels,

to justify and extenuate lapses and ambiguities in the

fictional texts. Novelistic discourse, thus, has occupied

a relatively more tolerant niche vis-a-vis imperialism than

the same writer's "factual" texts, the autobiography,

letters, and political writing. My purpose, therefore, is

to draw out the autobiography's fabricatory or fictive

texture in order to make problematic, at the outset, notions

of truth and fact in colonial epistemology and discursive
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systems. In this regard, this dissertation should be seen,

broadly speaking, as an example of post-structuralist

writing, the kind of writing that seeks, among other things,

to examine the discursive mechanisms at work in the

production of "truth" and in the construction of the

(imperial) subject.

Chapter Three is a multiple reading of Leonard Woolf's

acclaimed noveL, The Village in the Jungle, a novel based on

Woolf's experiences in Ceylon (Sri Lanka) from 1904-1911.

My objective in the several readings offered in this chapter

is to demonstrate that the Woolf of Village is less than

critical of, and quite ambivalent about, colonialism, even

though his reputation--in Ceylon and as political theorist

in post-World War I England--is as an outspoken critic of

imperialism. The Village in the Jungle recuperates

colonialism through the now classic strategies (witting and

unwitting) of "Othering." It "Others" by presenting a

fatalistic picture, one in which colonialism is simply

another of the many inevitable misfortunes in the lives of

subjects Woolf casts as innocent, helpless, primitive

victims. Woolf's critique of imperialism is vitiated by

indicating that the misfortunes of the villagers stem from

the petty corruptions and evil of other Ceylonese, as well

as the ever-present oppressivity of nature itself. In

addition, in this chapter I examine how critics in the

former colonies have contributed to the process of
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recuperating of colonialism, by extenuating certain

troubling moments in these texts, often through an appeal to

Woolf's other writings, thereby presupposing a continuity of

thought and a consistency across genres and time.

In Chapter Four I read Forster's A Passage to India to

propose that by resolving the novel's crisis in terms of

working and non-working personal relationships, Forster

reduces the colonial enterprise of systematic exploitation

to an ad hoc set of dominations. One of the key issues I

address in this chapter is the problem of universality as a

mark of literary value. A Passage to India is often praised

for its delineation of universalist metaphysics; even Indian

writers have found this element the most valuable.

The argument fleshed out in Chapters Three and Four is

that the discourse of literature, particularly because of

hegemonic forms of reading, allows less space for the anti-

colonial impulse than the special registers of personal

correspondence, diaries and notes. It may also be that the

literary text gets under the skin, as it were, of the

"politically correct" (if knee jerk) liberal responses to
colonialism and exposes deeper prejudices that cannot safely

be made explicit in argumentative prose. In Chapters Three

and Four I look at the ways in which colonialist

perspectives operate in the novels only by displacing

hitherto "centralized" readings.
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Forster and Woolf have been selected because of the

extent of their influence and since they remained active

critics of colonialism. Both The Village in the Jungle and

A Passage to India fail to reflect and express the

dissidence that their writers are credited with elsewhere.

Therefore, in problematizing the "nature" of literary

discourse itself, this dissertation argues for more than the

obvious, though often ignored, contention that Forster and

Woolf had internalized certain colonialist stereotypes.

In Chapter Five I propose that the "Other" can fit into

the niche of "native informant" 10 and in the post-colonial

context take over the same colonialist story-line. I read

two recent short stories--Bharati Mukherjee's "Buried Lives"

and Ruth Prawer Jhabvala's "An Experience of India"--to

argue that colonialist readings of the subcontinent as

"Other" are alive and well, albeit disguised in the fiction

of sometime/would be "natives" themselves whose status as

native informants is held to be self-evident but whose class

positions and personal histories make for the

"Orientalizing." Mukherjee is an Indian "expert" whose

"race" gives her carte blanche to write with authority on

Sri Lanka without ever having earned the right through

careful study and work, as had the earlier colonialists.

Jhabvala's situation is slightly different, since she

herself is not a "native." She has, however, the authority

of a native name, which allows her a certain expertise. In
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other words, we, the colonized, have internalized colonial

histories and now defend them as our own. In doing so, we

only perpetuate colonialist fictions.
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Notes

1 Helen Tiffin, "Post-Colonialism, Post-Modernism and

the Rehabilitation of Post-Colonial History," Journal of

Commonwealth Literature 18.1 (1988): 168-81.

2 In chapter four of this dissertation, my citations of

Matthew Arnold's declarations on culture evince almost the

same sentiments.

3 I am using the original quotations that Smith

interpolates into his paragraph; in this long sentence, I

have been forced to follow Smith's sentence construction

(with my substitutions) to hold these quotations together in

order to preserve the sense of his argument.

4 The quotation is attributed to Richard Shannon; I

have taken it from Philip Dodd's epigraph in "Englishness

and the National Culture."

5 The reference is not to the card carrying members of

the Liberal party only. Hence, a lower case "1" will be

used to denote a more general liberalism.

6 See Patrick, Brantlinger, Rule of Darkness: British

Literature and Imperialism 1830-1914 (Ithaca: Cornell UP,

1988); Shamsul Islam, Chronicles of the Rai: A Study of

Literary Reaction to the Imperial Idea towards the End of

the Raj (Totowa, New Jersey: Rowman and Littlefield, 1979);

D.C.R.A. Goonetilleke, Developing Countries in British

Fiction, (London: Macmillan, 1977); Jeffrey Myers, Fiction

and the Colonial Experience (Totowa: New Jersey: Rowman and
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Littlefield, 1968-1973); Benita Parry, Delusions and

Discoveries: Studies on India in the British Imagination

1880-1930 (Berkeley: U of California P, 1972); and Hugh

Ridley, Images of Imperial Rule, (London: Croom Helm and New

York: St. Martin's P, 1983) among others.

' This twice-borrowed phrase is, as Jameson says, the

title of an "influential book" by Walter Rodney.

8 See Goonetilleke, Images 1; Jennifer Sharpe, Scenes

of an Encounter 1; and Manujath Pendakur, Canadian Dreams

and American Control: The Political Economy of the Canadian

Film Industry (Detroit: Wayne State UP, 1990), who writes

that "David Lean's A Passage to India and the television

mini-series Jewel in the Crown, both 1984 releases, are not

Indian interpretations of British colonial rule but western

ones. These films made with American audiences in mind, may

reinforce the idea that what comes out of the west is still

the best. When Attenborough's Gandhi was released in India

in 1983, the attitude that western film-makers are far

superior to Indians found expression in many newspapers"

(192).

9 Alan Sinfield, Literature, Politics, and Culture in

Postwar Britain points out that the "jingoism at the time of

the Falklands/Malvinas expedition, for instance, was not the

one true attitude of British people exposed, but one layer

of sentiment that could be brought to the surface and

exploited in particular circumstances" (295).
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10 The implications of this term (formulated by Gayatri

Spivak) are discussed at length in a note in chapter four;

quite crudely, it refers to natives, who re-endorse the

stereotypes propagated by the colonizers.



CHAPTER TWO

LEONARD WOOLF AND EMPIRE

If.. .we concentrated on documenting and theorizing
the itinerary of the consolidation of Europe as
sovereign subject, indeed as sovereign and
subject, then we would produce an alternative
historical narrative of the 'worlding' of what is
today called "the Third World." To think of the
Third World as distant cultures, exploited but
with rich intact heritages waiting to be
recovered, interpreted, and curricularized in
English translation helps the emergence of "the
Third World" as a signifier that allows us to
forget that 'worlding', even as it expands the
empire of the discipline. (Spivak, "Rani of
Sirmur" 247)

We must become much more alert to the way
"extraneous" political or historical factors areinterwoven in the process of reason.
(Shaffer, Introduction xxii Comparative Criticism
2)

Leonard Woolf's autobiographical text Growing', a

self-conscious mapping out or "graphing" of his biography of
the years he spent in the Ceylon Civil Service, may appear

at first to have an epistemological validity that transcends

his overtly "literary" (ie: "fictional") work The Village in

the Jungle. The reading of Growing offered in this chapter

is a departure from mainstream literary criticism that has

19
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often used the autobiographical text to justify and explain

the "fiction" through an appeal to "fact," and whose only

use of history is to clarify literature. I consider Growing

as a text of similar epistemological status to the novel,

but with a divergent self-conscious agenda. My argument in

this chapter is that the authenticity and experiential

"realism" of the autobiographical writing is consciously

structured on literary techniques and informed by well

entrenched literary movements. In other words, Woolf's

"autobiographical" narrative derives its legitimacy as

"factual" through re-inscribing the structure of the

bildungsroman invested with the values of nineteenth century

romanticism. This narrative structure demands, moreover,

that the chronology of events develops toward some logical

end; its closure, in particular, is in the then current

style which brings the "hero" to a deeper self-awareness,

enlightenment, self-realization, and hope in a new

beginning. The supposedly authentic recording of the

youthful Woolf's perceptions, his "unmediated" observation

of and commentary on the colonial environment receive

support from their insertion into the model of the linear

development of character so beloved of the literary genres

of the time. What the reader may not realize is that the

coherence, the linearity, and the explicitly evolutionary

nature of the narrative must subordinate other

considerations, weaving into its fabric a texture of
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"facticity"2 which cannot be privileged as the unmediated

truth.

There is implicitly, therefore, a mutual legitimization

between the imperial experience and the author's "growth" to

maturity. Thus, even in this overtly anti-imperialist text,

the imperial scene is valued as a learning experience for

the sensitive but as yet innocent Woolf. The colonial

encounter is valuable for Woolf, even in its most brutal

form, because of the lessons he learns from it and the

material it provides his writing.3 Thus Woolf is firmly

within the discourse of the "civilizing mission." The

evidence of the experiential value of colonialism echoes the

Marxian move to justify the empire on the basis of its use

in bringing primitive/static "Asiatic" societies into the

circuit of capitalism.

The purpose in analyzing the autobiographical text here
is not to show the injustice and evil of colonial

exploitation, but to demonstrate that the literature on

colonialism--fictional and non-fictional--cannot be taken as
representations of the real situation: in other words, the
texts manifest a questionable "realism" in which their

"literariness" is complicit with the colonialist agenda

since literature provides a whole register of "neutral" yet

value-laden terms with which to legitimize its narrative

structures. In the following sections i shall analyze in

detail Woolf's autobiographical writing in order to chart
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the ways in which his writing contributes to and

participates in colonial epistemology and discursivity in
the overall project of what Spivak has termed the

"'worlding' of...'the Third World'" ("Rani" 247).

II

Reality as Theater

Woolf's "realism" presents for the reader an

illuminating example of how reality is itself a social

construct implicated by culturally learned modes of seeing

and knowing. Woolf validates the "truth" of his observation

through repeated claims to detachment and disinterestedness,

sometimes unconvincingly, as for instance when he watches on
the native scenes "completely fascinated with grim

objectivity" (125). His main alibi and disclaimer is,

however, an "amusement" which becomes a stock response that

covers a wide range of experiences. Woolf writes to Lytton
Strachey, "Last week I had another study in sordidity which
may amuse you" and so begins describing a Jaffna hospital of

1905:

Horrible looking dishes scattered about, three or
four natives without any covering but the clothes

in which they had arrived.., crowds of patients

talking, quarrelling, chewing betel and spitting

it out upon the floor.... [a] dying man eating

curry and rice out of a big dish quarreling with
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the man who is accused of having broken his head

(Growing 59-60).

He sets himself up as merely reporting incidents observed

first hand, and his commentary has an omniscient quality

when it pronounces judgement. This device is so effective--

the detached reportage and omniscient critique--that he is

able to introduce himself as a character, even an involved

one, without taking away from his credibility. Woolf

accomplishes this sleight of hand by virtue of the fact that

he writes this autobiography with hindsight, so that the

Woolf who experiences the Ceylonese life is many years

removed from the Woolf who frames these experiences and

comments on them in the text:

If one lives where one was born and bred, the

continuity of one's existence gives it and oneself

and one's environment, which of course includes

human beings, a subdued, flat, accepted reality.

But if, as I did, one suddenly up roots oneself

into a strange land and a strange life, one feels

as if one were acting in a play or living in a

dream. And plays and dreams have that curious

mixture of admitted unreality and the most intense

and vivid reality which, I now see in retrospect,

form the psychological background or climate of my

whole life in Ceylon. For seven years, excited

and yet slightly and cynically amused I watched
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myself playing a part in an exciting play on a

brightly coloured stage or dreaming a wonderfully

vivid and exciting dream. (21 my emphases)

He is the "protagonist" (138) in the colonial play in which

perceptions of harshness and inequality become attenuated

through the analogy with drama and dreams where outcomes are
never as consequential as in the real world. The "liberal"

guilt and anxiety of the colonial administrator can then

become diluted and trivialized into the otherwise hardly

compatible sentiments of excitement combined with slight and

cynical amusement. Moreover, the colonialist as active

agent of imperialism becomes, in this formulation, distanced

as an actor who is engaged in playing a role ("I watched

myself playing a part"), and is therefore, let off the hook
from any troubling complicity and contamination. The claim

to agency--the "reality" in his formulation cannot be denied

since he was the conduit of harsh and discriminatory

colonial policy--can be made ingenuously because the over-

arching metaphor of dream and play (the "unreality") takes

away from specific culpabilities and responsibilities for

the implementation of these policies.

In the next example cited below, this sense of

theatrical unreality is concretized to such an extent that,

had we not read the preceding justification as theatrical

and unreal, we would have been quite upset by Woolf's utter
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disregard and callousness towards the natives who remain far

less human, in his eyes, than Charles, his dog:

The crude exoticism of what was to be my life or

my dream for the next few years was brought home

to me by two trivial and absurd incidents in the

next few hours after my arrival. It was the rule

of the P&O not to take dogs on their boats and I

therefore had to send out my dog, Charles, on a

Bibby Line vessel. The day after my arrival I

went down to the harbour to meet the Bibby boat.

Charles, who had been overfed by the fond ship's

butcher and was now inordinately fat, greeted me

with wild delight. He tore about ecstatically as

we walked along the great breakwater back to the

G.O.H. and, when we got into the street opposite

the hotel, he dashed up to a Sinhalese man

standing on the pavement, turned round, and

committed a nuisance against his clean white cloth

as though it were a London lamp-post. No one, the

man included, seemed to be much concerned by this,

so Charles and I went into the hotel and into the

palm-court which was in the middle of the

building, unroofed and open to the sky so that the

ubiquitous scavengers of all Ceylon towns, the

crows, flew about and perched overhead watching

for any scrap of food which they might flop down
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upon. Charles lay down at my feet, but the heat

and excitement at our reunion were too much for

him, and he suddenly rose up and began to be

violently sick. Three or four crows immediately

flew down and surrounded him, eating the vomit as

it came out of his mouth. Again no one seemed to

be concerned and a waiter looked on impassively

(21-22).

The way Woolf records this scene in which his dog,

Charles, urinates on a Sinhalese is a classic rendering of

the native as 'Other'--a curious species, devoid of

responses that are normal and natural to the European, and a

denial of the native's humanity.

Notwithstanding the "unreality" of the "real," what

these descriptions tell us is the nature of the discursive

field within which Woolf's discourse appears and the

epistemic system within which it operates. Hubert Dreyfus

and Paul Rabinow write that Foucault in The Order of Things

"characterize(s) Modernity as the Age of man, and [shows]

that 'man' is a special kind of total subject and total

object of his own knowledge..." (18). In a subsequent part

of this chapter, the discussion of autobiography as

fabrication will tangentially deal with the implications of

writer as "object of his own knowledge"; in the following

section, I trace the epistemic4 patterns of thought that

empowered and influenced Woolf in his stance as "total
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subject" while rendering the native as Other, an object

totally known, accessible and representable, and much less

complex than the Englishman. Woolf is here, in the main,

describing the antics of his dog, but at another level, it

is a symbolic play of power, in which not only does the

Englishman by proxy inflict a shameful/bestial act upon the

native but also takes upon himself the authority of the word

and assumes the knowledge to define the native as lacking in

some "human" quality. Frantz Fanon points out that in the

colonizer's account of native life, the native subject is

often rendered "insensible" to values and ethics, and often

such an account "dehumanises the native, or to speak plainly

it [the colonizer's Manichean logic] turns him into an

animal. In fact, the terms the settler uses when he

mentions the native are zoological terms...[and]...to

describe the native fully in exact terms he constantly

refers to the bestiary" (34). There is in the account Woolf

provides of the native and Charles the dog, a false equation

of the natural actions of the crows with the "natural"

failure of the Sinhalese to react to the dog's urination, as

if in this episode, the native revealed himself to be less

human than Woolf and less natural than the crows.

The "impassivity" attributed to the native in the last

quoted passage from Growing is an index of the distance

between the ruler and the ruled, and their relationship of

power and dominance, where the latter's freedom to act
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spontaneously has been taken away by the imposition of a

superordinate-subordinate system of transaction between the

two groups. Woolf's facile construction of the native

character disregards the unequal distribution of power that

inhibits personal display of emotion on the part of the

subaltern subject in the presence of the colonizer already

and powerfully established as Master. In other words, the

Sinhalese man's inability to protest is part of a broader

framework of socio-political relations, which Woolf neglects

to recognize even in the retrospective account. Only the

dissolution of the framework would give the native Sinhalese

the freedom to react "naturally" (even if that meant kicking

the offending dog). Woolf's account reveals what Edward

Said says is

ultimately a political vision of reality whose

structure promoted the difference between the

familiar (Europe, the West, "us") and the strange

(the Orient, the East, "them"). This vision in a

sense created and then served the two worlds thus

conceived. Orientals lived in their world, "we"

lived in ours. The vision and the material

reality propped each other up, kept each other

going. A certain freedom of intercourse was

always the westerner's privilege, because his was

the stronger culture, he could penetrate, he could
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wrestle with, he could give shape and meaning to

the great Asiatic mystery. (44)

Woolf's account of what happened, or in other words, his

version of reality is symptomatic of an imperialist ideology

at play, especially in its misrepresentations of the actual

power relations working to constitute him as subject and to

efface the native's subjectivity. Gayatri Spivak points out
that "the absence of an articulated notion of ideology as
larger than and yet dependent upon the individual subject"

often makes works that attempt to show connections between

ideology and art "seem a tirade against the folly or knavery

of the practitioners of the discipline" ("Politics of

Interpretation" 121). At this point, therefore, when my

text shows signs of the disease, let me say that I am not
proposing that there prevails a "true" or "real" situation

that I can grasp, which Woolf somehow missed. To do so is

to risk the trap of essentialism. My struggle here is to
try to shed light on the discourse in so far as it is the

product of a writing subject whose ideological position is
complexly nuanced--nuanced by the fact that it is a
retrospective account that overtly declares a shift in

ideology--from "unconscious imperialist" (25) to "anti-

imperialist" (133) and by the subject's changing mode of
perception of the Other. Therefore, when we read Woolf's

discourse in terms of a "knowing subject and the known

object" the subject itself (Woolf) becomes "not so much a
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representor as itself a representation" (Lee, Jacques Lacan

154-55).

Woolf mentions that he gave instructions to his boy not

to let loose the dog Charles: "He of course had untied

him..." The word "of course" has ominous potential. Even

Charles the "pukka English dog" is (in)vested with human

like intelligence that Woolf denies the native. The higher

intelligence, intrepidity, and rationality of not only the

English "master" but of his dog too are reiterated

throughout the text and stand by contrast as evidence of the

natives' lack of these selfsame qualities, the defining

features of a superior race. For instance, Charles wages

his battles among the native cats and dogs and other animals

and wins, and Woolf writes that his dog has the "imperialist

Anglo Indian spirit" narrating with pride the successes of

the dog fights and how he manifests the sahib quality of

toughness, thus betraying the extent of Woolf's own

conditioning within the ideology of europocentrism and

imperialist territorial conquest. Such an ideology,

produced at the time, European discourses that invariably

inscribed the native in reductive terms,5 both to justify

the civilizing mission and ostensibly fulfil a historical

necessity. Said in Orientalism cautions that

Without observing Orientalism as a discourse one

cannot possibly understand the enormously

systematic discipline by which European culture
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was able to manage--and even produce--the Orient

politically, sociologically, militarily,

ideologically, scientifically, and imaginatively

during the post-Enlightenment period. (3)

Woolf's own rite of passage for colonial rule was his
liberal education at St Paul's and Trinity, Cambridge, which
credentials meet the highest endorsement of the empire
builders--"the culture that men got at Oxford or Cambridge

was of the greatest importance in dealing with natives"

(Baldick 71). Ideas about the eastern project and the
expectations of the colonial enterprise were disseminated by
people like Thomas Babington Macaulay, who wielded great

influence in the political and intellectual institutions.
The impact of the ideas of this class of "liberal cultural

heroes" (Said 14) on apprentice writers like Woolf cannot be
gainsaid. Macaulay's massive "cultural crusade" in India
and his writing on this subject situate him as a classic
Orientalist. As architect of several legislative policies
in India, he had a hand in initiating the policy of

recruiting to the colonies those civil servants who could
spread the language and literature of the enlightened to the
benighted natives (Baldick 71).6 Although Macaulay

admitted that he had "no knowledge of either sanskrit or
Arabic," he denounced the worth of native languages and
literature: "a single shelf of a good European library was
worth the whole native literature of India or Arabia"
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(Selected Writings, 241) . What this comment highlights, on

the one hand, is the cultural hegemony and ethnocentrism of

the rulers, on the other, it is testimony of the power and

authority that the Orientalist scholar could command by

virtue of not merely his political position, but also by his

"expertise" on the subject. Of course the noblesse oblige

to offer the only way to enlightenment through European

culture was part and parcel of a vast move to justify the

civilizing mission, which in turn would obfuscate the

political aggression, the pillage (dissimulated as

commerce), the exploitation of native labor, and the

violation of native culture. Macaulay's project suggests

that Woolf was heir to much inherited intellectual baggage

as regards the east well before his arrival in Ceylon.

Moreover, by then the east was commandeered as a venue or

frontier to be "exhausted" by "poetical" agents' and

promised rich material for Woolf's apprenticeship as writer.

Woolf's first phase of "innocent, unconscious" imperialism,

therefore, is charted in accounts that demonstrate naive

celebrations and explanations of English superiority in the
style of the established literary "humanist" scholars whose

work pervaded the literary establishments of the Victorian

era. Woolf writes in the vein of a Macaulay or a Mill: "We

who live in the towns and urbanized villages of northern

Europe have a social psychology radically different from

that of the Tamils and the Sinhalese. . ..Our instinct is
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normally to tell the truth, even if we don't know--as is

normally the case--what the truth is" (53). There is an

interesting note of irony as well as a claim to knowledge in

the above lines; the latter is problematic. While it is,

today, a cliche to speak of the native as being closer to

the state of nature where life is "nasty and brutish" and

irrational, to speak of the "civilized" European as

naturally truthful seems to beg the question. Of course, by

situating in several different ways the peculiar "lack" in

the native constitution--their inability to "normal"

responses, propensity to deceit, lack of intelligence,

irrationality--Woolf, in the characteristic manner of the

traditional Orientalists, prepares the ground upon which the

European may proclaim the native's unfitness for self

governance, social structuring, law, order, the concomitant

of the only recognized order of life according to Europe.

Such a perception of the native enables the justification

for re-creating and rehabilitating the native according to

European desire:

I rather doubt whether any European ever really

understands an important side of the East and of

Asia, ever gets the feel of its castes and classes

and individuals into his brain and his bones,

unless he has sat hour after hour in a kachcheri,

watching from his room the perpetual coming and

going along the veranda of every kind and
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condition of human being, transacting with them

the most trivial or the most important business,

listening to their requests, their lies, their

fears, their sorrows, their difficulties and

disasters. There are many things in the manners

and methods of a Sinhalese or Tamil who comes to a
kachcheri to get a cart or license or to buy a

piece of Crown land or to protect against a

dishonest and malignant village headman or to ruin

a hated neighbour which are exasperating and
distasteful to a European, and many civil servants

never really got over this initial annoyance and
distrust. However much they liked their work and,

up to a point, the people of Ceylon, as they

walked into their office in the morning there was
below the surface of their minds, when they passed
through the crowd on the veranda, a feeling of
irritation and contempt. (52-53)

On the one hand, Woolf says that getting inside the thews
and sinews of the native/Other is impossible and even

abhorrent to the European, except of course, the rare civil
servant like himself. Then again, he is reluctant to see
that the so called ignominious qualities recognized in the
native fall into the very categories of "human universals"

that stand the humanists in good stead in their
interpretative ploys. If the less enlightened majority of
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civil servants are "contemptuous" of these failings peculiar

to the natives, then the more enlightened

narrator/evaluator/commentator of the life of the native,

also, locates the norm in the European and considers as

axiomatic or as a given that the native is deviant,

aberrant, and petty. Woolf takes the self authorizing and

self accrediting stances by virtue of claiming to be a keen

observer of native ways and overcoming the contempt: "I too,

like everyone else, was at first irritated and contemptuous.

But gradually these feelings, when I was left by myself...to

deal with the people began to evaporate and in the end, I
think, they died out of me altogether" (53). We see here

the arbitrary process of construction of a "norm" and a
standard, and the positing of the Englishman as the knowing

Subject and the native as the known object.

Reinscriptions of the native as "Other" according to
European desire are pervasive in Woolf's work. Nowhere is

it more ingeniously practiced than in the effort to

obliterate implications of colonial slave mastering:

One of the ways in which the Arab was different

from the Tamil was the way in which he treated the

white man in authority. The Tamil treated one as

someone apart; he would never dream of touching

one, for instance. The Arabs, on the other hand,

although extremely polite, treated me as a fellow

human being. If anything went wrong or there was
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a dispute which I had to settle, they would

surround me and make long eloquent guttural

speeches, and often if one of them got excited, he
would put his hand on my shoulder to emphasize the

torrent of his words ...... It was this. attitude of

human equality which accounted for the fact, oddly

enough, that I hit them with a walking stick,

whereas in the whole of my time in Ceylon I never

struck, or would have dared to strike, a Tamil or
a Sinhalese. When all the boats were coming in

together, the koddu became a struggling mass of

packed human beings, Arabs hauling in their sacks
of oysters from the beach or the crowd from

compartment to compartment in. order to see that

the division of the oysters was properly made--as
I had to do--I simply had to fight my way through,
shouting '"Get out of the way--get out of the way",

and the Arabs were vastly amused when I used my
walking stick to clear a passage through them.

(94-95 emphases mine).

Woolf explains that he was able to hit the Arab only
because there was a sense of equality between him and them;
he does not consider that such behavior can proceed only in
one direction from the "equal" in authority to the
subordinate and that there is no equal reciprocity.

Furthermore, Woolf's formulation of the Arab/Woolf exchange
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obscures the difference of Woolf as man and subject and the

Arab as generic category of person and object that is basic

to Woolf's own discourse. Finding reassurance in their so

called amusement, Woolf simultaneously reduces the Arab

native adult to child/pet/animal and thereby justifies that

treatment. These men are not children and this "handling"

of them underscores the stereotype that the natives are

disarming, simple, must be prodded and led and struck to

elicit the desired responses from them. But the false sense

of equality invoked by Woolf fits in with what Stratton

explains as the need to make the Other "to seem just like

us" (146), a concomitant of the realistic mode within a

moment of transition from mercantile to production

capitalism (145). This complicated argument charts the way

in which Europe constituted itself "as the site of presence

in relation to the articulation of the Other in terms of the

colonial periphery." According to Stratton:

In the context of Literature, where the troping

of representation by realism has generated a

preoccupation with the attempt to elide difference

in perfect representation (in the process

acknowledging the overdetermination of

difference), the colonial representation was a

sign of sameness (the colonial could be

represented) whilst simultaneously an assertion of

difference (the representation was a presentation
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which signalled the distinctiveness, and therefore

the lack, of the colonial when compared to the

presence of the European). (145)
Stratton's discussion pertains here because the presence of
the Arab workers marks an instance of "economic

imperialism." The Pearl fisheries and the salt industry,
which Woolf describes at length (86, 1 8 5-8 6 )--ostensibly

realistically--are indices of how the British were

extracting revenue and syphoning it off from Ceylon. For
this colonial enterprise, Arabs from the Persian gulf,
Tamils and Moors from India were brought as indentured

labor, thus creating for Britain a surplus of labor while
alienating further the Ceylonese native population from the
resources of their seas. Woolf describes copiously the
method and process, but the political and exploitative

nature of the project are not discussed. The government
acquired two thirds of each part of the catch of oysters.
All of the transactions were structured in such a way as to
enhance the government's opportunities to sell their

acquired booty. The government was, of course, the British
government (89).

The irony is that Woolf is pretty righteous about a
small scale fraud on the part of petty salt contractors and
loaders, whereas the imperialists cheat the natives daily of
what must amount to several hundred thousand pounds of
annual revenue. Woolf's self-righteousness and self-
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abnegation in the face of his own complicity in the large

scale robbery that he aids and abets seem to be a strategy
that helps him deny that complicity.

. . . for I rarely thought of anything else except

the District and the people, to increase their

prosperity, diminish the poverty and disease,

start irrigation works, open schools. There was

no sentimentality about this; I did not idealize

or romanticize the people or the country; I just

liked them aesthetically and humanly and socially.

But I was ruthless--too ruthless, as I shall show-

-both to them and to myself. (180 emphases mine)

In several ways I revolutionized the salt industry

in Hambantota. I completely altered the system of

paying the collectors so that they were paid on

the spot. Hitherto they were given payment

vouchers which could only be cashed in the

Hambantota kachcheri, a system which led to the

regular trade in vouchers by middlemen who bought
them at a considerable discount from the

collectors. This made it much easier to get

labour for the collecting, and it was largely

owing to this that the amount of salt collected in
1910 beat all previous records. (185)

Woolf sees that the lack of proper transportation made the
laborers fall prey to the middlemen. He resolves the
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problem at the source and is thereby able to redress the
exploitation of the workers by the middlemen. All of these

"achievements," the self-satisfaction, and the sense of a

mission accomplished for the "wretched of the earth" enable
Woolf to gratify his "aesthetic" sense and vindicate his
presence there. The testimony of his hard work is

indisputable; nevertheless, all the benevolence and goodwill

cannot obscure the fact that these improvements make

production for the metropolis, Britain, more efficient and

the appropriation of the workers' labor and product more

complete. In the syphoning of resources and profits to

Britain the colony is left more impoverished than ever. In

fact, more than fifty years after the time of these

experiences, Woolf was to write:

In the modern world this ("revolt of the subject

peoples") was one of the most menacing political

problems, and the world's peace and prosperity in

the future depended upon accelerating the transfer

of power from the imperialist states to their

subject peoples in the ramshackle territories

called colonies, dependencies, protectorates, and

spheres of influence throughout Asia and Africa.

(Downhill, 1967, 222, )
Woolf's authoritative account of the native people--the

Sinhalese, Arabs, and Tamils--presupposes that his

experience renders knowledge of the Other and that it
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provides access to "truth." The second assumption is that
Woolf, himself is a unified subject. Woolf's text offers
evidence of both the constituting and limiting power of the
European gaze as it produces the native Other--Arab

(discussed above), Tamil, and Sinhalese. Speaking of an
instance of shared humor, Woolf writes that,

The spectators were obviously delighted and amused

and this revealed a characteristic of the

Sinhalese which always endeared them to me. The
relations between Europeans and some Asiatic

peoples are made difficult because the Asiatic

does not seem to share the European's sense of

humour. This is not the case with the

Sinhalese... (242)

Masquerading as benignity and generosity, this "observation"
or gaze reflects back the observer, who is here caught in
the act of producing knowledge about the native. The
informing mindset is ethnocentric and Europocentric, and
concomitant of it is that all traits English are set as the
norm for human conduct.

But Woolf, at times, approves of the Sinhala people,
their disposition, language, and religion (164) over those
of the Tamils. Such privileging is symptomatic of the
parcelling out of favors and grants from the position of
power; it is indicative of the overall policy of "divide and
rule" consistently adopted by the British in their tenure in
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South East Asia. Moreover, however sympathetic Woolf was to
become, he could never totally extricate himself from the
imperialist ideology that held subject peoples as needing

the patronage and guidance and superior knowledge of the
colonizer. He does not admit that ontological and

epistemological bias prevented westerners from recognizing
that their self-authorizing attitudes are politically

complicit with the project of domination and exploitation,

and psychologically, a manifestation of the ethnocentrism

already a factor in the west's approach to their colored

counterpart. The almost instinctive wresting of authority
for self is traced by Said to "anthropocentrism allied with

europocentrism" by which

a white middle class westerner believes it is his
human prerogative (not only] to manage the non-

white world.. .just because by definition "it" is

not quite as human as we are. There is no purer

example than this of dehumanized thought.

(Orientalism 108)

Woolf writes also that

...everything to do with the Sinhalese seemed to

me enchanting. The Kandyans fifty years ago, both

the Ratemahatmayas, the feudal chiefs and headmen,

and the villagers were generally, and often also
individually, the most charming people I have ever

come across. They were typically mountain people,
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independent, fine mannered, lively, laughing, in

their enchanting villages hidden away in the

mountains, and isolated, unchanged and unchanging.

It was extraordinary to deal with them after the

rather dour Tamil of Jaffna living behind his

cadjan fence under the remorseless sun in the

unending plain. (156-57)

Characterizing a people enmasse without so much as a caveat
to defend such massive generalizations is, of course, common
to most nineteenth-and early twentieth-century writings on
the Orient by Westerners. The Western savants seemed ready
to make pronouncements on the nature and constitution of
natives even when their intercourse was limited to the most
official and formal levels. Such assumptions are possible
because the prevalent modes of epistemology grounded on
Cartesian method, were based on certainty and sanctified the
cogito. In this chapter, with particular reference to
Growing, I demonstrate how contaminated and mediated the
whole category of "knowing" is.

In the last quoted passage from Growing, the Kandyans
are defined and grouped by the qualities the benign
Westerner attributes to them regardless of their class,
caste, or individual differences. By this crude and generic
typology the Sinhalese and Tamils are formulated and fixed
in a form of stasis--"unchanged and unchanging"--and

portrayed as unaffected by the march of history. What is
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lost sight of here, in the overall romanticizing of the
Sinhalese villager, is that the British colonial enterprise,

with its large scale implementation of a cash crop economy

in the form of tea plantations and factories in the hill
country and rubber plantations elsewhere, wrought major

changes in the "pastoral" life style Woolf attributes to the
Kandyan. Neither does Woolf mention the massive import of
Tamil labor from South India for the purpose of working the
plantations, nor the changes in demography/ethnography

brought about by the self-serving manipulation of the island

economy.

At the scene of the cataclysm, Woolf records that

"Hundreds of natives stand around looking on with the usual

appearance of complete indifference and every time another
foot of ground disappears, a long "Aiyo, aiyo" goes up"
(58). Despite the cry which literally is a word that

bemoans one's fate and is a call to the gods, Woolf sees in
the faces of the villagers the "usual appearance of complete
indifference." This is obviously a faux pas; in his desire
to say that the native is habitually impassive, wooden, and
mute in all circumstances, he ignores the explicit cry of
the native. Growing, then, demonstrates the problematic

inherent in crediting as knowledge or truth or

representation the stuff of discourse. i have attempted to
show the economic underpinnings that are glossed over in the
representation of the Other; the epistemological bases of
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that presentation, however, has yet another, more literary

aspect.

As a literary person, Woolf is trapped within an
inherited epistemology and discursive system. He. says that
at times he was unsure if the Anglo-Indians8 modelled

themselves on Kipling's characters or if Kipling had

represented an archetype that held true even in 1907 (151).
Indeed Woolf disclaims an exact recreation of "reality"

as it was, but this disclaimer is made on the basis of "the
difficulty of remembering accurately the sequence of events,
[and] the temporal perspective" (Growing, "Foreword" 9).

That his responses themselves, even at the outset, have
little originary value (the originary nature of knowledge
and questioning of Cartesianism are matters of agonistic

debate now) becomes apparent in the recurring evocations of
the Kiplingesque nature of his reactions. Woolf hints at
the uncontrollable ways in which [his] life itself seemed to
be imitative of art:

He ("the great Sinnatamby," the tennis court

keeper, the only adult native allowed in the

Jaffna tennis club) might have been a character in
a Kipling story... The white people were also in
many ways astonishingly like characters in a
Kipling story. I could never make up my mind

whether Kipling had moulded his characters

accurately in the image of Anglo-Indian society or
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whether we were moulding our characters accurately

in the image of a Kipling story. In the stories

and in the conversations on the Jaffna tennis

court (and off it) there was the same incongruous

mixture of public school toughness,

sentimentality, and melancholy.... which, if we

had known the word, we might even have called

Weltschmerz. (45-46)

But despite the interference of preconception (or the

epistemological and discursive burden), Woolf is convinced

that his perceptions of reality and interpretation of

experience can be trusted, that his experience can be used

as a legitimizing force, and above all, that the language at

his disposal is adequate and transparent. Woolf's own

untroubled musing about what I here term "interferences"

helps the reader to recognize the now common claim that

reason itself is a fraught category, that it is never

uncontaminated by personal and ideological value, and that

ultimately "truth" itself is a construct.

In this regard, Michael Frede in "Memorism" says that

"memory is thought to fulfil some of the functions, or even

all of the functions, we nowadays attribute to reason"

(234), and recalls Plato's "doctrine of

anamnesis.. .according to which all knowledge is a matter of

remembering" (240). And, Richard Terdiman proposes that

"the most influential system of visual representation in our
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tradition really depicts us" and reiterates the necessity to

consider the representor's [pre assumption "of a fully

subjectified eye (or ' I') " (28). Woolf' s early reactions to

the east have all the marks of learned, or conditioned

responses, and overall, Growing may be classified as a work

that belongs in what is called the "Oriental canon." Over

the centuries many of the views posed by Orientalists were

hardly challenged on account of the political and cultural

hegemony of Europe. Said, in Orientalism, cautions that

Orientalism can be discussed and analyzed as the

corporate institution for dealing with the Orient-

-dealing with it by making statements about it,

authorizing views of it, describing it, by

teaching it, settling it, ruling over it: in short

Orientalism as a Western style for dominating,

restructuring and having authority over the

Orient. (3)

Woolf stresses that he was not really aware that he

entered Ceylon as a white ruler and imperialist. He speaks

of the political innocence in the pre-1914 youth: "an

innocent unconscious imperialist" (25). This

unconsciousness and innocence as ignorance seem to mitigate

and even make irrelevant Woolf's culpability. For instance,

although he makes cogent observations about the nature of

class conflict, division and hierarchy, issues of political

power play and economic exploitation are not subject to
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critical questioning. The early trend among liberal

humanists was to depoliticize literature; they attributed

much that was unacceptable and untenable to transcendental

categories of good and evil, or reason and its lack, or

other "universals." Indeed, a hallmark of good Literature

was its ability to make, however artificially, the

universalizing gesture.9 For example, Woolf says that the

class war, in Britain diffused over a wide area, becomes

more virulent in the colonies, but traces the problems among

the Westerners to the east, the peculiar locale where non-

favorable qualities of the English surface. Such deductions

imply that the east harbored some cosmic force especially

malignant to the westerner. When Woolf speaks of English

characters and events and the class structure, it is evident

that the different classes were embattled in maintaining

jealously the various rungs on the hierarchy, that their

superiority was measured by the degree of power which each

group was entitled to exert over the Sinhalese and the

Tamils, that prestige accrued by virtue of such power

positioning, and above all that the motley collection of

individuals shipped to the east were able to self-

consolidate by holding out against the native population,

thus homogenized and lumped together as "Other," regardless

of the heterogeneity of the groups. This condition is

created by the system that engenders relationships of

domination and privileges, and fixes them. He speaks of the
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hatred among the Europeans of different classes as "a

curious feature of British imperialism in the East" (16).

In these instances what is obvious is Woolf's own

ideological conscription as an upper class liberal humanist

explaining away the interesting and politically charged

tensions of unequal power play with recourse to universalist

categories--man's inhumanity to man, and cosmic imperatives

vis a vis that peculiar ambiance of the east that brings out

the worst in the European. Or his critique is confined

merely to censuring behavior that is "not quite cricket."

In my case, actual experience from the inside of

the administration of law and of what is called

justice produced in me an ineradicable and

melancholy disillusionment with those whose duty

it is to do justice and protect law and

order. Too often one watches the line between the

criminal and the policeman or the judge growing

thinner and thinner. (79)

In the above instance and others, Woolf shows a genuine

desire to right the problems of the colonial administrative

system and writes that life is nasty and brutish on the

"government side."

But Woolf's critique is not of colonialism's practice

per se, but of the nature of systems as such. These

universalist claims detract from the import of a critique

that would be more to the point if it were directed at the
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particular political processes. The political machinery

under colonial domination removes the power from the domains

of the native. Woolf toys with the idea of writing an

anonymous letter to the Independent on the hollowness of

"modern humanism," but as a spokesperson and representative

of the ruling government, dare not openly raise criticism of

the system. Furthermore, he owes his undivided allegiance

to his government:

My time in Ceylon, where I was on the government

side of the fence, strengthened in me this

attitude, simply because without law and order,

strictly enforced, life for everyone must become

poor, nasty, brutish, and short. (79)

Therefore, at the most crucial points when Woolf can grasp

the anomaly of the native governed by foreign administration

and misunderstood, misconstrued, and mismanaged by the

colonial system, he shies away from the issue and

dissimulates it in the rhetoric of universal humanism which

obscures the political power play and exploitation and he

may very well wonder "if things are really managed in

England as they are here?" His lapse(s) into the

romanticist's "melancholy disillusionment" is an evasion and

omission of locating the problem at its political source.

Fanon's point that "neutrality and justice are not

complementary" but "mutually exclusive" and that "neutrality

is the excuse for the status quo" (Gendenzier 110) may be
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applied to displace the self admitted ambivalence of Woolf's

stances.

In Growing, the second of his five-volume

autobiography, Woolf claims that he grew from an unconscious

imperialist to a disenchanted anti-imperialist. But to what

extent he does so and whether he exits what he calls his

phase of "innocent imperialism" in his ostensible maturity

of perception is a question I take up in later sections of

this chapter.

III

Autobiography as bildungsroman

Growing, as its title indicates, is an attempt to chart

progress; the title functions as a proleptic metaphor. The

growth--and this was a popular nineteenth-century literary

device--implied is the author's increasing awareness of the

implications of imperialism.

That the human subject progresses from unawareness to

awareness in a rational, linear, chronological, accumulation

of experience is discouraged in Jacques Lacan's insight that

the experience that goes into the formation of the I "leads

us to oppose any philosophy directly issuing from the

cogito" (502). Woolf's autobiography, however, is

structured in terms of such a progression, so that the

overtly "Orientalist" stances are reduced and modified as
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the narrative unravels, and he would have the reader see him

as an anti-imperialist later as opposed to the "unconscious

imperialist" of the earlier years. The entire narrative is

fashioned in such a way that the stoic romantic hero

develops toward such moments of "self realization."

Michael Riffaterre identifies the second traditional

principle of biography which demands that the biographical

record be "truthful both historically and psychologically,"

as the one that serves to mark biography from fiction (356).

My purpose, on the other hand, is to draw out the

autobiography's fabricatory or fictive texture in order to

further problematize notions of truth and fact which set the

genre of autobiography apart, as well as to question if

indeed Woolf as autobiographer can qualify as "total object

of his own knowledge" (Dreyfus and Rabinow 18).

Woolf speaks of his fondness for animals, and his

belief is that the complete understanding of the Other (in

this case animal as Other) can elicit from that Other a

trust: "There is a cosmic strangeness about animals which

always fascinates me and gives to my affection for them a

mysterious depth or background" (100-101). Here again is

the deliberate forging of the narrative (auto-biography) of

the exceptional person, the classic character, so that these

details would have the effect of building up the reader's

confidence and trust in Woolf's evaluations and credibility
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in his interpretations. In other words these statements

constitute an astute legitimizing strategy.

In order to warrant the claim to "growing" (maturing)

the speaking self must pit himself against considerable odds

and come out "wiser." Toward this end Woolf in his

autobiography casts himself as a romantic exile tested for

intrepidity, endurance, and skill. The environment against

which his stoicism is tested is often depicted as hostile

and alien. For his contemporary readership, this scene must

also be an understandable, recognizable, graspable reality.

The authenticity of the evoked milieu is, therefore,

complicated. Riffaterre captures what is at stake here when

he says that

the writer does not choose them [details] at

random. They are selected because they are already

in the sociolect, recognized and valid metonyms or

synechdoches complete with their possible

interpretations from which the writer cannot

wander away. (361)

What is already in the sociolect is the exoticism,

excessive lushness, fecundity, evil, cruelty, and ignorance

in the east. The lapses into "melancholy disillusion,"

seeking after isolation, the passionate responses to nature,

and so on are also signs that identify the speaker as a type

of literary romantic exile: "You stand upon one (of the

hills) and they rise and fall around you in great waves, not
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rugged but desolate..." (84). With the accentuation of the

qualities of isolation, primitivity and desolation of the

environment in which he must survive, Woolf introduces into

his work a conflation of the romantic exile and the stoic

hero, who will prevail and overcome all difficulties,

material and moral, posed by the non-native situation. To

evoke such a situation, in a number of passages Woolf uses

quite prominently the device of the pathetic fallacy: this

gives the reader some idea of the degree to which the

purported realism, authenticity, facticity, and actuality

are compromised in the interest of "literary"

considerations.

One of the charms of the island is its infinite

variety... Many people dislike the arid sterility

of this kind of Asiatic low country.. .but I lived

in it for many years, indeed most of my time in

Ceylon, and it got into my heart and my bones, its

austere beauty, its immobility and

unchangeableness except for minute modulations of

light and colour beneath the uncompromising sun,

the silence, the emptiness, the melancholia and so

the purging of the passions by complete

solitude... (27)

It really was as though time stood still. One's

life, one's universe had been reduced to the bare

sea and the bare sky, day and night, sun and
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stars. Whether or when one was to arrive lost all

importance; the complete solitude away from any

trace of civilization, or taint of civilized

people, with its gentle, soothing melancholy,

seemed as it always does to purge the passion. My

mind had been curiously cleaned and purified. (87)

The imperial project then stands as a metonym for a ritual,

austere and grand, that delivers the experiencing subject

from novice to high priest, from naivete to wisdom.

Therefore, Ceylon has been for him the place that enabled a

purification and a kind of beatitude. There is also the

recurrent echo of the Wordsworthian "still sad music of

humanity," and an immersing of the self in emotion evoked

not so much by concrete human situations as by the

intangible essences of things. This overtly romantic aspect

of "reality" detracts from and dissimulates the political

nature of the imperialist enterprise; it seduces both reader

and writer into an apolitical and edenic space into which

they may escape from the harsher realities of native life

under imperialist domination. Not only in the passages

quoted above, but also in numerous other instances, Woolf

effaces the human subjects and appropriates the landscape to

exert representative control upon it. For aesthetic

purposes the land is emptied of its people and objectified,

and although it does not belong to him, he is able to invest

it with aesthetic and ideological meaning.
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Woolf's autobiography was written some fifty years

after the events recorded in it. Dominick LaCapra points

out the danger of fetishizing historical account on the

premise that "the 'reality' of the past...is 'always

already' lost for the historian" (Quoted in "Rani" 249).

Even if there were no significant interval of time and space

between events and the act of writing, what LaCapra says of

the historian would apply to the biographer. Moreover, the

autobiography as repository of fact and truth, becomes

questionable when we consider, also, the craftsmanship that

must go into the limning of the colonial scene,

character(s), and encounter (s) to warrant the "growth" of

the (imperial) subject and romantic hero. Indeed, the

entire narrative is fashioned in such a way that the "hero"

develops toward the moments of the realization of his "anti-

imperialism." In the final analysis, then, the

"literariness" and fabrication of the autobiography makes

its difference from fiction or novel of slight degree and.

not of kind.

Toward the end of this volume of his autobiography,

coincident with the end of his time as civil servant in

Ceylon, Woolf declares: "For a long time I was uneasily

ambivalent, exaggerating as in this letter, my imperialist,

stern Sahib attitude to compensate for or soothe a kind of

social conscience which began to condemn and dislike the

whole system" (157). And he adds:
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I am glad that I spent a year of my life at the

age of 27 in Kandy, for life there was unlike any

that I have ever known elsewhere, but I did not

like it in the way that I liked Jaffna and

Hambantota, and it did a good deal to complete my

education as an anti-imperialist. (133)

Woolf would have the admissions of anti-imperialism in

the above overt declarations of disenchantment considered as

signs of his maturity--the desired outcome of the sojourn in

an alien environment. It is, however, in the displacement

of his own former interpretations that a significant

critique of colonialism becomes possible. Woolf's critique

of imperialism is implicit in the following passage where he

almost arrives at an overt political stance by implying the

tangential nature of European knowledge:

I do not think that anyone who has got close to a

feudal society like this one in Urugala and all

the other Kandyan villages, who to some extent has

lived within it and has observed it passionately,

sympathetically, and at the same time critically,

can truthfully deny that on the surface it has

socially a satisfying depth, harmony, beauty. And

it was perhaps not only or entirely on the

surface....I felt that there was some depth of

happiness rather than pleasure, of satisfaction,
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which is a good thing and which the western world

is losing or has lost. (158)10

Woolf's disenchantment with "the system" is expressed

unequivocally:

...as time went on, I became more and more

ambivalent, politically schizophrenic, an anti-

imperialist who enjoyed the fleshpots of

imperialism, loved the subject peoples and their

way of life, and knew from the inside how evil the system

was beneath the surface for ordinary men and women. (158-59)

In these passages Woolf evinces a profound doubt about the

usefulness and relevance of the alien system for the native

societies. Although Woolf does not quite transcend his

"Orientalist" perception of the "Otherness" of the native--a

perception based on essentialist notions--there is evidence

here that he is able to recognize some degree of autonomy

and sovereignty in the natives and in their ability to

resist hegemonic forms of culture. This change in

assessment complicates the former reductive valuation of

native culture, which he now comes to believe possesses

qualitatively superior elements lacking in the British way

of life. Thus, here Woolf is able to debunk, albeit

indirectly, those sanctimonious excuses such as the

"civilizing mission," with which the imperialists obscured

their projects of territorial conquest and plunder.
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In a passage that recounts the untried youth's early

observations of the colonial situation, the heavy irony

injected into the passage indicates a momentary respite from

Orientalism:

After tennis I usually went down to the kandy

Club. In those days in an Asiatic station where

there was "the Club", it was a symbol and centre

of British imperialism although perhaps we might

not be fully conscious of it. It had normally a

curious air of slight depression, but at the same

time exclusiveness, superiority, isolation. Only

the "best people" and of course only white men

were members.... The atmosphere was terribly

masculine and public school. Even if we were not

all gentlemen, we all had to behave, sober or

drunk, as if we were, although when some of us

were drunk--and drunkenness was not infrequent--it

often seemed to me a very curious form of

gentlemanliness. (135)

Woolf's avowed anti-imperialism, however, can be

located not so much in the overt assertions, but in the

margins of his discourse where he is caught in positions of

granting--by default--agency, authority, and "humanity" to

the natives, denied to them at the centers of the main

narrative. Critics like Gayatri Spivak, Homi Bhabha, and

Abdul JanMohamed have examined ways in which colonization
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has denied/dispossessed the native of voice and subjectship.

Whereas Spivak speaks of "the absence of a text that can

'answer one back' after the planned epistemic violence of

the imperialist project" ("Rani" 251), Bhabha maintains that

the native's "inappropriate" mimicry of colonialist

discourse is a display of "recalcitrance" or answering back,

and reading it as such is Bhabha's way of offering the text

that answers back ("Ambivalence" 126-133). A dramatic and

brilliant "recovery" of the voice of the marginalized

subaltern underclass is made by Arjuna Parakrama in his

Language and Rebellion: Discursive Unities and the

Possibility of Protest. Parakrama reads Sri Lankan archival

material--"that has all but filtered out the subaltern

voice"--as a palimpsest to reconstruct a variant set of

discourses (deviating from the institutionalized standards)

that give voice to native protest. I outline these projects

in order to acknowledge my use (albeit far more modest in

scope) of their concepts.

In Woolf's text, the natives are almost always denied a

voice; they are represented rather than allowed to present

themselves, and their voice and subjectship have been

appropriated by the colonial "master." More often than not,

the native is reductively represented as mute and passive.

In the following inscriptions, however, the voice of native

protest can be detected, although the central point of

reference and Subject is Woolf the civil servant. These
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inscriptions compel the recognition of an aspect of native

agency that Woolf cannot quite control, repress, or

manipulate. Above all, the narrative slippage here

engenders for the natives a different subject position than

the one the author had hitherto permitted them:

My unpopularity in Jaffna was not undeserved. I

meant well by the people of Jaffna, but, even when

my meaning was well, and also right--not always

the case or the same thing, my methods were too

ruthless, too much the "strong man". The

difficulties and the friction made me for the

first time dimly perceive the problems of the

imperialist. It is curious, looking back, to see

how long it took me to become fully conscious of

my position as a ruler of subject peoples. But I

remember the moment when for the first time I

became fully aware of it and the awareness brought

my first doubts whether I wanted to rule other

people, to be an imperialist and proconsul. The

Jaffna Tamil Association twice reported me to the

Governor and asked for my dismissal--an unusual

distinction for a civil servant of only two years'

service. In both cases the G.A. was directed to

call upon me for an explanation. (111)

It is important that here Woolf is implicitly

critiquing if not the system, then the practice of "ruling
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over." The second incident (quoted below) that reinforces

this type of questioning also indicates an undermining of

the self-consolidation and construction of the sovereign

subject that was pervasive elsewhere in the text. It shows

our reluctant/uneasy imperialist under the constituting gaze

of the Other, which in a sense, is a reversal of their usual

roles. And these anecdotes allow native agency and protest;

Woolf even grants that protest a kind of legitimacy. I

would, therefore, locate Woolf's anti-imperialism in these

shifts or slippages in the representation of the Other. In

recounting an episode in which he had been accused of using

his riding whip on a Tamil lawyer--Woolf was apparently

trying to control his horse and hadn't noticed the lawyer

riding by in his trap--Woolf writes that:

perhaps for the first time I felt a twinge of

doubt in my imperialist soul, a doubt whether we

were not in the wrong, and the Jaffna Tamil

Association and Mr Sandarasekara in the right, not

right in believing that I would and had hit him in

the face, but right in feeling that my sitting on

a horse arrogantly in the main street of their

town was as good as a slap in the face. (114)

Woolf's text, therefore, lends itself to and even

participates in the production of knowledge that is anti-

imperialist and anti-colonial. Such knowledge can be

produced through a subversive reading, which challenges
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imperialist knowledge and assumptions (about native life)

that were considered as axiomatic. The admission that the

native society could have developed independent of western

intervention also gives credence to his anti-imperialist

sentiments. In this regard the ironic overtones of the

following excerpt from Downhill All The Way seem to leave

little doubt about Woolf's sentiments about imperialism:

The vast majority of Frenchmen and Britons were

extremely proud of their empires and considered

that it was self-evident that it was for the

benefit of the world as well as in their own

interests that they ruled directly or dominated

indirectly the greater part of Asia and Africa.

It was still widely accepted that God had so

ordered the world that both individuals and states

benefitted everyone, including their victims, by

making the maximum profit for themselves in every

way, everywhere and everywhen. (Downhill 222)

But, it must be pointed out that such revisions and incisive

observation made in 1967 were not forthcoming in 1911 when

his disenchantment with the imperial "system" of ruling over

subject people notwithstanding, he could still, in good

conscience consider ardently the idea of returning to Ceylon

as a great white paternalistic guide, mentor, and governor:

if I could go back (to Ceylon) and immerse myself

in a District like Hambantota for the remainder of
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life, as Dyke and old sir William Twynam had

immersed themselves in Jaffna, I might welcome it

as a final withdrawal, a final solitude, in which,

married to a Sinhalese, I would make my District

or province the most efficient, the most

prosperous place in Asia. At the back of my mind

I think I knew that this last solution was

fantasy. The days of paternalism under a Dyke or

Twynam were over; I had been born in an age of

imperialism and I disapproved of imperialism and

felt sure that its days were already numbered.

247-48.

Woolf finds nothing wrong with the idea of white

paternalism, in which is enshrined not only superiority of

race and culture, but also the reinforcement of native as

Other. In this regard, the nostalgia for the past--the hey

day of imperialism--is very telling. The "fantasy" of

altruism also spells out that no reciprocal or equal

relationship can be envisaged with the native, so that his

anti-imperialist stance is weakened even as he espouses

counter colonial sentiment. Woolf's work, then, remains

inextricably within the snare of the inherited imperialist

ideology.

All Literature, and certainly literature on the

colonial encounter is hardly innocent, and rarely innocuous.

In Woolf's autobiographical text Growing, the knowledge
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produced about the native Other is heavily compromised in

the interest of situating Woolf as suject in all events, of

accomodating the literary troping, and of denying his

complicity in the heinous politics and plunder of

colonialism. Overall, the text is symptomatic of the

imperatives of the imperial adventure, which needed to weave

its own myths and legends in terms of a grand, humanitarian

project. The objective in this chapter is to illustrate the

methods by which the imperial center, with Woolf as an agent

and voice, re-presented the natives to themselves and to

itself, to focus upon the complicity of ideology, politics,

and history with "literary" form, and the implications of

these complicities in the production of knowledge as such.
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Notes

1 Leonard Woolf, Growing: An Autobiography of the Years

1904-1911 (London: The Hogarth P, 1967). All page

references made parenthetically in my text are from this

edition. Growing is the second of Woolf's multi-volume

autobiography and is selected for a detailed discussion

because it is a narrative of his experiences as a British

Civil Servant in colonial Ceylon.

2 Paul de Man, Blindness and Insight: Essays in the

Rhetoric of Contemporary Criticism (Minneapolis: U of

Minnesota P, 1971, 1983) says that Literature is "the only

form of language free from the fallacy of unmediated

expression" (17), although we do not directly acknowledge

this and often use literature as if it were unmediated.

Modern critical practices try to situate the subjects of

literary projects in what de Man calls "the fallen world of

our facticity" (13), thereby laying bare the artifices of

the writing project. de Man mentions that Romanticism is

the high point in the "mystification" that language unites

"sign and meaning" (12). In this chapter, I try to show how

Woolf's perceptions are "mediated" by the language and

notions of romanticism, and by the denial of his ideological

affiliation to imperialist ideology.

3 He may define an incident as both "sordid" and

"amusing" and use it for his own edification and of others.
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4 I use the concept of the episteme to place Woolf

within a discursive field structured and (in)formed by a

pattern of epistemic thinking that disseminated "knowledge"

about the "Oriental" native. Michel Foucault, The

Archeology of Knowledge and The Discourse on Language,

trans. A. M. Sheridan Smith (New York: Pantheon, 1972)

defines episteme as "the total set of relations that unite,

at a given period, the discursive practices that give rise

to epistemological figures, sciences, and possibly

formalized systems...The episteme is not a form of knowledge

(connaissance) or type of rationality... it is the totality

of relations that can be discovered, for a given period

between the sciences when one analyses them at the level of

discursive regularities (191).

s Edward Said cites that John Stuart Mill in On Liberty

and Representative Government declares that his liberal

thinking "cannot be applied to India because Indians were

civilizationally if not racially inferior" (Said 14).

6 Woolf and Macaulay share one startling fetish in

their abhorrence of superstition. Macaulay believes that it

is a peculiar deviance of the native and is optimistic that

"literature (English) before the light of which impious and

cruel superstitions are fast taking flight on the banks of

the Ganges....And, wherever British literature spreads, may

it be attended by British virtue and British freedom."

Quoted in Baldick (71). Woolf in like manner: "I dislike
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superstition wherever I find it, whether among primitive and

simple people or sophisticated ninnies" (Growing 231).

' Philip W. Martin records Byron's advice to a friend:

"Stick to the East....the only poetical policy. The North,

South, and West, have all been exhausted... .And if it

(Byron's poetry on the east, perhaps the Turkish Tales] has

had any success, that also will prove that the public are

orientalizing, and pave the path for you" (43 my emphases).

8 The term has undergone some change since Woolf's and

Forster's time. Then it referred to the occupying British,

but now it designates a group of people of British and

Indian parentage.

9 Liberal humanist approaches to Literature are dealt

with in detail in the chapter on A Passage to India in this

dissertation.

10 To regard colonized places as embodying a more

primitive, pristine, innocent, or savage state that the west

once possessed but lost to industrial advancement is a

somewhat hackneyed approach of Orientalists.



CHAPTER THREE

THE VILLAGE IN THE JUNGLE AS IMPE-REALIST FICTION

I

Introduction

In her essay "Literary representations of the

Subaltern, " Gayatri Spivak points to the complicity of

history and literature

That history deals with real events and literature

with imagined ones may now be seen as a difference

in degree rather than in kind. The difference

between cases of historical and literary event

will always be there as a differential moment in

terms of what is called the "effects of the real."

("A Literary Representation" 243)

The Village in the Jungle as fable--with the didactic

message as its objective--relieves the author of any duress

to simulate "the effects of the real." On the other hand,

whatever the technical form of the story, its status as

novel is derived from the insertion of the social, political

and cultural history of the milieu depicted, in addition to

Leonard Woolf's own "blindness and insight" as an agent of

high government office, a potential political theorist, and

69
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novelist. The sedimentation of Ceylon history vis a vis

Woolf's observation of it, in this fabulist novel, then, is

as important as the "literary" component. That all of these

forms--novel, fiction, fable--function as narratives

guarantees them their common end of disseminating knowledge.

It is now commonly accepted that much of our cognition of

the world comes to us through narrative forms. Fredric

Jameson sums up its importance when he says that narrative

form is "a central instance of the human mind and a mode of

thinking fully as legitimate as that of abstract logic"

("Foreword" xi).

In Woolf's quasi-historical, quasi-"literary"

autobiography, Growing. because of the traditional

expectations of the genre, he was forced to deal with his

participation in the historical project of imperialism, and

through a process of special effects in the text--

dissimulation and prevarication--he arrives at a point that

allows him to claim his anti-imperialist position. In

chapter two I propose that the status of autobiography as

historically specific and factually "true" and as a more

privileged text than the novel or fiction is untenable and

rendered suspect on account of their common grounding in and

contamination with ideology, facticity, narrative,

discursivity and their emergence as socio-cultural products

in discourse.'

On analysis, these inevitable facts of discourse,

destabilize and make problematic Woolf's claim that at the
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end of his sojourn in Ceylon, he left as an anti-

imperialist. The claim to facticity that autobiographers

make is unfounded since it is made on unexamined

assumptions. Paul de Man draws attention to what we should

not take for granted when he suggests that "the resources of

[the] medium" may be the key factors in fashioning

autobiography (69); in Woolf's case, since the autobiography

is structured as Bildungsroman the assertion of anti-

imperialism perfectly satisfies the demand that particular

structure makes for an ascent into self realization. The

insight into its fragility notwithstanding, that assertion,

accepted without question and taken at its word value, leads

us to expect that the novel written immediately after he

left Ceylon would embody these antipathies. But overtly,

The Village in the Jungle2 manifests little anti-

imperialist sentiment.

In this chapter, I attempt several readings of the

novel3 to maintain, overall, that in The Village in the

Jungle, an overt anti-imperialism is attenuated and made

ambiguous; that because of certain valorized approaches to

reading "literature," especially under the aegis of liberal

humanism, novelistic fiction, itself, allows the more

conservative space for the recuperation of colonialism; and

that the novel accommodates more safely deep prejudices and

biases that are made less obvious here than in the

autobiography. I establish a part of this thesis in the

first reading of the novel, entitled "The Village in the
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Jungle: A Naturalistic View." The novel evinces strong

notions of Darwinism, and in this reading I make use of

Darwinian concepts that informed the Naturalistic literary

texts of the time. I trace human universals, existentialist

acts, and self-realizing moments in order to be consonant

with the aims and ends of liberal humanists' universalist

approaches and to show that those very approaches to reading

create the more conservative space, rather than any

qualitative difference in the genre of fiction itself.

Indeed, the turn of the century priorities (almost always

ostensibly apolitical) in the way mainstream literature was

written, read, and disseminated, undermine the anti-

imperialist message in the novel.

In the light of the several readings I offer in this

chapter, it seems that not only the anti-imperialist

imperative, but also the affect of sympathy that scholars

see in Woolf's evocation of peasant life in the novel is

rendered problematic. In this regard, in section three of

this chapter I refute interpretations of Village forwarded

in the post-colonial ethos by two eminent Sri Lankan

critics, Yasmine Gooneratne and D.C.R.A. Goonetilleke, and

the Australian critic, Peter Elkin.

In a contrastive reading--"Reading The Village in the

Jungle as an Anti-Colonial Novel"--I enforce a critique of

imperialism to demonstrate that this reading too is possible

as a construct. Such a construct is enabled by a

deconstructive project of taking the text apart at its sees
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or points of closure. The significant point here is that

this critique of colonialism is a "misreading" produced by

wresting out marginal, suppressed, and unsaid elements in

the novel, because there are no overt or deliberate

references to colonial exploitation. Thus, it may be said

that Woolf's anti-colonial stance is less a deliberate,

willed gesture, than it is an unwitting, unconscious process

that is reflected in latent, subtextual elements in the

novel. The anti-imperialist elements are, therefore,

hardly a political move of inclusion on the part of Woolf.

The third reading I propose, "The Village in the

Jungle: Recuperation of an Ailing Imperialism," is a

reversal of the first: the Darwinian reading is adapted to

its social application vis a vis Social Darwinism. In

dredging up the novel's subtext or unconscious, I

demonstrate that Woolf's utilization of turn-of-the-century

discursive structures of thought and ideological agenda4

appear tendentious, especially when the novel is read

intertextually with the autobiography.

My analysis of the novel in these terms is geared

toward revealing how the literature of the imperialist era

sedimented the more threatening and pernicious practices of

the time: for instance, the discursive use of 'scientific'

theories in the novel complements the practical use of such

theory in explicating, extenuating, and validating

imperialist practices.5 Much of the world view in both

texts--the novel and the autobiography--may be traced to the
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colonialist concept of "Manichean Aesthetics" that Abdul

JanMohamed derives from Frantz Fanon.6 This reading

persistently displaces and undermines both the liberal

humanist interpretations and the anti-colonialist reading of

the novel.

The three readings I propose here, although they are

made possible by and are recovered from the same text, have

implications for the practice of criticism. Each reading is

an "interested" recovery of the text and is made possible at

the expense of one or the other or both. In other words,

they are "misreadings," activities that "critically

'interrupt' each other, bring each other to crisis, in order

to serve their constituencies..." (Spivak "A Literary

Representation" 241)

II

The Village in the Jungle: A Naturalistic View

The Village in the Jungle has been more acclaimed than

any of Woolf's other literary work; his second novel, .T

Wise Virgins is said to be "well-shaped, but [a] trivial

novel (frivolous beside The Village in the Jungle)" (Edel

16). Accoring to Leon Edel,

Woolf depicted the battle for survival of earlier

societies seeking to wrest a bit of arable land

from the periphery of jungles. He caught the

tragic destiny of a village-farmer caste--its
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will-to-life in spite of endless defeat. The

novel was a kind of parable of man's universal

condition, a splendid "existential"

statement. (16)

What Edel draws attention to are the predominant motifs of

aridity, destruction and death visited upon helpless victims

of a hostile environment. In this overview, as in the novel

itself, there predominates the notion that the environment

is the determining agent dictating not merely the conditions

of life, but its possibilities also. Such notions, of

course, link Woolf to the theories of Charles Darwin, who

relates the human species directly to the non-human, animal

world. Woolf's espousal of this belief system places his

writing in the first wave of English literature that cuts

loose from the enlightenment view of the man-centered

universe (Watt 154) .7

Darwin's influence in the literary arena manifests

itself in Naturalism. Woolf's novel bears very clearly the

signifiers that link it to Naturalism, a literary mode that,

according to M. H. Abrams, "is a product of post-Darwinian

biology..." Naturalists "held that a human being belongs

entirely in the order of nature" and evinces a close

affinity to the animal order. Writers who subscribe to the

notion of Naturalism depict their human characters as being

constituted by the double influences of heredity and

environment, driven by animal instincts, and usually doomed

to extinction or "disintegration" (Glossary 153).
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At the beginning of the novel where its

manifesto/agenda is laid, the overwhelming emphasis is on

the inevitability and invincibility of the forces of the

natural environment over the community. The jungle is shown

to have a strangle hold over the villagers and it is likened

to a terrifying evil predator that slowly but surely

advances upon the village and finally engulfs it. Woolf's

technique is based on the device of the pathetic fallacy and

the characters are depicted in terms of the jungle

creatures; these creatures, in their turn, are spoken of as

if they were an extension and part of the village community.

Yasmine Gooneratne points out the story's affinity to the

beast fable, "turning men [sic] into animals and animals

into men [sic]" (23). The fable also lends itself to the

incorporation of the naturalistic philosophy about heredity

and environment and to the depiction of characters as being

driven by their animal nature. For this cumulative effect,

the progagonist Silindu is variously described in terms of

animal metaphors using the monkey (9), the dog, deer,

buffalo, leopard (10); he creeps, slides, slinks, strides or

glides through the jungle (10); "he slept with his eyes open

like some animals, and very often he would moan, whine, and

twitch in his sleep... .And sometimes at night a long-drawn

howl would come from Silindu's hut, and the villagers would

laugh and say, 'Hark! the leopard is with his mate...'"

(10). The traders from the town of Kamburupitya are a

"horde" that "descended upon the chenas" (20).
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The forces of nature around the village are depicted as

so overwhelming as to wipe out the community's efforts to

survive. Indeed, that the village would be wiped out by the

jungle is almost a foregone conclusion from the initial

description of the one in relation to the other:

Its [the village] beginning and its end was in the

jungle, which stretched away from it on all sides

unbroken, north and south and east and west, to

the blue of the hills and to the sea. The jungle

surrounded it, overhung it, continually pressed in

upon it. It stood at the door of the houses,

always ready to press in upon the compounds and

open spaces to break through the mud huts, and to

choke up the tracks and paths. It was only by

yearly clearing with axe and katty that it could

be kept out. It was a living wall about the

village, a wall which, if the axe were spared,

would creep in and smother and blot out the

village itself. (3)

According to the Darwinian theory of the 'survival of

the fittest,' these villagers have little chance to endure.

On the one hand, they were steadily dwindling in number: the

ten huts are already reduced by one at the beginning of the

story, when Karlinahami abandons her hut after the death of

her husband and comes to live with her brother Silindu and

his orphaned children. When they are fifteen, Babun's

father dies and he joins his sister and brother-in-law,
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leaving his father's hut to be overrun by the jungle.

Moreover, even as the old die off and their huts are

covered up by the jungle, the new that are born into the

village are unable to survive drought and famine conditions.

Also, according to Darwinian science, the isolation and the

curiously rare quality of their mode of existence spells out

that extinction is certain:

Rarity...is the precursor to extinction. We can

see that any form which is represented by few

individuals will run a good chance of utter

extinction, during great fluctuations in the

nature of the seasons, or from a temporary

increase in the number of its enemies. (Darwin,

Origin 110)

With the destruction of the young--"August is the month in

which the children die" (19)--and in the complete absence of

any immigrants ("new and better adapted forms") "natural

selection" has no scope to work at all for the improvement

of the group, or to enable them to adapt and survive

(Origin, "Natural Selection" 87-130). As for enemies, Woolf

depicts the village community as hostile to each other, and

all within are said to be preyed upon by those without, the

traders of the outlying communities. Indeed, here there is

little of the communality and co-operative endeavor that

characterized and enabled traditional rural Ceylonese

agrarian practices, some of which continue even today. On

the contrary, given the setting and the parameters that
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Woolf creates, the annihilation of the village is

inevitable, and it is towards this end--"No one troubled any

longer to clear the track which led to it; the jungle

covered it and cut the village off" (176); "The jungle

surged forward over and blotted out the village up to the

very walls of her [Punchi Menika's] hut." (177); "The

village was forgotten, it disappeared into the jungle from

which it had sprung..." (178)--that the story is initially

set up and thereafter "progresses."

The extinction of the village is further ensured by the

fact that the community is untutored and unlettered, and

thus, is unable to survive the onslaught of a changing

social order in the metropolis, which although it is far

removed from the village, nonetheless, exerts its power in

terms of the legal and economic conditions affecting village

life. The untimely demise of Babun is due to his inability

to comprehend the legal and penal systems and to provide

answers within an alien system of knowledge that does not

take into consideration his needs and problems as dependent

on that system.

Darwinian notions and a deterministic world view were

so pervasive in Victorian writing that Woolf's novel in 1913

was released into an environment of shared assumptions and

beliefs. Although the milieu he depicts is strange, the

discourse in which he presents his story is undoubtedly

familiar, both in terms of its scientific overtones and the

fictional characters depicted. The British audiences had
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little personal contact with the natives in the furthest

reaches of the empire, but had been long and often provided

with a concept of the "native": a more or less homogeneous

image undifferentiated in regard to continent, race, or

country (MacKenzie 113-14) .

In terms of the objectives of a liberal humanist

reading of this story, the evil course of events in the

novel may be attributed to Fernando's lustful feelings for

Punchi Menika, the Vederala's lust for Hinnihami, and to

Silindu's irrational fears and superstitions of the spirit

world, as well as the villagers' own fatalistic philosophy

and their reluctance to venture into new and healthier

territory. As the novel advances, all of the villagers'

fears and none of their hopes come home to roost, perfectly

in keeping with the overall fatalistic atmosphere built to a

climax in the final scene of Punchi Menika's death.

In bringing the "animal like," inarticulate Silindu to

a sudden awareness that he has been hounded and hunted

(Village 126), and in empowering Silindu to get rid of the

evil Babehami and Fernando, Woolf raises Silindu to the

stature of an existentialist or tragic hero, a familiar

figure to "readers seeped in the novelistic convention of

the heroism of lonely leadership" (Belsey 122).

The parable itself points to a moral that approves of

the villagers' "heroic" attempts to combat the invincible

forces of nature in a universe in which there is no apparent

agent of mercy, while it simultaneously underscores the
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futility of that attempt. As do other classics of the

canon, this story too ends with the protagonist reaching a

greater degree of self awareness; his moment of insight is

supportive of what Catherine Belsey says is an empiricist

notion that "experience is the source of knowledge" (Belsey

123). At the end Woolf offers the perfect closure for the

naturalistic novel in presenting the exigencies of nature

winning out over man. The novel may be said, therefore, to

articulate what Terry Eagleton describes as acute "liberal

angst" as it affords the terrifying picture of the obstacles

to "the possibilities of personal living in what is seen as

an impossibly brutalized and impersonal society..."("The

Idea of a Common Culture" 12, 16).

Although there are several episodes in which Silindu

and Hinnihami are shown to be able to commune with nature,

through Sinlindu, the author conveys the sense that it is an

uneasy 'harmony.' The ever threatening and hostile natural

world presented in the novel is a subversion of the

traditional views of nature's sustaining and nurturing

potential, and reflects the Darwinian questioning of those

beliefs. The predominant theme is that of conflict, fear,

and the consciousness of impending death, in keeping with

naturalist preoccupations in art.

The reading offered here, however, is innocuous and

"innocent"; it does not really show how the text services

the institutions of power, nor how it becomes an instrument

of "power and knowledge." I propose it here to replicate
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the typical liberal humanist reading of the post Leavisian

era. I will subsequently posit another, more productive, if

subversive reading (the third) to show how the text

functions to serve the status quo, but before that, here it

is also necessary to see how the text was regarded in the

colonies, particularly in Ceylon/Sri Lanka where the story

is set and the text is included in school and university

syllabi.

III

Responses to Village in the Former Colonies

In the colonies, the novel The Village in the Jungle

has been read, for the most part, approvingly. I analyze

here the critiques of three Sri Lankan critics, N.M.M.I.

Hussain, Yasmine Gooneratne and D.C.R.A. Goonetilleke, as

well as one by the Australian critic Peter Elkin, to

demonstrate the pervasive influence of liberal humanist

criticism and the insidious ways in which the priorities of

that critical school (when strictly adhered to) reinforce,

even after independence, the imperatives of "the imperial

mission of educating and civilizing colonial subjects in the

literature and thought of England" (Viswanathan 2). This

critical agenda marks a certain phase in criticism in the

former colonies, when the reading practices in literature

were still perfectly consonant with those of the imperial

center and--for that very reason--obscured the racist
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elements, the stereotyping of the native, and the unequal

portrayal of the races in the novel. These aspects of the

first phase of post colonial criticism are illustrated with

recourse to analyses of The Village since its inclusion as

required reading in universities and schools. The

criticisms of the above mentioned scholars vindicate Peter

Widdowson's observation that Literature is also a "construct

of [a] criticism," which in many of the traditional

educational departments in the humanities, propagates the

liberal ideology and values of a class ("The Crisis" 3). In

Ceylon, that class represented a minority power elite far

removed from the peasant community that Woolf presents in

the novel. Thus the interpretations of the critics are very

much in harmony ideologically with the status quo that Woolf

himself stood for. The "discursive unity" among the

critical responses indicates the constitution of knowledge,

and the fixing of meaning within the literary institution.

Furthermore, the scholars writing on Woolf's work, by virtue

of their authority and institutional positions--Yasmine

Gooneratne was a senior lecturer at Peradeniya University,

and D.C.R.A. Goonetilleke is Professor and Head of English

at Kelaniya University--represent and formulate the

institutional values, priorities, and modes of seeing.

Therefore, their readings and others consonant with the

institutional thinking are circulated and recirculated.

Inherent in such reading is a fundamental
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concern with humane value, community, personal

fulfilment, yet [it] stops short at the precarious

frontier where such a critique of value and

relationship passes over into a critique of the

concrete socio-economic structures in which the

values are rooted. (Eagleton, "Common Culture" 11)

Thus are the radical critiques of Woolf's work on Ceylon

discouraged even before they are begun.

One Lankan critical publication which offers a

challenging critical account to Woolf's view of the

colonial9 is N.M.M.I. Hussain's "Western Response to The

Village in the Jungle." Hussain offers a strong case to

invalidate the Sri Lankan assumptions of the novel's anti-

imperialist potential by closely reading the text itself,

"not what he [Woolf] wrote elsewhere about imperialism"

(12). According to Hussain, the Sri Lankan readers have not

been able to see the "racist, prejudicial and imperialist"

elements in the novel, because what Woolf is presenting is

"an important part of the truth, though not the whole truth"

(16). The nature of the Lankan responses may be diagnosed

as a problem of received interpretational practices and

reading strategies. These practices invariably place high

priority on the authority of the author's judgements, and in

using them, we place our authors on high pedestals to speak

to us and of us with "unfailing rightness." And, we readers

force unity and coherence and consistency upon their work

and absolve them from misprision or misjudgments. What
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Hussain interestingly refers to as Woolf's "astigmatic

perceptions" of east and west, he attributes to the author's

"inner conflict." I see this as a matter of ideology that

traps the author even at his most insightful moments.

Hussain identifies The Village as a different type of

tragedy (ending not in hope, but in attempts at resignation

by the characters) from the traditional western tragedy, and

speaks of Woolf's attempt to offer a positive in "peace

through resignation" in the case of Silindu, and the failure

of that attempt in the fear that overcomes Punchi Menika at

her death.

The Village was written soon after Woolf left Ceylon in

1911 and was published in 1913. The commentaries on the

novel--never sustained or numerous--appeared much later,

after Woolf's anti-imperialist stances and his political

views had matured, set, and been published, and hence,

critics have tended to read these into the earlier novel.

In other words, the critics seem to unquestioningly transfer

Woolf's political views, and claims made elsewhere, of anti-

imperialism, of sympathy for the natives and their problems

into interpretations of the novel. These are forced

continuist readings, implying consistency of policy,

political position, and world view across time, genres, and

differing experiences. Such fallacies, themselves, are

products of received reading practices, and symptomatic of

such fallacies are the analyses of Village offered by

Yasmine Gooneratne, D.C.R.A. Goonetilleke, and Peter Elkin.
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Yasmine Gooneratne's essay, "Leonard Woolf's 'Waste

Land': The Village in the Jungle," is a quasi 'explication

de texte,' but it is rather more a reprisal or a restating

of the significant elements in the story, in the process of

which many good motives are imputed to the author.

Gooneratne endorses and supports Woolf's retrospective claim

made in Beginning Again (the third volume of Woolf's

autobiography, published in 1965) that the novel (published

in 1913) is "indeed a symbol of the anti-imperialism which

had been growing upon [him] in [his] last years in Ceylon"

(23). The citation from the autobiography is made to

function as a fact that is true of the novel. Gooneratne

writes:

Woolf was Assistant Government Agent of Hambantota

in the south of British-ruled Ceylon, and his

ability to discern the destructive potential of

that power ["forces of civilization"] upon the

distinctive individuality, and vitality of the

unsophisticated jungle people he wrote of, makes

The Village in the Jungle indeed a 'symbol of the

anti-imperialism which had been growing upon me

more and more in my last years in Ceylon.'(23)

The connection between "discernment" as private

sentiment and novel as symbol of that sentiment, made with a

sleight of hand gesture, is here, tenuous--a seemingly

convincing reading derived from unconvincing reasons. But

more importantly, this is symptomatic of that tendency in
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Gooneratne, Elkin and Goonetilleke to transpose Woolf's

statements in other texts into their readings of the novel

in order to privilege the literary text. Gooneratne's

intertextual engagement here and elsewhere in the article

is, therefore, confined to equating issues in the novel with

recourse to the diaries, and to validating what is recorded

in the diaries with recourse to the fictional elements.

Another glaring incidence of such transposition is the

attempt to establish that Woolf's depiction of the Sinhalese

native is realistic. Towards this end Gooneratne asks "Is

Woolf's picture of the Sinhalese temperament a true one?"

(23). She answers her question with the assertion that

"Woolf's interest in the people he had to deal with was

neither sentimental nor antiquarian. There is no evidence

of either of these attitudes in the following summing up"

(24). Gooneratne then proceeds to cite an entry from

Woolf's diary, wherein Woolf records that the Sinhalese

"appeal" to him because of

their earthiness, their strange mixture of

tortuousness and directness, of cunning and

stupidity....They live so close to the

jungle....that they retain something of the

litheness and beauty of jungle animals....When you

get to know them, you find beneath the surface in

almost everyone a profound melancholy and fatalism

which I find beautiful and sympathetic--just as
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something like it permeates the scenery and

characters of a Hardy novel. (24)

I will not here belabor arguments I have already made in

chapter two. Suffice it to say that the lines reek of

sentiment, not the least because of the literary artifices--

the pathetic fallacy and characterology--that go into the

inscription of the peasant community and to the evocation of

emotion toward them.

More to the point is Gooneratne's wresting out of the

novel those instances which reveal the failures of the

British system to meet the needs of the peasant community:

for instance, Babun's helplessness to grapple with the

complexities of the hierarchized system of authority, and

its legal and administrative ramifications that are beyond

the grasp of the unlettered and untutored subjects, but here

again as in much liberal humanist writing, what strikes the

critic is "the moral disorder" that lurks just below the

legal measures (26).

Yasmine Gooneratne, however, does not totally isolate

the novel from its historical context of production. She

points out that Woolf's irony is directed at the imperialist

"stage and scenery," (26) and we may safely assume that her

remarks about "an order hostile to the sources of

instinctive life," too, refer to the British system. This

is as close as Gooneratne gets to directness. Gooneratne is

also generous in her interpretation of the role of the white

magistrate who, she says, is obstructed by the evil schemes
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of the petty native officials: they "tie the hand of the

magistrate" (27).

Gooneratne treats the text as a readerly/lisible text

sticking with its denotative message,'" thus remaining

faithful to the author in giving a polite and most innocuous

re-presentation of the novel. The novel is appreciated for

providing a tragic view of life and "its bond with English

Literature" is said to be forged by its "verbal and thematic

connection with T.S. Eliot's The Waste Land" (Gooneratne 32-

33). Gooneratne's essay takes on a mythic significance,

where the discourse itself, as Roland Barthes posits,

is at the same time meaning and form, full on one

side and empty on the other....in the meaning, a

signification is already built....The meaning is

already complete, it postulates a kind of

knowledge, a past, a memory, a comparative order

of facts, ideas, decisions. (Mythologies 117)

The meaning and knowledge it postulates is, of course,

exactly the same as that which the author at the novel's

most surface level postulates. Gooneratne, in stressing the

novel's constitution as tragedy, its resolution as evidence

of "tragic inevitability," and in its supposed transcendence

of the immediate local situation, establishes as natural

those consequences that are in the main political and

historical. The changing of "history into nature" is

according to Barthes the very "principle of myth"

(Mythologies 129).
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Peter Elkin's and D.C.R.A. Goonetilleke's analyses of

the novel embody the same mythic and depoliticizing features

of Yasmine Gooneratne's interpretation. All three critics

in considering the events and outcomes in the novel as a

tragic consequence of the essence of human condition and the

cosmos, simultaneously attribute to those events "a natural

justification... mak[ing] contingency appear eternal"

(Mythologies 142).

Elkin stays mainly with a limited reading that situates

the novel as a "genuine" tragedy representing a universal

human condition (48) and that also examines the ways Woolf

used the official diaries to create an artistic oeuvre (50).

Elkin himself cites the official records as if to prove

Woolf's great understanding of the people and their way of

life; the manifestation of such understanding in Village,

makes it for him, "more convincing, more authentic, than the

famous A Passage to India." For Elkin, The Village is

superior to A Passage to India in terms of 'interpretation'

of character and use of symbolism (54).

Elkin is totally silent on implications of colonialism,

despite his objective to illuminate the high quality of the

novel, whereas, Gooneratne lays some stress on the role of

the imperialists (euphemised as "forces of civilization") in

contributing to the "tragic inevitability." The imperial

theme, in D.C.R.A. Goonetilleke's estimation, is but a

"finely integrated strand...not a central issue" (65).
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Goonetilleke also reads the novel approvingly, calling

it the "finest creative work in English to date [1988] about

our island" and generally finds satisfaction in that it is a

novel about "indigenous people." According to Goonetilleke,

there is little danger that the novel would be read as an

imperialist work (60).

The following citations from Goonetilleke's essay

illustrate the equivocations within the critical text itself

that undermine the critic's reading. Such contradictions,

according to Pierre Macherey, constitute all texts. They

are a congenital condition of all texts, which inevitably

contain "a difference within." Macherey explains that "the

critic employing a new language, brings out a difference

within the work by demonstrating that it is other than it

is" (Macherey 7). It is in those differences that we may

see how the colonialist texts (even when read in the post-

colonial era by post-colonials, themselves) are heavily

implicated in recuperating colonialism, in wittingly or

unwittingly producing knowledge patterns that dissimulate

evidence of aggressive imperialist practices in those texts.

On the one hand, Goonetilleke points out that the

forces of imperialism impact the furthest reaches of the

land (64). In this regard, Goonetilleke detects Woolf's

criticism of the system in the portrayal of the magistrate

whose demeanor displays indifference to Babun's predicament,

especially since he did not pursue his misgivings and doubts

about the case (65). Notwithstanding this insight, what
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impedes a critical engagement with the colonialist text is

the sense of pleasure in and about the novel as "true"

inscription. Repeatedly, the claim to the "truth" or "real"

value of Woolf's depictions, intuitions, and observations

(of 1904-1911) are endorsed by Goonetilleke, who assumes the

role of a confident native authority. For example, the

descriptions of the jungle are "accurate," (62);

characterization of Silindu "is supremely realistic",

particularly at the moment when he assaults his wife

immediately after she gives birth to their twin daughters

(67); the casting of the native officials as corrupt and

venal "seem[s] authentic" (67); in translation, the speech

of native women is "appropriate to the conversation of

primitive women" (70). The magistrate's better

understanding of Silindu is "convincing" on account of

superior education and experience (66); Woolf's grasp of

"social and psychological processes" is "sound" (64). In

Goonetilleke's text there is even a sense of wonder at this

degree of verisimilitude. The critics' comments, however,

are symptomatic of the privilege "realism" is given in

literary discourse. Realism implies that both the author

and his approving reader are in perfect control and have

perfect knowledge of the situation represented. With the

realistic mode, the author offers the reader equal authority

in sharing his/her insights, values, and mode of seeing.

Realism's suasive potential, is therefore, tremendous. The

fraught nature of realism, however, had already been
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considered quite early on in this century with the

onslaughts of the Modernists, and therefore, Goonetilleke's

unreserved endorsement of this highly problematic literary

practice is curious. The critic's task is to read with the

conscious awareness that verisimilitude and realism already

involve choices of inclusions and exclusions, evaluations

and priorities that are ideologically and historically

engendered. The result is that pure, unalloyed,

uncontaminated representation, which realism implies, is

impossible.

The point rather is that what seems sound, authentic,

or appropriate may be only a matter of shared epistemology

and ontology of the writer and critic. In this process of

sharing, the villager is made an Other, whose difference and

separate knowledge system have already been defined,

perfectly understood, and typed as primitive and simple by

the British author and elitist, (classed) critic. Since

nothing about this novel is particularly worrisome to our

critic(s), these approvals add up to a totally sympathetic

critique.

While every reader is entitled to her/his opinion of

the novel, the totally uncritical and generous endorsement

of a discourse so problematic is not a little troubling.

Let me address some of those problem points from various

sections of Goonetilleke's essay: what I find most

disturbing is Goonetilleke's replicating of the stereotype

of the native as simple, primitive, and uncivilized. Since
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these terms are loaded with more than denotational and

referential value, I am surprised that Goonetilleke uses

them as late as 1989. For instance, he recirculates Woolf's

"suggest[ion]" of "the basic oneness between animals and

human beings at a primitive stage" (63). Woolf and

Goonetilleke imply that Sinlindu's perfect communion with

the animals makes his behavior and thinking animal like. On

the other hand, lapsing into anthropomorphism is a perfectly

"natural" human gesture; it happens in "civilized"

communities in those instances when we name our pets and

speak of and to them as though they were human. But this

does not mean that the human being then becomes animal-like.

Woolf's colonialist mindset is clearly at work in using the

native's relationship to the animals that inhabit his

environs as a mark of his savagery rather than humanness.

The creative work gives Woolf the license to compare (with

impunity) the native to jungle beasts; fiction allows the

space for colonialist and even racist inscriptions to be

read as sympathy. Goonetilleke's endorsement of Woolf

illustrates this point.

Goonetilleke also writes that "Silindu has a fairly

simple nature, characteristic of a primitive man," and that

the primitive villagers are fatalistic, because that is the

usual way simple people explain their world (68). It is a

fact of our sophisticated thinking that western or Christian

users of a phrase like "the Lord's will" (for accepting the

unacceptable) would rarely be dubbed "fatalists," with all
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of the negative connotations that are visited on the

"simple" villagers, who likewise accept their lot with

resignation. Resignation is of course easily transposed

into "fatalism" since Buddhists are supposed to be

fatalistic.

Two other problems are Goonetilleke's valorizing of the

tragic theme, and reading "universal" significance in the

novel. The latter is artlessly forced in as a category, and

the critic's uneasiness is reflected in his almost equivocal

justification. Consider the following quotation:

Woolf's view of life, then, has the universality

of good art. It is also tragic .... He [Woolf)

suggests that their [the villagers'] miseries are

not a consequence of an external malignant Fate,

but a matter of human responsibility. Silindu and

Babun are victims of Babehami and Fernando not

because of Fate, but because they are unequal to

the cunning of the Headman and the urban trader.

Silindu murders Babehami and Fernando because it

was logical and just according to his primitive

way of thinking;...Nor is the Jungle, Nature,

responsible... Thus, Woolf's novel conveys movingly

a tragic theme, the cruelty of life and human

frailty. This moral theme seems to me more

important than the social theme... (71 emphasis

mine)
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Does "universality of good art" mean that good art is

universal, or what is universal is good art, or both? Be

that as it may, in the above passage, in the parcelling out

of blame, Goonetilleke locates all blame in the natives.

Why then does Woolf stress over and over again the

oppressivity of the jungle, and why does Goonetilleke let

the imperialists off the hook for tightening the

restrictions, increasing taxes and other demands; and why is

some blame not parcelled out to the imperialist regime for

its failure to take some initiative to intervene in the

situation? In what seems almost an equivocation, in the

next page Goonetilleke writes that at the end of the novel,

when the village is annihilated, the reader is "left with a

sense, though not a fatalistic sense, that impersonal forces

are ultimately too potent for humanity to cope with" (72).

By "impersonal forces" does he now mean Nature, absolved in

(dis)favor of human culprits but ten lines above?

In his summing up, Goonetilleke equates The Village

with Silas Marner; both texts, he says, deserve the badge

"minor classic" (73). Goonetilleke finds the novel worthy,

because "its significance is universal when viewed from a

deeper] symbolic perspective." According to Goonetilleke,

the lives, struggles, and deaths, of our fictional village

community--by extension, poor, starving, struggling,

peasants everywhere--carry the essence of a permanent human

struggle and condition (70). This condition, he says,

applies to life in Sri Lanka, "to modern life in
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general...life in Europe and elsewhere, to the whole of

human existence" (70-71). It is as if the condition of the

village must be replicated elsewhere (as a universal

problem) before it can be considered bad in itself.

Regarding this contrived move to see all problems as

"universal" in order to legitimize their presence in the

literary text, Chinua Achebe asks in exasperation: "Am I

being told for Christ's sake that before I write about any

problem I must first verify whether they have it too in New

York and London and Paris?" (86). The move to relate the

particularities of the slowly starving village community to

"modern life in general" is easily made without the

slightest attempt to show how. Moreover, these broad

sweeping generalizations dissimulate the fact that struggles

of poverty and starvation are not really cosmic conditions,

but often have to do with social practices, unequal

distribution of resources and property, and in this

particular case to do with bad government. Such sweeping

universalizing gestures constitute what Eagleton calls the

"humanitarian safety-valve." It enables the

self questioning but finally absorbable anxiety

which furnishes society with a humanitarian

safety-valve, renders society properly vulnerable

to criticism but criticism couched in its own

language and so controllable. (Eagleton, "Common

Culture" 12)
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The safe utilization of literature is not peculiar to

Goonetilleke alone, but concomitant of a wider critical

practice; it is, therefore, necessary to examine the

implications of this universalist philosophy, which here is

carried to an absurd extent.

The most positive value of the novel for the critics

mentioned above is that because of its tragic potential, the

novel "transcends" its immediate socio-historical context

and limns higher truths of the universal human condition.

The writers are as eager to remove the novel from its

immediate historical situation and focus on its tragic

potential as they are quick to point out its transcendental

value, as if it would be remiss of readers were they to

dwell too long on the local, socio-political significances

of The Village. Thus it is important to note that even in

the post-colonial period liberal ideology works to

homogenize all humankind, training us to engage with texts

as if we are classless, raceless, ungendered individuals to

whom and of whom the world, the text, and the critic speak

equally. Read as a tragedy the text evokes much useless

pity and fear in the consumers of the text, and thus affords

them the luxury of emotional and cathartic after effects.

The consequence of such a critical agenda is that it removes

the "possibilities of protest"" against systems, and

obscures the complicity of the literary institution (texts,

readers, critics) with maintaining a status quo, so heavily

aligned against the classes depicted in The Village.
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What is, perhaps, a disservice to the reading

community, particularly of the colonies, is that such an

approach offers an oversimplified view of issues in texts,

and we get into characterological and psychological

discussions--a form of literary gossip--about the novelistic

cast, and in the process, lose the insight that the text is

a discursive construct and an instrument of "power and

knowledge." The critical text, in finding characters more

culpable for their plight than the system that aggravates

conditions, surreptitiously seduces readers with empowering

notions of "freedom" of action, when in the real world such

freedoms are severely curtailed by deprivations of basic

needs. Literary study has for centuries inculcated in

readers the idea that the evil in the world can be subsumed

in the vagaries of choice, chance, and fate, and has even

removed from the reader the options to examine systems as

such for constituting individuals, for circumscribing

"choice" and "chance." After all, it is hardly surprising

that English studies were first mobilized in the colonies,

for the purpose of shaping the minds and morals of the

subjects who would then "read their world" with the best

interests and values of the master-race.'
2 Even in the

post colonial era we are still circulating patterns of

reading and interpretation that are "strategies of

containment" rather than strategies for critical inquiry.

Yasmine Gooneratne's, Peter Elkin's, and D.C.R.A.

Goonetilleke's readings of the novel are too ahistorical and
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apolitical. In them, we forget the British presence and

British system underlying the political and historical

situation and how these were facts of life in the colony,

and also that ultimately all life and death decisions to be

made are the privilege of the British "minority." It is as

if, according to these critics, the community is governed

more by the vagaries of Nature--their own and the

environment--than by the remotely controlled bureaucratic

machinery set in motion by a political system indifferent to

the needs of the village in the jungle.

Leon Edel remarks that The Village in the Jungle has

been regarded as a "classic" and that "...Asians [sic] speak

of it as the most 'knowing' work written about them" (10).

Woolf's political biographer, Duncan Wilson, reports on the

novel's reception in Ceylon: "...The Village in the Jungle,

published in 1913, [is] still regarded in Ceylon as an

outstandingly sympathetic account of rural life there at the

time" (42). These opinions are borne out by the critical

responses to the novel discussed above. The danger of their

complacency is illustrated in the third reading proposed in

this chapter. Towards formulating a more relevant and

useful English Studies program, in her essay "Reading the

World...," Gayatri Spivak suggests that the teaching of

literature might

attend to the dialectical and continuous

crosshatching of ideology and literary

language...that such an activity, learned in the
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the classroom, should slide without a sense of

rupture into an active and involved reading of the

social text within which the student and teacher

of literature are caught. (100)

IV

Reading The Village as an Anti-Colonial Novel

Unlike other novels written in the heyday of

colonialism, for instance, those of Kipling or Conrad, The

Village in the Jungle has not enjoyed any significant

popularity in the west. D.C.R.A. Goonetilleke says that the

lack of response may be because of the "absence of important

European characters for a Western audience to identify with"

(60). Allen J. Greenberger writes that it is a fact that

"novels on the Raj" have been preoccupied with depicting the

lives of the colonizers in the colonies, sometimes, to the

total exclusion of the colonial subjects (2). Woolf did not

make this concession to his European audience. Instead, he

wrote of an extremely rural fictional place, Beddegama, set

amidst a jungle in Ceylon, and he represented the appalling

conditions of a pre-industrial, pre-technological village,

of a people fast becoming extinct by the onslaught of forces

beyond their control.

It has been observed that the novel evinces the

"sympathy" that Woolf is said to have had for "the average
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villagers in his District" (Wilson 41), so that this

representation of their plight can be seen as a direct

interventionist move making visible the negligence of the

British administration. The novel, therefore, may be

regarded as an indictment of the system. Although the

village that Woolf presents in the novel is neglected and

by-passed by the British "civilizing influences,"

nonetheless, the more destructive and baleful effects of

British government exert their force even upon this remote

place. According to Greenberger, the novel makes a

statement about the harmful repercussions of "Western

influence" (163). Despite the fact that the island had been

under British control for over 150 years at the time, the

British administration left the village to fend for itself.

The white magistrate in the story does not even know of the

village, which in fact, comes under his jurisdiction. This

novel has been cited as expressing anti-imperialist

sentiments, because it brings together elements of neglect

and bad government that would embarrass the British

administration.

In the court scenes, the magistrate's and the judge's

incompetence in dealing with the evidence, in questioning

the prisoners firsthand, and the prisoners' inability to get

a fair and proper legal hearing bring to the fore the

inadequacies of the personnel and the system, and point to

the silences in the system when confronted with the needs of

the citizens at the lowest levels. The judges and
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magistrate display an instinctual knowledge that their

accused were not getting a fair trial. Their actions in

giving Babun and Silindu reduced sentences, nevertheless,

are ineffectual and pointless, because the system is

structured in such a way as to prove beneficial to those who

have the craft to manipulate it, while being terribly

disadvantageous to the unlettered in both their mother

tongue and English. Therefore, what is proclaimed loud and

clear in the court scenes is the deaf-muteness of the system

to those who are truly in need of being heard. Furthermore,

that the system had been functioning for over a hundred

years without successful structural adjustments to deal with

a rural, unlettered population, and that a nation under the

umbrella of the British empire could, indeed, harbor such

illiteracy point to deliberate neglect and disregard.

The text also indicates the chaos wrought on account of

the replacement of the barter system--dependent upon the

use-value of goods--by a system of economic exchange based

upon the monetary value of goods. When the harvest is in,

the collectors from the nearest town from which the

villagers "purchase" goods settle on the village like a

flock of vultures and take "payment" in the form of the

newly harvested produce. No sooner the harvest is in, the

villagers, their stocks of grain thus depleted in "exchange"

(a system in which they have neither bargaining power, nor

rights of setting value) find themselves facing starvation,
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and so begins another cycle of debt bigger and more

devastating than the one that went before:

The villagers neither obtained nor expected any

pity from this horde. With their little greasy

notebooks, full of unintelligible letters and

figures, they descended upon the chenas; and after

calculations, wranglings, and abuse, which lasted

for hour after hour, the accounts were settled,

and the strangers left the village, their carts

loaded with pumpkins, sacks of grain, and not

unfrequently [sic] the stalks of Indian hemp,

which by Government order no man may grow or

possess, for the man who smokes it becomes mad.

And when the strangers had gone, the settlement

with the headman began; for the headman, on a

small scale, lent grain on the same terms in times

of scarcity, or when seed was wanted to sow the

chenas. (20)

Woolf's emphasis is on the rapacity of the traders.

But it is necessary to note that the villagers themselves

had no monetary income. Crops from the chenas are too

meager to allow for the accumulation of profit. The system

enables those on the lower rungs of the hierarchy to be

preyed upon by the people above. When Silindu's credit

rating falls low in the town, he is forced to borrow from

the headman, and the previous unpaid loans of grain give the

headman enough leverage to manipulate and harass Silindu and
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thus unobtrusively plunge the knife a little deeper into his

unsuspecting enemy's back.

The system is more or less directly responsible for the

slow strangulation of the village economy. The conversation

of Nanchohami reveals that her husband's income for the same

job that his grandfather had done is 1.1 shillings less per

unit. Whereas the grandfather was headman to a community of

30 houses and was paid 20 shillings, Babehami has but 9 and

is paid just 5 shillings. Therefore, even for the headman,

who is the only man in the village actually, earning money,

these are hard times, and the government's payments

evidently have decreased drastically over the years.

Although Babehami's enmity to Silindu is caused by an old

grievance, it is evident that the ever dwindling rates of

subsistence would make him more usurious and less amenable

in loaning grain to the other less fortunate villagers.

Another way in which the government exerts a crippling

force upon the villagers is by calling upon them to pay a

"body tax" and gun license. These demands, when the

community was not really based on a monetary system of

transaction and had not obviously made the necessary

transition into one, may be seen as the primary cause to

propel Silindu in the way of the evil headman and designing

Fernando, who finally compel Silindu's action. When Silindu

is indicted for murder, the inquirers harp upon the fact

that he has failed to license his gun, rather than on the

more crucial implications and causes of the act. It is also
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ironic that the weapon that triggers the final annihilation

of the village is a foreign implement, introduced by the

more "advanced" civilization. The interrogators, of course,

are hardly interested in how the gun was acquired, but

rather more on its licensing. Yasmine Gooneratne comments

that such bureaucratic absurdity is symptomatic of the total

inefficiency of the legal system, as well as of its "moral

disorder" (26).

These laws demanding taxes, licenses, levies, and fines

are manipulated by the village headman, who was rarely

answerable to higher authority, because of the overall

neglect. The hierarchy of power and the isolation of the

village ensured that the headman could selectively lease

crown land, withold permits, or levy fines in a tyrannical

rule which had few checks and balances.

The villagers can, of course, complain and petition to

the judge for redress from bullying officials. In this

regard, Babun's terror of possible repercussions of his

petition may be read as an ironic statement from Woolf to

the effect that the court's inquiry system itself functions

as a deterrent to villagers seeking refuge through petitions

(133).

The story produces, then, a narrative of material

oppression from which there is no redress. In a context

that denies the peasant both a voice and a hearing,

Silindu's violent act may be read as a signification of

anger, protest, and rebellion against a system that
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repeatedly ignores his existence. Woolf, in making Silindu

murder his enemies, points to the unconcern of a bureaucracy

that hastens the annihilation of the community by means of

neglect and oppressive laws.

And indeed, in a context of constant misreading on the

part of the colonizer and the colonized, violence speaks

directly, and requires no mediators. At last then, the

poverty stricken and oppressed peasant is heard directly,

and it is a terrible irony that both Silindu and Babun, who

walk many miles to and fro through the jungle to the town in

search of justice--utterly inaccessible when their cause was

just--eventually are (mis)heard only because of a double

murder. And even then, their cases are not handled

properly. Babun dies in jail for a crime he never

committed. These implications make visible the

contradictions of the system. The protagonist's act and

Woolf's literary efforts, then, draw attention to the way

the peasants are rendered incapable of fighting their other

and "natural" enemy, the jungle.

I have constructed above, from marginal elements in the

novel, a critique of colonialism that speaks more of what

the author excluded than what is overtly, obviously, and

manifestly expressed. The anti-colonialist reading derived

above is also an "interested" reading. In the next section,

I propose an interpretation that displaces the sympathetic

anti-colonialist reading to show what Macherey says is
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constitutive of the literary text, the play of "difference"

within the novel, the

gaps and silences, contradictions and absences,

which deform the text and reveal the repressed

presence of those ideological materials which are

transformed in the labor of literary production.

(Macherey vii)

V

The Village in the Jungle: Recuperation of an Ailing
Colonialism

If the above discussion centers marginal elements, the

following discussion focuses upon what is included

obviously, manifestly, and overtly, and those manifest

articulations of the novel are analyzed to draw attention to

the latent implications of what is overtly maintained. When

the subtext or "repressed presence" of the text is

recovered, the text tells another tale, and we are able to

see how the literary text itself replicates the ideological

practice of the imperial process. Therefore, it is

productive and useful to examine the particular ways in

which the text represents the hegemony of power, knowledge,

and control exerted by the imperialists. For that, we turn

to a reading that demonstrates the hidden agenda, as it

were, of power politics in the colonialist novel.
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In his political work, Economic Imperialism (1920), in

regard to the "Europeanization of the world," Woolf says

that

Tribes, and races, and peoples have always ebbed

and flowed over the earth's surface, and in the

colonization of America, South Africa, and

Australia, we have modern examples of such tides

in the history of the human race. Such

colonization may begin with slaughter and

conquest, but it at least ends in the creation of

a new civilization, rooted in the soil,

controlling its own affairs in its own way.

(13)13

Woolf's "anti-imperialism" in 1920 is still ambivalent

enough to render it questionable, for he seems to be able to

accept and come to terms with colonial conquest on the

grounds that eventually it would give rise to more stable

societies. The validity of these observations is

questionable--it seems difficult to envisage any new

civilization more "rooted in the soil, controlling [their]

own affairs in [their] own way," than those of the original

inhabitants of Australia, America, and South Africa.

But, what is moot here is that the above quotation

points to two tendencies in Woolf's writing. On the one

hand, it serves to demonstrate how Woolf's anti-imperialist

stance (even ten years after writing the novel) is already

weakened by the concessions he makes to the European
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practice of conquest and domination. On the other hand, the

rationalization of conquest with recourse to the

"scientificity" of Social Darwinism points to the more

insidious use of "science" to recuperate colonialism.

Darwinian theory'4 holds that the species can always be

improved for better adaptation to their environment by the

introduction of new members into the group:

for in all countries, the natives have been so far

conquered by naturalized productions, that have

allowed some foreigners to take firm possession of

the land. And as foreigners have thus in every

country beaten some of the natives, we may safely

conclude that the natives have been modified with

advantage, so as to have better resisted the

intruders. (Origin 90)

It is just such a scientific observer's voice of

knowledge and authority on the native situation that the

narrative persona, appearing now and then, in The Village in

the Junale assumes. The narrative persona is cast as an

observer who has both hindsight and foresight, and by virtue

of these abilities the deductions it makes gain in

authority. In addition, because of the discursive

relationship of its utterances with Darwinian and post

Darwinian science, the narrative voice arrogates to itself

not only authority, but also the power and legitimacy

unquestioningly accorded to scientific discourse. George

Levine points out that concepts of science in literature
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indicate a symbiotic exchange in the two disciplines, which

then "support and test each other":

Ideology puts scientific discourse to use

precisely because science, at least, seems

disinterested, objective, concerned to tell the

truth as in itself it really is; science is the

most important discourse by which ideology is

naturalized. It is the discourse that power needs

to use, and the discourse that most needs to be

demystified. Its pervasiveness in literature

testifies to the double use. (223)

Woolf's story, cast as a fable, while simultaneously

depicting the social and cultural functioning of a native

population works in two worlds. It participates in the

fantastic--as for instance when he shows Sinlindu

communicating with the yakkos in the jungle--and in the

"scientifically objective" through the voice of the

narrator, as well as in the evocations of "real" history.

By this approach the text canvasses support for both its

naturalistic world view and its inscriptions of the native,

and by the support gained "power and knowledge" accrue to

it. In the following passage, then, the reader can detect

the ways in which the narrative voice predicates the

reader's knowledge and expectations of destruction in regard

to the native community:

The spirit of the jungle is in the village, and in

the people who live in it. They are simple,
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sullen, silent men. In their faces you can see

plainly the fear and hardship of their lives.

They are very near to the animals which live in

the jungle around them. They look at you with the

melancholy and patient stupidity of the buffalo in

their eyes, or the cunning of the jackal. And

there is in them the blind anger of the jungle,

the ferocity of the leopard, and the sudden fury

of the bear. (9)

People who live in towns can hardly realise how

persistent and violent are the desires of those

who live in villages like Beddegama. In many

ways, and in this beyond all others, they are very

near to the animals; in fact, in this they are

more brutal and uncontrolled than the brutes;

that, while the animals have their seasons, man

[sic] alone is perpetually dominated by his

desires. (42)

It is a truism, perhaps, to point out that omniscient

narrators are habitually accorded authority, unlike a first

or third person narrator, who may be cast as flawed or

limited. In other words, readers are wont to align

themselves with the omniscient narrator's view point for the

obvious reason of his/her omniscience. Moreover, by direct

address to the second person reader, the narrative voice

establishes a kinship, or as it were, a "we versus they"

relationship with the reader, whereby the native characters
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are distanced, objectified, and placed under the scrutiny of

both narrator and reader. This process of recruiting the

reader is analogous to what Louis Althusser describes as

"hailing" the subject and accomplishes the "interpellation

of individuals as subjects" of a shared ideology (93). The

ideological conscription of the reader as subject involves

disseminating ideas of social Darwinism which describes,

explains, and rationalizes the "destruction of 'inferior'

peoples [as] an evolutionary imperative" (MacKenzie

207).

The narrative persona is created for the purpose of

representing the native community, for making comments about

their condition, values, attributes and native differences.

The narrative voice created by Woolf does not show any kind

of relationship with the people, and therefore, the god-like

finality of the voice is enhanced by its disembodiment. In

the articulations of the narrative voice emerge the

reservations, hostility, and racial prejudice (conscious and

unconscious) that the author is unable to maintain overtly.

What, perhaps, is even more crucial is that by imputing the

annihilation of a people to an evolutionary or natural

order, attention is deflected from the social processes at

work in colonial government. And, the emphasis on the

jungle as enemy takes away from a consideration of the

government as enemy. Therefore, the critique of imperialism

in the novel becomes far less important, and even gets
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canceled out when considering those pronouncements endorsed

by the authoritative narrative voice.

Not only is the jungle at the edge of the village

invested with an evil spirit,15 but the villagers

themselves are presented as brutish, hostile to and envious

of each other. Nearly all of the dramatis personae brought

upon the theater of the village in the jungle are evil and

dangerous, and their hostilities bear most harshly upon the

family of Silindu. Silindu himself is described as a

silent, taciturn character, slow to rouse, but capable,

nonetheless, of brutal retaliation:

Silindu's passions, his anger, and his desire

were strange and violent even for the jungle...

But if he were roused he would sit for hours or

days...his mind moving vaguely with hatred; and

then suddenly he would rise and search out his

enemy, and fall upon him like a wild beast (10).

Moreover, the climate and human nature are held as factors

for the people's destitution (MacKenzie 185).16 The

villagers, given no redeeming qualities, superstitiously

regard Silindu's family as evil, but in the eyes of the

reader, the villagers are the ones who really show cruelty,

evil, and self destructive energy. Therefore, all of the

significant characters are perpetrators of evil. In a tale

of human maleficence, it becomes difficult to direct the

problems of Silindu and the rest of the villagers to the

political source at the center. In the interim, Babehami,
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the village headman, who nurses a vague injury for years and

hatches a plot to avenge his pride, becomes the most visible

culprit for the eventual tragedy of Silindu and the further

destruction of village life. Hussain offers a reading that

locates in Babehami, the village headman, the evil force

that keeps the village together. When that force is

removed, the village is destroyed (12).

This analysis of the novel, therefore, indicates that

the annihilation of the village, and the overall tragedy are

"overdetermined" by forces other than those of imperial

domination and colonialism. So overwhelming is the emphasis

laid on the debilitating potential of Nature and human

nature that imperialism as a likely factor is obscured.

The fatalistic character of the villagers is also

suggested as a cause of their tragic end. Woolf casts an air

of fatalism over the entire village and spirit thereof as a

reflection of the fatalism that is commonly supposed to be

part and parcel of Buddhist philosophy, and therefore, quite

regularly and indiscriminately attributed to holders of the

Buddhist faith. Woolf uses the stereotype. It is

interesting that the omniscient narrator, as well, takes on

the fatalistic tone of the villagers. For example, the

narrator ends chapter one on such a note:

It was a strange world, a world of bare and brutal

facts, of superstition, of grotesque imagination;

a world of trees and the perpetual twilight of

their shade; a world of hunger and fear and
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devils, where a man was helpless before the unseen

and unintelligible powers surrounding him. (15)

As such, Woolf's characters refuse to leave the village even

when survival becomes an arduous struggle: Babun says that

he prefers to die among family and friends in a familiar

place: "Surely it is a more bitter thing to die in a strange

place... There is always trouble and evil in strange places"

(90). Their sense that nothing can be done about the

prevailing conditions is summed up in this dialogue between

Angohami, cast as the village hag, and Nanchohami, the

headman's wife:

"Does the rain come in August?" he [Angohami's

husband] says. "Can I make kurakkan flower in

July?..." "Your man is right," said

Nanchohami.... "Good rain never falls now, and

there is always hunger and fever. The old die and

the little ones with them." (18-19)

The terrible oppressivity of nature is cited as another

cause of the devastation of the village. In the passages

describing the court scenes, the jungle is a relentless

presence hovering now at a distance, then just outside the

court-house that represents the law of the British imperial

government. The court itself, the imperial legal system,

and its representatives are all diminished in the

confrontation with the over-arching and overwhelming power

of the jungle. With this juxtaposition, Woolf reduces the
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failure of the system and alien laws and implies that the

cosmic forces are larger than those of imperial agents.

All of the forces that impinge negatively on the native

are either cosmic, natural to the environment, or inherent

to the native. Whenever there is an indication of negative

elements that are constitutive of British imperialism

itself, such negativity is undercut by positing some evil in

the native condition. In other words, the negativity of

imperial rule is constantly recuperated by bringing to the

surface some deep seated malaise that is congenital in the

native situation. For instance, Babun's failure to obtain

redress and Silindu's inability to be heard are consequences

of the anomalies of a bureaucratic and legal system, planned

and ruled by British officials, with recourse to translation

and interpretation by native officials administering and

running the system at lower levels. The transactions

between the victim and the official who decides his fate are
mediated by differences in languages, interpreters and

interpretations, translators and translations. The decision

makers are far removed and distanced from the subjects and

even from the lower levels of the administrative hierarchy,

and still by virtue of their superiority take it upon

themselves to be decision makers, policy makers, and

arbitrators in the affairs of the natives who are regarded

as "other(s)" in their own place. Woolf does present the
problem, but the ones who mis-manage the system are said to
be the natives themselves, and for no reasons other than
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It may even be maintained that, ultimately, the "simple,"

"animal"-like villagers with their irrational and

vituperative temperaments prey upon each other like the

creatures of the jungle, and so predicate the outcome of

their lives.

Woolf shows Ceylon as receiving the best attention from

the British and directly implies that Ceylon would fair much
worse under her own people. Although the British system is
unequal to deal with the problems of the native, the

episodes are presented in a transcendent fashion, as if the
native situation gets beyond the tidy, rational ordering of

the British system.

Considering the fact that Woolf was ostensibly troubled

by the effects of imperialism, evidence of these troubling

moments is hard to come by. Woolf's work in both texts
serves ultimately to legitimize colonial domination. The

critique of colonialism, therefore, is quite vitiated by the

equivocations, contradictions, and ambivalences generated by
the stereotyping, the social Darwinism, and "othering" in
the representation of the colonial scene. And in the novel
these elements raise several ironies and problems.

It is indeed ironic that the victims are shown to have
implicit faith in the system, and above all in British

"hamadorus" who are depicted as benevolent and kind to the
victims. Therefore, all British action is cast as basically
good and sound but unable to function in the midst of
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and petty administrators.

Moreover, it is curious that Woolf "realistically"

depicts the natives divisive and hostile to each other,

while showing unanimous approval for the British "hamadorus"

from whom the divided elements quite confidently expect

justice. The villagers also show a high degree of

confidence in the officials' ability to mete out justice.

Therefore, it is significant that all of the characters are
loyal British subjects who attest to British fair play and

justice unequivocally. This select scenario and choice of
representation persuade the reader that all is well with

imperial rule, and that the problem lay with the troublesome

and petty cruelties of the natives.

Of course, the natives in the story are made to view
the British in the way the latter viewed themselves, and in
the way they, and in particular, Woolf, would like to be

regarded, irrespective of the mounting antipathy to Colonial

rule. By writing out opposition and eliciting unanimous

approval, the Ceylonese are represented as mere lackeys to

the empire. This is a tendentious move on the part of the
representor, and it is a complete fictionalizing of history.

For what better seal of approval can colonialism have than

endorsement of native subjects who here fictionally

demonstrate that indeed their only hope is the British

rulers? The episodes are set up in such a way that the
villagers miss, or are cheated out of perfect justice and
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fair play, not by the British, but by their own people.
Needless to say that such is possible, and is possible in
good conscience only in works of art, literature, and
particularly fiction. This is how art, poetry and fiction
allow us to reshape the world according to the heart's
desire. Abdul JanMohamed cites Jacques Lacan's
identification of the psychological dimension of this: to be
noticed by the other, approved by the other, is a self-
validation (JanMohamed 85). JanMohamed elaborates: The
"European settler... compel[s] the Other's recognition of
him and, in the process allows his own identity to become
deeply dependent on his position as a master" (85-86).

Therefore, although Woolf shows us that the magistrate
is troubled by Silindu's case, we do not see the official in
conflictual debate about the inadequacies of a system in
which both the magistrate and Woolf were, after all, no
innocent bystanders. On the other hand, what is
demonstrated is the sensitivity of the good, kind, humane,
self-critical British bureaucrats--representing the solid
British principle of justice for all. In that they go
beyond the bounds of duty and the letter of the law in
acting magnanimously, Woolf's judge and magistrate gain the
reader's endorsement and approval. The British officials
stand as foil for the pompous, ill-educated, indifferent,
and heartless Ceylonese officials. The Ratemahatmaya is
characterized as completely unperceptive and unsympathetic;
the Sinhalese lawyers as incompetent, corrupt, supercilious
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popinjays; the peons, harsh and dismissive; and the jailers

as callous and brutish. The realization that this latter

cast of nasty local officials stands in the way of Silindu's

getting a fair trial, further alienates the readers'

sympathy from the native community. This native difference

or contrast marks a significant moment in the novel and

persuades the reader that the English officials best

understand the natives, and therefore are eminently suited

to be their rulers.

Other Sinhalese-educated characters are rendered as
limited pompous figures: they are caricatured and shown as
aping the white master. Woolf does not depict a Sinhalese

taking over nor being competent to do the jobs the British

are doing. Only the Englishman could be serious, sincere,

far sighted, sensible, in other words, the essence of the

"civilized race."

Silindu's family is favored by the author particularly

because of its difference and closer affinity to the more
gentle creatures of the jungle.'7 They are characterized

differently from the rest of the villagers and are the only
sympathetic characters--except the Buddhist beggar and the
pilgrim, who are outsiders. The Silindu family is selected

for tragic treatment because of their extreme helplessness,

and for them the reader's sympathy is evoked. These

characters are, on the other hand, more easily managed,

sympathized with, and patronized. The other more
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recalcitrant characters who are closer to the British

officials are ridiculed, satirized, or cast as evil, in

order to reduce their threat, and manage them, as it were,
in a different way.

The novel suppresses and silences any voice raising a
counter argument, a counter discourse or challenge to the
pro-British view of its fictional world, and these

prevarications and fictions persist and gain force as
actuality, whereas in the autobiographical recording of
events, the native voices raised in protest may still be
detected despite the author's rewriting (of events) which
casts himself as subject. In other words, the

autobiographical account written in 1967 records several

incidents of rebellion/recalcitrance displayed toward
British rule, not only by the educated, but also by the
rural peasant communities that Woolf sought to nurture and

develop.

It is interesting that this 1911 novel shows no social
and political unrest. The depicted milieu does not evince
any hostility or challenging instigation to British rule
from native elements. What is made apparent is approval of
imperial rule, hope and expectations directed toward it, so
that the reading audiences' primary reaction is that not
only is continuity of British control welcomed and desired
by the native population, but also that it is a historical

necessity given the conditions portrayed. The Village in
the Jungle, then, participates in the collective project of
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orientalizing, or in other words, rendering places of the

Orient as needing and profiting by imperialists' rule. The

annihilation of the village is, itself, an index of its own

insularity defeating the British system from saving it.

If The Village in the Jungle conveys a message by the

imperialists to the imperialists and "others" it is that the

former were needed since the natives--whose inferiority and

moral depravity emphasized in the novel--"cannot govern

themselves". The view of the native civilization that Woolf

offers in this novel cannot be said to inspire confidence in

anybody regarding the capabilities of these natives to act

in decent, caring ways, let alone self-govern.

The problem lies in the deliberate exclusions,

selections, avoidance, suppressions, occlusions, and

conflations that make up the "strategy of containment" to

deny the native subject responsibility, human status,

culture, civilization, and statehood. But in the discourses

of western imperialism, this view of the original

inhabitants of the colonies--whether of Africa, India,

Ceylon, America, or any other--is so common that the

inscriptions of the native are tediously regular and

stereotypical and fall into a standard pattern and model.'8

Greenberger points out that the propagation of the

stereotypes, itself, is partly due to nineteenth-century

scholarship reacting "sensitively" to "data that seemed to

confirm the European preconceptions," completely neglecting

"contrary data that did not fit the existing image" (7).
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Gauri Viswanathan cautions that the more serious

consequences of this practice of reducing the native to a

"conceptual category" is that the British administrators

then arbitrate within a space that is also an imaginary

construct providing them ample justifications and

rationales. The "reality" of the native is, therefore,

irrelevant to their actions. Viswanathan says that "how the

native actually responds is so'removed from the colonizer's

representational system, his understanding of the meaning of

events, that it enters into the realm of another history of

which the latter has no comprehension or even awareness"

(12).

What is disturbing is that this novel has received

critical acclaim from eminent Sri Lankan scholars whose

discourse then returns unto the native what colonialist

writers inscribed as "true" of the native. It is common

knowledge today that the genre of the story/ the tale/ the

work of fiction/ the novel has more suasive power and

potential in propagating ideology than other types of

discursive prose. Such literature falls into the category

of what Louis Althusser calls "Ideological State

Apparatuses" (75-77). Given Woolf's position among the

literati and among the politicians, his novel could be

expected to have sent out important signals and

significations to the power elite at home. To the ordinary

reader its ideological suasion would be enough to give the
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British government mandate to further the cause of the

Empire.

The Village in the Jungle, therefore, is a product of

the affiliation of power and knowledge that contributed to

maintenance and continuity of colonial mindset. Its

complexity derives from the critique/indictment/ insight/

into colonial administration, even if the writer is

wittingly or unwittingly ambivalent about it. The

undermining of that indictment is testimony that Woolf in

1911, was still far from denouncing it. The fictional form

and reading priorities provide him the space for

dissimulation. The novel's imperialist base, ideology, and

racialist mindset are also everywhere extremely pronounced.

To read it as a novel sympathetic to the colonized is an

embarrassment to the colonized. It is a novel that

represents the interesting if regrettable dichotomy and

split that beset other writers--Kipling and Conrad--of the

period. It evinces the power and potence of the Empire

builders to propagate and maintain their worldview.

On the contrary, the failure of the magistrate and the

judge may be offered as testimony of Woolf's indictment of

the system. But such an indictment is consistently

undermined and undercut by what may be traced to imperialist

ideology. That Woolf himself was troubled by the imperial

administration's less than perfect performance in the

colonies is evident in that he put this repeated failure of

the legal body in the novel. Woolf seems to have realized
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that within the colonial moment, the "truth" or

incontrovertible fact is that the Empire builders' professed

civilizing mission, benevolence, magnanimity, and altruism

were ultimately irrelevant, and that the system was unable

to serve those most in need of that service. But this is

also the moment of insight and blindness: the nature of his

own ideological conscription is such that the "realities" he

thought he presented are everywhere touched and colored by

his prejudices, reservations, and the novel lends itself to

the propagation of colonial stereotypes and justification of

colonial domination, as well as to the illumination of the

nature of colonialism. Marginal elements of the novel,

however, may be evoked to displace the central concerns and

show something else repressed, known, accepted, but

marginalized and unmarked. It is from this subtext that we

may construct a critique of colonialism in the novel, which

overtly tells a different tale.

The fictional form shows that ultimately, though Woolf

gave seven years of his life and career to Colonial Ceylon,

the latter escapes the perfect control over it that he and

the British sought. This loss of control Woolf arrogates to

natural forces, and people's irrational cruelties and vices

toward each other, rather than to indicate their sustained,

communal and political struggles to shed colonial rule.

John M. Mckenzie, in Propaganda and Empire, writes that

the exhibition of native villages was a staple item in the

agenda of the Empire Marketing Board, and in that venture
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stereotypes were propagated, and "Social Darwinism

established in the popular mind" (113). The exhibits

invariably were of the "quaint, the savage, the exotic,"

while offering "living proof of the onward march of imperial

civilisation" (MacKenzie 114). With or without the author's

intention, the village in the jungle exhibited in the novel

also participates in just such a marketing project.
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Notes

1 These aspects of discourse are discussed at length in

Michel Foucault, The Archeology of Knowledge and the

Discourse on Language, trans., A. M. Sheridan Smith (New

York: Pantheon, 1972).

2 Leonard Woolf, The Village in the Jungle, (Oxford:

Oxford University Press, 1981) is referred to in my text as

Village; all page references made parenthetically in text

are from this edition.

3 I am grateful to Arjuna Parakrama for suggesting this

approach and for the very valuable advice and guidance

provided in the early stages of formulating this

dissertation.

SI -have benefitted from Abdul JanMohamed's discussion

of the differences between "material and discursive

ideological practices" in the different periods of

colonialism.

s I direct the reader's. attention to Edward Said's

Orientalism for a comprehensive account of the political,

scientific, socio-cultural discourses that were mobilized to

contain and fashion the colonized people for continuing

imperial conquest and economic exploitation. See also Nancy

Stepan, The Idea of Race in Science; and in "Race," Writing,

and Difference, Ed., Henry Louis Gates, Jr., (Chicago &

London: The University of Chicago Press, 1985-86), the

following essays: Mary Louise Pratt's, " Scratches on the
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Face of the Country..." an account of travel literature and

documentation of native character; Patrick Brantlinger's,

"Victorians and Africans: The Genealogy of the Myth of the

Dark Continent," and Sander L. Gilman's "Black Bodies, White

Bodies: Toward an Iconography of Female Sexuality in late

Nineteenth-Century Art, Medicine, and Literature."

6 Fanon uses the term to describe the binary terms in

which the colonizer and the colonized are situated: "The

native's challenge to the colonial world is not a rational

confrontation of points of view. It is not a treatise on

the universal, but the untidy affirmation of an original

idea propounded as an absolute. The colonial world is a

Manichean world. It is not enough for the settler to

delimit physically, that is to say with the help of the army

and the police force, the place of the native. As if to

show the totalitarian character of colonial exploitation the

settler paints the native as a sort of quintessence of

evil." The Wretched of the Earth 33. See also Abdul R.

JanMohamed, Manichean Aesthetics: The Politics of Literature

in Colonial Africa, (Amherst: The University of

Massachusetts Press, 1983).

' Ian Watt speaks of this condition as affecting

"Conrad and his contemporaries"; I include Woolf with them.

® John M. MacKenzie in Propaganda and Empire: The

Manipulation of the British Public Opinion 1880-1960

provides evidence of the various agents of propaganda--The
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Empire Marketing Board's exhibitions of native villages,

school geographies that explained and validated conquest,

and other instruments of propaganda--that were pervasive in

British society at this time to disseminate their sense of

identity, property, and status as the master race.

9 Rajiva Wijesinghe in 1979 or 1980 at an informal

literary gathering presented a provocative article entitled

(if memory serves me right on the title) "Leonard Woolf's

Sacred Cow" challenging established criticism on The

Village. This has not been available for discussion in this

dissertation

10 Other implications of the readerly/lisible and

writerly/scriptible are explained in Roland Barthes, S/Z: An

Essy, trans., Richard Miller (New York: The Noonday P,

1974) x-xi, and 6-9.

" See Arjuna Parakrama's Language and Rebellion:

Discursive Unities and the Possibility of Protest. I am

using Parakrama's insights to speak of the "[im]possibility

of protest."

12 See Brian Doyle, "The hidden history of English

studies," in Re-Reading English, Ed., Peter Widdowson, 17-

31; Terry Eagleton, "The Rise of English," Literary Theory:

An Introduction, (Minneapolis: U of Minnesota P, 1983) 17-

53; and Chris Baldick, The Social Mission of English

Criticism: 1848-1932. The most recent study on the subject,

one which speaks of the introduction of English in the
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educational curriculum of India prior to its inclusion in

British education, is Gauri Viswanathan's Masks of Conquest:

Literary Study and British Rule.

13 Despite the obvious endorsement of social Darwinian

views, Woolf's Economic Imperialism, is not in any way

sympathetic to imperialism. It speaks of the conquest,

control, and economic exploitation of Asia and Africa, and

of the "moral argument and ideas... [that] form[ed] a halo

round [sic] imperialism" (17); the main points are that the

control and negotiation of the colonial markets was in the

first instance a private enterprise, which then covertly

came under the European states' governments and their policy

and practice of 'protectionism'. The entire account is a

simplified explanation of the economic underpinnings of

transactions between the European governments, financiers,

"capitalist joint-stock companies" and some countries in

Africa and China.

14 Darwin, it is said, did not quite recommend the

social application of his theory. It was so adapted by

Herbert Spenser. See Ian Watt, Conrad in the Nineteenth

Century 156, and Gertrude Himmelfarb, Victorian Minds (New

York: Knopf, 1968).

15 E.F.C. Ludowyk in his introduction to the Oxford

edition of the novel remarks that Woolf, while depicting

Nature as an "arena of the struggle for survival...adds a

moral judgement to this: the jungle is 'evil"' (ix).
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16 MacKenzie reports that conquest and domination of

Australia was made possible by offering "quasi-legal

justification" on similar grounds (185).

17 According to Hussain, this technique of creating the

"mystique" of the jungle serves to "distance" Silindu from

the evil people of the village. See Hussain, "Western

Response" 12.

18 See note 4 for interdiscipliary studies

investigating nineteenth-century "scholarship" on various

aspects of the Empire.



CHAPTER FOUR

A Passage to India: The Limits of Liberal Humanism

Ah, love, let us be true
To one another! for the world, which seems
To lie before us like a land of dreams,,..

Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light,
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain;

And we are here as on a darkling plain
Swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight,

Where ignorant armies clash by night
("Dover Beach" Matthew Arnold)

...such a situation [that the dominant discourse
remains dominant] haunts g counter-discursive
vision, however hostile, however subversive. And
sometimes the absorption of the dissident by its
seemingly sovereign antagonist seems all but
total.
(Richard Terdiman. Discourse/Counter-Discourse 74)

I

Contexts

Forster's philosophy that the supreme value of

civilized individuals lies in their ability to forge

personal relationships is offered in pithy form in the

phrase "only connect" in Howards End. The first of the

epigraphs, the stanza from Arnold's poem, illustrates some

basic tenets of liberal humanist art: firstly, a profound

belief in the efficacy of personal relationships to overcome

133
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(rather than actively oppose and eliminate) the "pain" of

the world. Inherent in Arnold's lines, therefore, is the

panacea germane to the "only connect" type of humanist

philosophy articulated in much of E.M. Forster's writing.

Secondly, according to Arnold's lines, the individual is the

desired agent of reform. The scenario set in the lines

might well describe that final, intense encounter between

Aziz and Fielding attempting to "connect" on a rainswept

embattled imperial landscape in A PassaQe to India.' The

novel as it progresses, however, works out the failure of

the philosophy to make a difference in the context of

imperialism.2

The second epigraph embodies the thesis that it is the

burden of this chapter to support: that Forster's "counter-

discourse" of anti-imperialism falls prey to its own

ideology of liberal humanism, and therefore, "returns" A

Passage to India to a space well within the margins of

imperialist discourse.

The cumulative thrust of this chapter, in all its

parts, is to demonstrate that in fictionalizing history,

Passage replicates the ideology of the imperial power

structure that the novel ostensibly resists and even

supposedly undermines in offering its liberal code and

fulfilling its humanist agenda. The complexities inherent

in the liberal humanist agenda that Forster inherited from

the Victorian context are discussed in the next section; the

argument there is that liberal humanism was inevitably
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supported by imperialism, and therefore, overtly or covertly

expresses imperialist ideology. The pivotal point of the

discussions in the third section is that Forster's rewriting

into English literature the differences of the Indian

landscape best illustrates that his work too is a

"recolonizing"3 of the Indian space. Section four examines

the delineation of character to illustrate that the humanist

ideal of "Englishness"4 embodied in Fielding is constructed

and consolidated at the cost of troping the Indian as Other.

The argument to be sustained overall in this long section is

that in A Passage to India, Forster dissimulates the

colonial enterprise of systematic exploitation into an ad

hoc set of dominations, thereby resolving its crisis into

one of working and non-working personal relationships. The

basic strategy of reading investigates how the novel's

political component also accommodates a discourse of

dissidence, which tries to strike a blow at the sanctity and

ethics of empire, and even predicted its transformation and

its fall. What weakens the dissidence, and simultaneously

recuperates colonialism is the novel's own formal

ideological allegiance to liberal humanism. By tracing the

deconstructive force that inheres in the very centralities

of a novel so implicated in ideology, one can see how the

text returns to imperialist discourse.
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II

Intertexts

In Culture and Anarchy, Arnold states that "men of

culture and poetry" must cultivate the liberal culture of

"sweetness and light" so that even major changes may be

brought about without any disorder or threat to the

authority of the State, the "organ of our collective best

self or national right reason" (97). Therefore, Arnold

implies that literary study should engage with cultural

politics, but he simultaneously forecloses significant

critical engagement and active intervention by wedding

literary study to the ideology of the State for the

preservation of the status quo. Arnold's approach clearly

illustrates how the ideology of the State exerts its

controlling power through the sort of non-coercive means

Louis Althusser calls "ideological State Apparatuses" and

Antonio Gramsci explains via the notion of "hegemony"--

ideological control by consent.5  Matthew Arnold's

statements are still considered the most formal declaration

of the Liberal humanist manifesto,' in which the priorities

are individualism, freedom, "civilized" values, and that art

expound and cultivate these "universals."

Peter Widdowson defines liberalism as fundamentally an

ideological stance of the culture of the elitist cliques of

the rising middle classes (E.M.F's Howards End 39).

Widdowson cites Harold Laski, political theorist, who points
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out that Liberalism "was, effectively, a by-product of the

effort of the middle class to win its place in the sun":

Liberalism is, therefore, an ideology--'one more

particular of history seeking to masquerade as a

universal'. Its fundamental function, at the

political level, was 'to serve the owners of

property', but as time went on it became so

obsessed with the quality of the political forms

and of the civilization it had created, 'that it

failed adequately to take into account [its]

dependence upon the economic foundation they

expressed'. This is the crux of the liberal

crisis: liberals forgot liberalism was an ideology

and believed that it and civilization were

synonymous. (39)

Lest we connect Forster to capital, profit, and material

interests, Frederick Crews reminds us that for Forster,

Liberalism was a moral, not an economic force (167-8). On

the contrary, I argue that the effeteness of Forster's

critique of imperialism arises from just such an avoidance

of considering the economic implications of socio-political

systems. Forster's Passage is really a paradigm case where

the exponent of liberalism is silent about economic

exploitation, the first cause of empire and that which

supported and empowered its ruling classes.' Forster

ignores culture's dependence upon its political and economic

structures" by deliberately legislating for himself an
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ostensibly apolitical reading that would deflect the loud

political signals that issue forth from the text. This

deliberate move to depoliticize literature stems from his

belief that politics cannot serve the needs of the human

being as well as art can, the only purveyor of ultimate

order and harmony in the world (Colmer 204). This attitude

is also symptomatic of the fetishization of the poetic,

which as Terry Eagleton, has often pointed out, "was, among

other things, historically constructed to carry out just

that business of suppressing political conflict" (33). Of

course, in the post-World War I-era, Forster was sensitive

to the serious limitations of civilized cultures. The

following quotation shows these misgivings, but more

importantly, these lines reflect his refusal to acknowledge

the political and economic connections and potentialities of

imperialist power blocs, and to recognize the contradictory

and contingent nature of the "good" they intend.

...You may have guessed that I am not a Communist,

though perhaps I might be one if I was a younger

and a braver man, for in Communism I can see hope.

It does many things which I think evil, but I know

that it intends good. I am actually what my age

and my upbringing have made me--a bourgeois who

adheres to the British constitution, adheres to it

rather than supports it. (Parry, "Politics" 43)

His doubts about the efficacy of liberalism,

notwithstanding, Forster remained steadfast in his
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"affirm[ations] of its central creed: the importance of the

individual and the sanctity of personal relations" (Colmer

11). According to Forster, personal relationships offer a

"comparatively solid" ground even amidst the violence of war

(Two Cheers 67).

Forster's avowed end in much of his work, and

particularly in Passage, is to speak of the liberal humanist

creed. In his lifetime, Forster reiterated that in A

Passage to India, he was interested in writing about

"personal relations" and that he did not intend a political

novel (Natwar-Singh 1, Das 118, Furbank 106). In saying,

then, that his interest lay elsewhere than in the political

dimension of the novel9, Forster places himself within the

ideology that subscribes to the notion that the

"disinterested" aesthetic, and personal relations can offer

a universally powerful humanizing antidote to the ills of

the world, just as Arnold in the above epigraph and

elsewhere suggests. In Aspects of the Novel (1927) also,

Forster declares how this antidote might function: he sees

the novelist as a likely agent to succeed in changing human

nature for the better by affording humanity a different

vision of itself (172). It is a vision that simultaneously

proposes its universal applicability, yet asks for the

priorities of individualism.

Its humanist manifesto notwithstanding, A Passage to

India is a Modern novel whose political potential cannot be

gainsaid, even if Forster himself didn't "intend" it. The
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denial of political intention'" seems disingenuous in a

novel so much to do with imperialism's colonial history,

critique of imperialist conduct, portents of the end of

empire, and published in the tumultuous years prior to the

dismantling of that empire. But this attitude is

symptomatic of how the literati can recreate a fraught

political history, yet by virtue of their critical practice,

inhabit a transcendent place, an ivory tower, to "descant"

upon what are considered the supreme themes of art and

within the aesthetics of that art, resolve, diffuse and

remove political impasse. The novel's affiliation with the

status quo, therefore, obtains in the very deliberate moves

to depoliticize interpretation by positing affirmations of

the priorities of the liberal humanist code--to define and

enact commonalities, to attempt universalizing experience,

and to sanctify individualism. The complexities that such

solutions engender are suggested by William E. Connolly:

The very success in defining and enacting

commonalities tends to naturalize them, to make

them appear as unambiguous goods lodged in nature

or consent or reason or the universal character of

the normal individual or ideal dialogue or a

higher direction in being. If humans are not

predesigned, and if they therefore are ill suited

to fit neatly into any particular social form,

then any set of enabling commonalities is likely

to contain corollary injuries, cruelties,
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subjugations, concealments, and restrictions

worthy of disturbance and contestation. Each set

of identities will generate differences that

themselves need to find a political voice.

(93 emphases mine)

It is this "political voice" that is muted in subsuming

under the liberal philosophy of "only connect" problems that

are caused by imperialist systems and by colonial self-

consolidation, which defines identity and self through

articulations of 'Otherness.' Moreover, native differences

which do not harmonize with the privileged liberal

perception of desirable individualism are also cast as

dubious. Overall, such a philosophy reduces and over-

simplifies those problems. In consequence, where there is

really a crucial need for a political medium through which

the differences can be actively confronted and engaged,

validated, and even celebrated, instead, deep conservatism,

resentment, or hostility is engendered. The universalism

that is prioritized is an abstract, seemingly uncontaminated

and uncontradicted by the multiplicity of individual needs

and desires that compete agonistically in the text as in the

real social world.

The concept of individualism (a necessary condition for

the "only connect" philosophy to be viable), itself, is

fraught with other complexities also--its contradiction

seems to inhere in the dictas of the liberal philosophy

itself. It must be admitted that the call for the exercise
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of individualism issues from benevolence and an ideal of

justice, but in its formulation, what is ignored is that

stabilizing of the state--that Arnold, for example,

proposes--requires a normalization and demands

standardizations that may run counter to notions of

individualism.

Forster shared with the Bloomsbury group the aesthetic

of individualism and "private sensibility." Raymond

Williams, in his essay "The Bloomsbury Fraction"--Forster is

said to have moved "on its periphery" and also to have

thought it "the only genuine movement in English

civilisation" (Colmer 13-14)--points out that the

"individuals" who comprised the group, are themselves, apart

and yet a part ("fraction") of the ruling class, and that

the group is a concomitant of the universities' and State

Administrative Services' demand for a different type of

educated personnel. Therefore, in a sense, Bloomsbury may

be seen as a group produced by a socio-political need. On

the other hand, they consistently denied their caste

orientation--which would perhaps detract from ideas of

individualism. Such a denial is evident in Leonard Woolf's

statement that theirs was "an imaginary group...with

imaginary characteristics" (Williams 158-60) and in Colmer's

reiteration that "Bloomsbury... is something of a popular

myth....It was never a cohesive movement" (13). But what is

germane to this discussion is Williams' conclusion that

Bloomsbury "was articulating a position which was to become
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a 'civilized norm'"; that the separation between public and

private was guaranteed by their body of work which

manifested a "private sensibility" but called for public

attention. Their commitment to individualism, however,

precluded that they would see themselves as constituted

within the bounds and by the demands of class and group

(Williams 168).

The ambiguities and paradoxes that beset the notion of

individualism are further clarified in the following insight

that Connolly offers:

Civic liberalism fosters normalization through a

nonpolitics of gentle assimilation. That, at

least, is its regulative ideal, the standard

against which actuality is measured and through

which it is authorized to characterize the present

condition as one of fragmentation, loss of

identity and alienation. (88 my emphasis)

The constructed character, then, of individualism and the

obliviousness to what it excludes and marginalizes to make

liberal individualism possible are what make problematic the

whole concept. Paradoxically, also, such an individualism

is possible on a large scale by homogenizing and by invoking

all the commonalities or "universals" that are supposed to

make us human. In A Passage to India, in order to disturb

English superiority, Forster offers a dissident discourse

that juxtaposes what he sees as similar mindsets in the two

races; however, he also uses the specifics of liberal
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criteria, particularly its ideals of Englishness expressed

by Fielding to devalue Aziz, Hamidullah, and Mahmoud Ali for

what he sees as their native difference.

After A Passage to India, Forster abandoned novel

writing for political writing. But, the novel form, because

it safely accommodates ambiguity, troping, metaphysical and

fictional realities that abet dissimulation, had offered

Forster an excellent arena to speak of imperialism, yet to

make believe he was not sullying art with the political

realities of the situation." His "only connect"

philosophy could be proposed only when he reduced to an ad

hoc set of dominations a history of large systemic and

institutional exploitation and put the onus for change upon

individuals, a process that absolves the state power from

direct responsibility for such changes. He could,

therefore, speak of individualism and personal relationships

and also demand that they overcome even the practical

obstacles to the "only connect" philosophy in a social

structure initiated and supported purely by the power and

domination of the conqueror upon the conquered. Passage

dramatizes political, material, cultural, and above all,

liberal humanist impediments to the proper functioning of

the "only connect" philosophy; to its demand for human

relationships; and to the achievement of both universalism

and individualism in an imperialist setting. The

deconstructive force of the text works on its central

philosophy and credo to reveal the ideological (af)filiation
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(or even symbiosis) between liberalism and imperialism, the

very thing that the narrative itself attempts to deny.

III

Subtext(s)

Forster recolonizes the Indian landscape by investing

it with Modernist meanings--a literary project that

replicates the imperialist venture. The meanings that

Forster (in)vests in the Indian landscape serve the humanist

institution, but rewrite India as inimical, hostile, empty,

in other words, as a vast negative force. According to

Edward Said, every anti-imperialist effort at resistance,

particularly the literary, usually expresses

a pressing need for the recovery of the land that,

because of the presence of the colonizing

outsider, is recoverable at first only through the

imagination. Now if there is anything that

radically distinguishes the imagination of anti-

imperialism, it is the primacy of the

geographical. Imperialism after all is an act of

geographical violence through which virtually

every space in the world is explored, charted and

finally brought under control. For the native,

the history of his or her colonial servitude is

inaugurated by the loss to an outsider of the

local place, whose concrete geographical identity

must thereafter be searched for and somehow
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restored. From what? Not just from foreigners,

but also from a whole other agenda whose purpose

and processes are controlled elsewhere.

("Yeats" 77)

The India that Forster appropriates for the novel is

the India that Indians have to liberate, particularly, in

terms of reinscribing its colonial history and rewriting

space in terms of non-imperialist epistemology. What is

considered below is the nature of the "identity" that

Forster bestows on the land, the "agenda... purpose and

process" of his appropriation, whether it is, at all

liberative, or if it neatly complements the epistemic

violence of the imperial project itself.

As Adela approaches the last eastern frontier to cross

over to the west, she experiences an epiphany that shows her

the soundness of re-turning to the west. But in initially

turning to the east, Forster allows her and the more

positive characters--people who cause change and are changed

by incident, in other words, those who are "ready for an

extended life" (Aspects 90, 75)--a deeply spiritual, moral,

ethical lesson to do with "being" in the world. Both Adela

Quested and Mrs. Moore, and even Fielding, are given such

vision and change.

The eastern landscape, then, is mythified and

exoticised as a regenerative area, albeit an area of

darkness. Just as Leonard Woolf uses Ceylon as a venue for

his emergent intrepidity and stoicism, so does Forster use
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India as an area of darkness that tests the moral fibre of

his characters. Adela's abortive quest notwithstanding, in

the aftermath of the Marabar Cave misadventure, she

convinces her sternest critic, Fielding, of her worth. And

Adela Quested returns to England wiser, not so much by the

standards of the conventional colonialist wisdom, as by

those of the liberal code of the humanist institution. Her

conduct establishes Forster's precept that "freedom and

order...are to do with the struggle between forces of...the

individual psyche" (Colmer 212).12 It is imperative that

the implications of such a fictional strategy be discussed,

since there are recurrent instances of using India as a

venue for the moral resuscitation of the British self.

Edward Said in Orientalism demonstrates how the East in

Oriental discourse is "less a place than a topos, a set of

references, a congeries of characteristics..." (177) and it

is to such a discursive system that Forster returns in A

Passage to India. In a sense then, the characters and, by

extension, Forster's liberal humanist readership exploit the

Indian landscape for a utility value, invested in it by the

author, which India has no power to refuse. Forster's

select English characters, therefore, continue to profit

from privileges their creator bestows upon them in the form

of empowering visions from India that they alone are

allowed. In this consumption of the land, India stands as a

metonym for a moral/ethical challenge to be bested by its

Other.
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Since novels like Passage are cultural monuments within

an established literary canon, the inculcation of moral

values may seem quite natural, whereas the ideological

placement of India as object of "use-value" may be not be as

apparent, especially because of the enmity expressed toward

the more obvious failures of empire. In the procurement and

delivery of the colonial space for the cultural and literary

use of Britain, Forster himself is a hero in the cult of the

humanists, one of the "great men of culture"

who [has] laboured to divest knowledge of all that

was harsh, uncouth, difficult, abstract,

professional, exclusive; to humanize it, to make

it efficient outside the clique of the cultivated

and learned, yet still remaining the best

knowledge and thought of the time and a true

source, therefore, of sweetness and light.

(Arnold 70)

But in meeting these demands, Forster lapses into

stereotyping India as the mysterious, hostile place of

Orientalist discourse. Forster writes that "He [Aziz] had

neither light nor bell nor had he a brake, but what use are

such adjuncts in a land where the cyclist's only hope is to

coast from face to face, and just before he collides with

each it vanishes?" (Passage 16). Forster is here in the

process of constructing a mystique of India, as well as

imputing as an inherent attribute the disembodied threat

suggested by the vanishing faces; simultaneously, of course,
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the reader too is made to participate in the process of

construction, creation, and interpretation of the land along

the lines the author has already demarcated for her. For

instance, the reader is told that "There is something

hostile in that soil. It either yields, and the foot sinks

into a depression, or else it is unexpectedly rigid and

sharp, pressing stones or crystals against the tread" (19).

This characterization of the land reproduces, in a sense,

the inordinate fears and reservation toward things Indian

that the author, himself, satirized and ironized elsewhere,

especially in the conversation and attitudes of the English

women at the club.

Rather than speak of these responses as a widespread

mode of perception--needing to be questioned and analysed--

that favors the familiar and resents/fears difference,

Forster replicates Orientalist thinking in implying that

these shortcomings inhere in the land itself. For instance,

Adela cannot identify or label the green bird she sees, and

the "mere asking of a question causes it to disappear or to

merge in something else" (86). Forster invokes a general

confusion and strangeness by causing animals to appear from

the land quite mysteriously to defy the rage for order and

rational explanations.that the British characters--who are

also, thus, stereotyped--are after. All of the positive

characters encounter an "uneasiness" in the land and are

shaped by the experience to transcend it in some way. In

the Modernist text, invoking a multiplicity of alien forms
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is predicated by a literary project attempting to make sense

of complexities of noumena and phenomena, and overall, to

accrue profundity to the text. What is at stake in these

ventures to decipher, to read, to write the Other landscape

into one's literature is suggested by Seamus Deane: "The

naming or renaming of a race, a region, a person...like all

acts of primordial nomination,...is an act of possession"

(Deane 18). Herein is Forster's "recolonizing" attempt.

As a part of the Modernist skepticism of realism,

Forster constantly alerts the reader to the complexities of

rendering a self-present landscape. Nowhere is this more

explicit than in the descriptions of the Marabar area. The

statement that there isn't a single India but a hundred

Indias or a thousand appears like a refrain through the

novel. Nonetheless, the implied enigma'3 is replaced by

Modernist concerns with the abyss of nothingness,

alienation, and the stuff of illusion and reality. The

descriptions, therefore, may heighten the inadequacy of a

purely rational cast of mind to apprehend aspects of a

complex world, but to engender such interpretations, Forster

constructs his India as an abortive space of mystery,

muddle, and fear, of nebulous good, and palpable evil.' 4

Speaking through Mrs. Moore, Forster mentions that

"there are some exquisite echoes in India; there is the

whisper round the dome at Bijapur; there are the long, solid

sentences that voyage through the air... and return unbroken

to their creator. The echo in a Marabar cave is not like
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these..." (147). The author, of course, does not stop to

speak of the "exquisite." This section of the narrative

resolves enigma negatively, stressing that such negativity

inheres in what appears enigmatic in India, thus implicating

the text in typical bi-polar opposites of "manichean"

thinking, especially when we consider the value invested in

the description of the European scene later on.

Even the sunrise is no ordinary scene of benignity; it

is robbed of all harmony and suffused with the negativity

that is spread on the land:

the sky...turned angry orange. Colour throbbed

and mounted behind a pattern of trees, grew in

intensity, was yet brighter, incredibly brighter,

strained from without against the globe of the

air. They awaited the miracle. But at the

supreme moment, when night should have died and

day lived, nothing occurred. It was as if virtue

had failed in the celestial fount. The hues in

the east decayed, the hills seemed dimmer though

in fact better lit, and a profound disappointment

entered with the morning breeze. Why, when the

chamber was prepared, did the bridegroom not enter

with trumpets and shawls, as humanity expects?

The sun rose without splendour. (137)

Forster's troping of the Indian landscape evinces all the

elements of imperialist (re)colonization--enthusiasm to

"civilize" and acculturate, while simultaneously
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accomplishing a self-serving end, namely the Modernist

project and enforcement of imperial epistemology.

Forster (re)writes another India as well: a prehistoric

India "when neither the river [the Ganges] nor the Himalayas

that nourished it existed,.... and the India we call

immemorial came into being" (123). This prehistory Forster

sees sedimented in the Marabar caves, and according to his

perception, it is "unspeakable," but nevertheless, he words

that history thus:

They ("these outposts") rise abruptly, insanely,

without the proportion that is kept by the wildest

hills elsewhere, they bear no relation to anything

dreamt or seen. To call them "uncanny" suggests

ghosts, and they are older than all spirit.

The caves are readily described.....no carving,

not even a bees'-nest or a bat distinguishes one

from another. Nothing, nothing attaches to them,

and their reputation--for they have one--does not

depend upon human speech. It is as if the

surrounding plain or the passing birds have taken

upon themselves to exclaim "extraordinary," and

the word has taken root in the air, and been

inhaled by mankind. (124)

In the passage above, a careful distinction is made that the

Marabar is describable but uninterpretable, but since

language itself is not value neutral'5, the pretense of

avoiding realistic interpretation is aided and abetted: the
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"description" itself is negatively charged and interprets

negatively. More concretely, it is here that Adela

Quested's abortive quest ends. It is here that Mrs. Moore

first experiences "the terrifying echo"--a death knell--that

"began in some indescribable way to undermine her hold on

life" (149), and transforms her into jealousy and

meanspiritedness. Even the rational and pragmatic Fielding

is beset by misgivings, doubt, and inexplicable sadness as

he looks on the Marabar Hills (190-1).

Characterized as enigma, and yet, defined by negation,

the landscape here defies--or so it is implied--the very

language at Forster's disposal. But despite that,

Modernism's literary project to suggest the (salutary) power

of nihilism seems to have found in Forster's (pre)history of

India, a local habitation and a name. According to Lennard

Davis, such a technique testifies to the Modernists'

perception that art can "comprehend and incorporate the

incomprehensibility of the world" (122); in other words, the

technique functions to underscore the profundity of art and

celebrate Modernist form that can accommodate such

multiplicity. These incorporations are in effect a supreme

universalizing gesture that affixes within English tradition

and knowledge meanings even from the supposedly preliterate

and prehistoric.

In her article "The Geography of A Passage to India"

Sara Suleri characterizes the novel as yet another text

about India wherein "a failure of representation becomes
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transformed into a characteristically Indian failure" and

reads "this act of representation as a mode of

recolonization" (107). Suleri sees Forster as providing

western literature a "symbolic geography of India--its most

compelling and durable image of India... as a hollow, or

cave" (109); that it is "only real in prehistory, or when it

arrives after the fact of history" (112).

In Two Cheers for Democracy, Forster expresses his

disappointment that in 1945, Indian "intellectuals"

(author's quotation marks) were more deeply preoccupied with

politics than art. Forster remarks:

Their attitude is 'first we must find the correct

political solution, and then we can deal with

other matters.' I think the attitude is

unsound...they hold it much more vehemently than

they did a quarter of a century ago. When I spoke

about the necessity of form in literature and the

importance of the individual vision, their

attention wandered, although they listened

politely. Literature, in their view, should

expound or inspire a political creed. (320) 16

When Aziz annoys the Hindu doctor Panna Lal, Forster, in

speaking of Aziz's trepidation says that "The complexion of

his (Aziz's] mind turned from human to

political....breathing the prevalent miasma" (Passage 60).

The quotations juxtaposed above show that from the 1920s to

1945 in Forster's scheme, the human and the political are
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mutually exclusive categories. Here then lies the problem.

This separation reduces the humanist philosophy to a mere

placebo or panacea. The quotations above, in fact,

prefigure the crisis that the humanities were to face in the

1980s, a struggle that, in some cases, still prevails over

two opposing objectives of literary studies. Whether art,

indeed, reflects the world we live in or not, it must

certainly be admitted that it, in fact, is produced in

socio-cultural life and history. And if the social context

is itself fraught with the tensions of what is fundamentally

a material existence, then it is important to speak of the

ways in which art thwarts or upholds that social structure,

to read in terms of how one's relationship to that structure

is circumvented or enhanced, and given expression. In

treating literary form as autonomous, we overlook that

literary discourses are produced in culture, sustained by

institutions, participate in a discursive network, given

conventional meanings, inextricably linked to ideologies,

and above all, able to draw subjects into cultural

domination by what Gramsci calls hegemonic control.

Forster's theory that art and politics are mutually

exclusive overlooks these ideological implications of

literature.

In declaring the primacy of "form in literature and the

importance of individual vision," Forster is really

proposing the ultimate Bloomsbury aesthetic. Raymond

Williams makes a persuasive argument that Bloomsbury's
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"dissenting influence and influential connection" (162)

ensured the intense privatization of thought and art, which

was protected by their professed social conscience, whereas

in these privitizations "there is no conflict with a social

conscience" (162).

The conflict in Passage arises on account of the larger

system of socio-political domination, but in locating the

dystopic center of the novel in a failure of personal

relationships, Forster opts out of and abandons the

opportunity to seriously energize "a social conscience."

The singular call for aesthetic form and individual vision,

therefore, nicely functions as a strategy of containment

that shuts off anything "social" like collective values and

collective effort required not merely to protest and dissent

against oppression and inequities, but also to make them

stick. Forster's aesthetic, then, functions like Arnold's:

it ensures that forms of art preserve the authority of the

state.

Recall that Forster's observation of Indian

preoccupation with politics was made in 1945, a time when

the struggle for independence was at its most acute. At

such a historical juncture, purely formal engagement with

the text was obviously counterproductive to Indians long

trained to read the English book as defense against

discontent, as separate from politics, as a balm to soothe

the savage breast, and above all as the supreme legacy of

the "civilizing" mission; in all these cases Literature
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functioned there as a strategy of containment." What in

the colonies seems a particular practice cultivated for a

political purpose seems to be true of the general case also,

or so it seems, if one agrees with Lennard Davis's thesis in

Resisting Novels. Davis argues that the novel, in

particular, builds up reader defenses, or in other words,

renders the reader passive, just because of literary tropes-

-closures, resolutions, and so on, and because "reading [is]

the ultimate in alienated activity" (Davis 135). I disagree

with Davis's theory slightly in offering the caveat that it

is not the text, the novel, or poem, per se that builds up

defenses, but the modes and practices of reading and

criticism.

Forster, however, is frustrated by the Indian

abandonment of the English aesthetic that Deane describes as

the autonomy of the cultural artifacts, ... the

Arnoldian notion that the work of art that most

successfully disengages itself from the

particularities of its origin and production is,

by virtue of that "disengagement" most fully and

purely itself. (Deane 7)

In Passage Fielding is Forster's spokesperson for defending

the above theory of the desired aesthetic form. In this

regard, Fielding is groomed by Forster to make authoritative

artistic judgement; his credentials constitute a higher

sensibility vis a vis that he "cared chiefly for truth of

mood" (72) and that he is able to see aspects of
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"civilization... in the gestures well-bred Indians make when

they sit or lie down," or see in these self same gestures

"the Peace that passeth Understanding," because "something

beautiful had been accomplished which needed no development"

(251). Such statements give us a good indication of

Fielding's ultra-refined sensibilities and competence in the

esoteric. The exoticism vested upon the Indian is an index

of an older imperialist strategy at work. According to

Jonathan Arac and Harriet Ritvo:

Imperialism is the expansion of nationality.

Exoticism, in turn, is the aesthetizing means by

which the pain of that expansion is converted to

spectacle, to culture in the service of empire,

even as it may also act to change the originating

national culture. (Arac and Ritvo 3)

Like Forster himself, Fielding too believes in the

liberal code and teaches "people to be individuals and to

understand other individuals" (121). Therefore, with this

sponsorship, Fielding's literary criticism--often exercised

on Aziz--is legitimized and validated by Forster. As Aziz

graduates from the more romanticized poems replete with

pathos, Fielding tells him: "You are quite right in thinking

that poetry must touch life. When I knew you first, you

used it as an incantation" (277). Aziz, of course, is used

by Forster to play the role of the "native informant" and

replies "I was a child when you knew me first" (277). The

judgements that Fielding makes are confirmed as sound by the
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cumulative effect of sponsorship, endorsement, and

validation that Forster makes in the process of inscribing

him 9, so that his formulation of the western aesthetic

gains legitimacy as the ultimate, and Fielding, himself, is

the final arbiter in these matters for the novelistic

audience.

When Fielding sees Venice, he says that,

a cup of beauty was lifted to his lips, and he

drank with a sense of disloyalty. The buildings

of Venice, like the mountains of Crete and the

fields of Egypt, stood in the right place, whereas

in poor India everything was placed wrong. He had

forgotten the beauty of form among idol temples

and lumpy hills; indeed, without form, how can

there be beauty?....something more precious than

mosaics and marbles was offered to him now: the

harmony between the works of man and the earth

that upholds them, the civilization that has

escaped muddle, the spirit in a reasonable form,

with flesh and blood subsisting. Writing picture

post-cards to his Indian friends, he felt that all

of them would miss the joys he experienced now,

the joys of form, and that this constituted a

serious barrier. They would see the sumptuousness

of Venice, not its shape, and though Venice was

not Europe, it was part of the Mediterranean
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harmony. The mediterranean is the human norm.

(282 my emphasis)

This section is important because here Forster's voice

merges with that of the character, and in the form of an

"interdiegetic"20 narrator, establishes the western

aesthetic of the elitist group as the ideal universal

standard. The move to universalize these standards

indicates the ideological control of the west that the

author (questioning neither principle nor practice)

confidently disseminates. Here we see England setting value

and propagating ideas on what the priorities of art should

be and conveying very powerfully the superiority of western

culture: it is indicated that the western aesthetic's

refinement is such that not only is it in harmony with

creation, but that it is even anticipated by nature.

Moreover, the judgement is passed here that the aesthetic

sense itself is uniquely a western phenomenon lost to the

Indian. The ideological implication in arrogating to the

West the power to legislate what is civilized and what is

not, and to set value upon what is European by undervaluing

the Eastern is, in effect, part and parcel of colonial

control and hegemony of eurocentrism. Therefore, although

Forster denigrates and subjects to ironic reversal the

professed British superiority at the club, he himself

succumbs to similar aggrandizement of the west via notions

on the aesthetic. Historically, this is symptomatic of the

value laid on the aesthetic itself, so that its
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practitioners see themselves, not only as the high-priests

able to legislate for the world, but also as above the

politics--self-serving motives, cultural and economic

imperialism, and jingoism--that apply to the rest of the

world. Above all, Forster is here accomplishing the supreme

imperialist and colonialist project of establishing that

European culture and aesthetic represent the acme of

civilization, one that outstrips others. Defined as

primitive, savage, or underdeveloped, these other cultures

are therefore, said to be in need of the European

correctives and civilizing projects.

Aesthetic standards and notions of what constitutes

art--aesthetic "knowledge"--are determined institutionally;

in the terminology of Stanley Fish, these institutional

collectives are "interpretive communities." Fish points out

that they "are responsible for the emergence of formal

features....An interpretive community is not objective

because as a bundle of interests, of particular purposes and

goals, its perspective is interested rather than neutral..."

(Fish 14). Richard Rorty puts the idea succinctly when he

says that "we understand knowledge when we understand the

social justification of belief" (170, my emphasis).

Because, "nothing counts as justification unless by

reference to what we already accept" (Rorty 178), we can see

how Forster throws in his lot with a whole tradition of

individual talents to canvass for acceptance, yet again, the

proposal that western art norms the ideal aesthetic in every
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way. What even Forster may have missed are the facts that

the community of liberals has generally assented and

legislated these standards and that nature does not endorse

those standards in particular. In fact, by virtue of his

established status, Forster's statements may even accomplish

a performative function and constitute what John Austin has

termed a perlocutionary act, whereby these standards gain

institutional acceptance (Austin 101-31).

Yet another implication of Forster's insistence on art

as form and of his aestheticizing of history, even as

prehistory, is that such rigor detracts from India's

immediate colonial history of exploitation: it obscures the

"violent discontinuities" of history, and implies a stasis

of time, and uninhabited space, thus transposing a fraught

political scene into a static archetype.

With the above analyses I have tried to establish that

Forster's mission is similar to the colonial enterprise,

which involved large scale appropriations, legitimizations

and justifications. The colonialist strategies involved

troping as "savage," primitive, undeveloped, exotic, and/or

strange the Other culture. It is via the old claims and

strategies, now veiled as modernist metaphysics and

aesthetic categories that Forster's text replicates

imperialist discourse.
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IV

Text (s)

Just as the Indian landscape reinscribed as Other

permits Forster to announce the European aesthetic as the

ideal universal standard or norm, the limning of Indians as

Other allows him to offer a coherently constructed concept

of national identity or Englishness. Robert Colls and

Philip Dodds, in the preface to Englishness: Politics and

Culture 1880-1920, caution that Englishness should not be

seen "as an obvious or in any way, natural propensity of the

people who now live, or have lived in the territory that has

come to be England." On the contrary, it has had to be

self-consciously constructed in each era within a framework

of familiar and available conventions, forms, and concepts.

Although these forms and ideas themselves may persist over

time, they do not have stable meanings; they derive

particular significance in each age and context ("Preface").

The nineteenth-century humanist impetus to initiate,

alter, and influence national cultural discourse was a

liberal response to the rise of the urban middle classes

into power positions in imperial England. Richard Terdiman

observes that in novels which sought to "educate" the middle

classes, "the intensity of the effort to gain control of

[these] broader social discourses, to encompass or

recuperate them, stands as a measure of their developing

domination" (85). My argument in this section is that
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Forster's attempt at "educating" has to do with reinforcing

the idea of Englishness in several ways: he satirizes the

more embarrassing aspects of the British Raj, aspects that

contradict the conception of English culture as "sweetness

and light," in order to posit the corrective ideal of

Englishness. Secondly, to consolidate, confirm, and enact

the ideal of Englishness personified in Fielding, the most

stable English character and one who bears the closest

affiliation to the author, Forster constructs his Indian

characters as "native informants" and as Other--childlike,

emotional, deficient. Such characterization, is, of course,

consequential: it simultaneously paves the way for the

author's refusal to take seriously the collective movements

initiating Indian nationalist struggle, thus creating the

space for his thesis that personal relationships and

individual vision are the only viable solutions to the

problems of British India. To posit this thesis in Passage,

Forster reduces India's historical and political conflict

with colonialism to an ad hoc set of individual problems and

infuses the tale with moral and metaphysical fervor.

If, as Seamus Deane observes, "A culture brings itself

into being by an act of cultural invention" (17), A Passage

to India is a good example of the way in which the liberal

humanist enclave2' attempted, without interfering with the

status quo, to fashion culture: neither in Forster's

critique of his own culture, nor in the suggested

"solutions" to the contradictions of an imperialist culture
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does Forster establish that imperialism itself must be

dismantled because of its inherent demerits of exploitation,

plunder, and enslavement. On the contrary, by constructing

his Indian characters as deficient, Forster denies

legitimacy to their collective enterprise to resist and oust

the imperialists. In such attempts a replication of old

imperialist ideology can be clearly traced.

Forster's novel cannot, however, be regarded as a

simple case of unilateral imperialist discourse. Benita

Parry warns that "only by wilfully suppressing its

initiation of an oppositional discourse is it possible to

insert A Passage to India into the hegemonic tradition of

British-Indian literature" ("Politics" 28). It is in the

Overy attempts to disrupt the world view and practices of a

non-liberal bourgeoisie--represented by the group at the

Chandrapore club--that Forster posits what is commonly

regarded as a dissident and anti-imperialist discourse. The

dissidence obtains from Forster's attempt to counter the

more jingoist sentiments of empire and of Englishness, and

to follow an independent literary course. Therefore, a

definite dehegemonizing move may be read in his

highlighting--in caricature--malaise of the English in India

and in undermining traditional images and self-definition of

the English as offered by a Kipling or a Macaulay.22

One technique Forster uses to subvert imperialist

ideology is to problematize some of the founding concepts

and misconceptions of empire. The empire had long been
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justified on the basis that the English had to bear the

"White Man's burden," disrupt "Oriental despotism" and bring

enlightenment to the benighted. Marx, in fact, theorized

that the English would bring "political unity [to

India] ...more consolidated and extending further than ever

it did under the Great Moguls" (Strachey 50). Forster's

novel, on the other hand, avoids depicting the despotism of

the Indian Maharajas, but in many episodes reverses the

Marxian theory of "Oriental despotism" by affording a view

of English despotism.23 For instance, after the Marabar

incident, the collector, Turton, is described as an avenging

"god in a shrine." (162). At the end of the "Bridge Party,"

we are told that "shrines are fascinating, especially when

rarely opened" (45): the reference is to the club headed by

Turton. When Ronny passionately declares that the British

are not in India to behave well, (49-50), Mrs. Moore remarks

that his "sentiments are those of a god" (50) and

underscores this with the pronouncement that "Englishmen

like posing as gods". The ostensible benevolence (that

turns to malevolence) and divine authority with which the

rulers justified imperial despotism are made the targets of

deadly irony in order to offer a corrective vision of what

the ideal of Englishness must be in the colonies.

Forster explodes the cruder of the specious myths

created by imperialists to justify "civilizing" Others in

their own lands. Towards this end, McBryde, the District

Superintendent of Police, "the most reflective and best
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educated of the Chandrapore officials" (166) is made to

solemnly declare his own brand of a social Darwinism: he

holds that natives living in hot climates ("south of

latitude 30") are depraved and "criminals at heart....They

are not to blame, they have not a dog's chance--we should be

like them if we settled here" (167). By using irony--having

the narrative voice24 remark that McBryde himself "born at

Karachi, seemed to contradict his theory..." (167)--Forster

initiates a counter-discourse. The ironic mode enables

Forster, here as elsewhere in the novel, to produce a

critique of his own society and class and to disapprove of

the atrocities of the English middle classes that

colonialism jettisoned into importance.

Forster's dissent also takes the form of throwing into

prominence the British class war that is carried on in the

club, the English microcosm in the colonies. Fielding the

liberal intellectual holds aloof from the rest and

encounters their hostility, not because he belongs in a

different class, but because he represents the "dissident

fraction"25 thrown up by that class. Public school, a

London University education, and above all, the training in

colonial civil service, on the other hand, produces in Ronny

what Fielding consciously eschews: unquestioning and

reactionary class allegiance and repression of all

humanistic impulses. Mrs Turton, the Collector's wife

remarks that both Fielding and Adela Quested are "not quite

pukka" (28), and in making one of the least appealing of his
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cast utter this evaluation, Forster directly indicates that

"pukka" is not a status to aspire to and renders

questionable the once dominant culture of the "pukka sahib."

Adela, Fielding, and the Moores, because of their

liberalism, stand apart from the rest and embody the

approved aspects of Englishness, sadly wanting in the rest.

Forster's novel incorporates into its tale of empire

social and political discourses that undermine the stability

of the empire and the colonial way of life. Although

Forster made it "a novel out of time--neither precisely pre-

war nor precisely post-war" (Furbank 106), A Passage to

India depicts changes that were themselves affected by, even

as they effected, the emergence of a different imperialism.

The novel itself, very probably, contributed to shaping

those responses as critique of imperial rule replaced the

celebrations of its (ad)ventures2 6 ; Martin Green, for

instance, thinks that Passage was one of the first and best

writing that "turned...in aggression" upon the empire (264).

Das implies that "British official reaction to the book" may

have been unfavorable; Das also cites the legend that

British civil servants, reading the novel on their passage

home from India, supposedly, tossed their copies into the

sea ("Call Me" 118-19). Also, in the aftermath of the

novel's publication, some of Forster's English readers are

reported as having contested the authenticity of their

portrayals (Furbank 126-129). Therefore, the novel did not

only passively record historical change, but may have even
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given impetus to such change. According to the Indian

critic Chaman L. Sahni, "...A Passage to India deals with a

concrete political and socio-historical situation and has

had a devastating influence on British politics in India..."

(12). Das points out that Forster's fictional move in

casting an Indian as the arbitrating magistrate in a court

case involving an English woman anticipates real reform of

Indian Criminal Procedure in 1923 (86).

But more interestingly, perhaps, these scenes

dramatize, and the author's irony underscores the way

historical conditions produce nations and peoples and

policy, or in other words, the contingent nature of empire.

The novel charts events that force Aziz out of his

sentimental, nostalgic, and apolitical frame of mind to

become a sort of rebellious nationalist. The increasing

agitation of the Indian upper classes and the intervention

of British Parliamentarians in local administration are

shown as modifying the older despotism which also

contradicted the liberalism practiced at the center (Colls

29). In The Hill of Devi, Forster remarks that the rulers,

fearing the influence of Bolshevism and Gandhi were "more

polite to the princes" (113). The changed attitude is

indicated, for instance, when the Collector looks back

nostalgically at a not too distant past that demanded no

"compromise and moderation" but allowed the English official

"to satisfy his own honour [with] no questions asked

afterwards" (183). Forster's novel may be seen as a project
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that uses irony and satire to critique English conduct in

the east.

But, though Forster does attack the cruder forms of

what today we call Orientalist thinking, his text,

nevertheless, falls prey to a type of Orientalist discourse.

He lapses into stereotyping as he ventures to produce his

ideal of Englishness. The ideal of Englishness requires the

native "Other" to validate it by serving as a "native

informant" and as a necessary condition for its emergence.

Alan Sinfield points out that,

mainly because of colonial enterprise, European

identity has been constituted in contradistinction

to that attributed to other races. The supposed

inadequacies of colonial subjects position them as

the inferiors that witness to European

superiority. It is a massive act of cultural

plunder (116-17).

Although the work of so called "anti-imperialist" writers

like Forster and Woolf replicates the dominant ideology of

imperialism, yet Forster's novel in particular, is

tremendously complex; the return to imperialist ideology is

not straight forward or readily made apparent. In fact, the

dissimulation is such that these texts have often been cited

as sympathetic to the colonized, and as anti-imperialist

texts.

In the novel, Fielding, who holds aloof from the "herd"

mindset at the club, is the character who comes closest to
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Forster's humanist ideal. The educated liberal

schoolmaster's philosophy is to "teach people to be

individuals and to understand other individuals" (121), and

in living this precept, he tries to "connect" with the

subject peoples. He is, therefore, presented as holding the

necessary standard of Englishness wanting among the British

officials. It is the absence of such a standard of conduct

that Forster sees bringing about the demise of empire.

The single common denominator that marks the group of

characters who lack Fielding's standards is said to be "the

undeveloped heart,... largely responsible for the

difficulties of Englishmen abroad" (Colmer 5). Mrs Moore,

Adela Quested, and Fielding embody in different degrees

Forster's ideal of the developed heart. The lived

philosophy of the developed heart manifests the superior

quality of Englishness and responds to the ills of empire

with "good will"; according to Forster, this code is

universally attainable and can bridge racial, cultural, and

interpersonal differences. But the code itself is tested

and fails within a circle of a chosen few in A Passage to

India.

Forster first puts his code of good will to test in

Howards End, but even there, he can "'only connect'

selective and altered aspects of middle-class England"

(Brooker and Widdowson 141).27 Lionel Trilling writes that

the theme of separateness--"the separation of race from

race, sex from sex, culture from culture, even of man from
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himself, is what underlies every relationship" in Forster's

Passage (130) .28 The flame that is reflected in the stone

walls of the Marabar caves stands as a symbol of all the

"connections" that go awry in the novel. 29 It is said that

the "two flames approach and strive to unite, but cannot,

because one of them breathes air, the other stone" (125).

The focus of my discussion is on connections that have

direct political implications, that is, British-Indian

relations. Their failure--largely diagnosed by the author

as issuing from unkindness or lack of goodwill and beauty in

the imperial power--represents also the failure of empire

hinted at in this metaphoric account:

The sun was returning to his kingdom with power

but without beauty--that was the sinister feature.

If only there had been beauty! His cruelty would

have been tolerable then. Through excess of

light, he failed to triumph, he also; in his

yellowy-white overflow not only matter, but

brightness itself lay drowned. He was not the

unattainable friend, either of men or birds or

other suns, he was not the eternal promise, the

never-withdrawn suggestion that haunts our

consciousness; he was merely a creature like the

rest, and so debarred from glory. (115)

The metaphoricity and rendering in metaphysical terms the

references to empire diffuse the actualities of colonial

power politics. This metaphoric account also indicates that
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"beauty," or in other words, kindness or love or goodwill

would have compensated for imperial domination. To propose

this cherished philosophy, Forster's strategy is to give it

cumulative force through re-articulation by each of the

major characters, who thus, lend it legitimacy.

Mrs. Moore is one of the liberal voices in the text and

the first to offer Forster's philosophy that "Good will and

more good will and more good will" (52) was the answer to

the ills of empire. Her misgivings seem to even presage the

end of empire: "One touch of regret--not the canny

substitute but the true regret from the heart--would have

made him [Ronny who behaves in a very superior fashion

toward the natives] a different man, the British Empire a

different institution" (51). But, the very idea that empire

could be justified, tolerable, or "a different institution,"

indicates that neither these characters, nor the author

espousing that belief through them, is capable of stepping

out of the ideology of imperialism. Their so-called

sympathy, therefore, must be seriously questioned and re-

evaluated.

Forster demonstrates the practical possibility of

goodwill and personal relationships between the races, when

he has Fielding and Aziz initially surmount a temporary

misunderstanding:

he [Aziz] felt Fielding's fundamental good will.

His own went out to it, and grappled beneath the

shifting tides of emotion which can alone bear the
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voyager to an anchorage....Fielding saw that

something had gone wrong, and equally that it had

come right, but he didn't fidget, being an

optimist where personal relations were concerned,

and their talk rattled on as before. (67)

Fielding's own central belief that "The world...is a globe

of men who are trying to reach one another and can best do

so by the help of good will plus culture and

intelligence..." (62), echoes its prior articulation by Mrs

Moore. Later on in the novel, Aziz, in telling Fielding

that "'Kindness, more kindness, and even after that more

kindness. I assure you it is the only hope...We can't build

up India except on what we feel. What is the use of all

these reforms...?'" takes up the refrain and reanimates

Forster's thesis. Fielding readily agrees with Aziz: "It's

beginning at the wrong end, isn't it?" (117). Aziz's is,

then, the native voice that confirms Forster's philosophy.

Their argument is that Indians will settle for kindness and

goodwill and less than independence and that India can be

"built up," not by fiat, but by spontaneity. In other

words, by these pronouncements all parties agree that the

practice of empire is not the real problem, but that

unkindness and the lack of goodwill on the part of

individuals are what result in an intolerable empire. The

implication is that imperial expansion is not really

inimical and that nice, reasonable, good individuals can
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make it a "different" (read nice, reasonable, good)

institution.

Through these characters, then, Forster is expressing

the view that individuals can somehow live as transcendent

entities, uncontaminated by the very social forces that

engender them and dictate the conditions under which they

live. Furthermore, Forster seems quite inconsiderate of

those who are condemned to receive daily, the domination,

condescension, and patronage that go into human transactions

when imperial control and power are automatically the

privilege of the one group and not of the other. The

regrets of Forster, Fielding, Mrs. Moore (and at this point,

Aziz as well) about the empire are expressed by denying that

empire as an institution is inhumane, exploitative, and

coercive (exerting control by dint of powerful armies and

technologies), and that ultimately violence is unleashed in

order to sustain such control, not least the epistemic

violence. Aziz's endorsement of a philosophy that returns

him to the control of an epistemic and imperialist system so

inimical to him points more to the heinous effects of empire

than do the overt enmity of the Turtons and Butons or the

rage and riotings of Mahmoud Ali and the Indians.

Above all, Forster deflects the implications and

consequences of imperialist expansion by offering an ad hoc

set of individual dominations and by speaking of solutions

in terms of personal relations--as if individual sovereignty

is even remotely possible when discriminations are
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systematized and built in. Aziz cannot even drive up to

Callendar's house in his tonga, because of the rule that no

Indian can approach British residences except on foot (16).

To enumerate the more obvious of the numerous prohibitions

and marginalizations is tautological, but that they were a

structural condition for maintaining the system is quite

obvious in all narratives of empire. What is disappointing

is that Forster, in this novel, shunts the real problems of

empire on to a discourse of humanism, avoiding thereby, a

serious engagement with the contradictions in the

coexistence of empire, humanism, and liberalism, that I am

trying to illustrate in this chapter.

But, this novel, produced in the colonial context, also

manifests the less obvious, and therefore, more crucial

examples of the above mentioned marginalizations and

exclusions concomitant with the colonial regime in India.

In A Passage to India only the educated Indians, who, in

fact, are directly produced by the colonial educational

system can be accommodated and allowed speaking parts.

Therefore, we see reflected in the novel, what is in effect

a systemic exclusion. For example, in the evocation of

historical event, challenges to imperial rule are inscribed

as issuing from the dominant classes, both Indian and

English. Forster himself, a member of the elitist liberal

intellectuals, makes via his novel, a humanist protest

against imperialist conduct, just as his novelistic

counterpart Fielding defies the old imperialists of his own
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class by offering a liberal humanist manifesto of personal

relations and individualism. On the Indian front, too, the

novel expresses the active protest of educated Indians

against imperial rule and also the ever increasing threat

that they posed to the officials. The lower classes, on the

other hand, are denied agency in any of these

proceedings. 3 Jennifer Sharpe argues that Forster in his

turn colludes in an overall process of writing the subaltern

out of history, by using the low caste punkah puller both as

an object that initiates Adela's recantation and as a foil

for Aziz, "the educated colonial as a subject in law." And

the punkah puller,

as one who is situated outside the court

proceedings even as he seems to govern them, the

untouchable [the punkah puller] acts as a

condition of possibility for the transformation of

Aziz from a good colonial subject into an Indian

nationalist....Whereas the colonial subject is

emerging as agent of his own history, the

subaltern remains trapped within an older

narrative of India as a people without a history.

(Sharpe 158)

Sharpe says that whereas the Indian sepoy mutiny of 1857 is

considered part and parcel of the nationalist struggle in

post-independence official re-writing of Indian history, the

numerous subaltern rebellions (that continued for almost

three years after 1857) are denied status as nationalist
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endeavors. Such writing of history, thus, appropriates for

the educated classes all impetus to overthrow imperialism

(160-61). Sharpe presents this case in order to underscore

the fact that although the educated classes are written into

history as the movers and shakers in nationalist ventures,

the numerous skirmishes and battles of the underclasses are

largely obscured in recorded history. Edward Said's theory

that the first wave of nationalists often repeats

colonialist practices ("Yeats" 74), explains how Indian

nationalists came to reproduce the same colonial hierarchies

and exclusions, when they initiated their own history in the

early post-independence era.

In Interpretations of Marx, it is noted that according

to Marxian theory revolutionary change is often initiated by

elitist groups, rarely by the masses. In his article "The

Indian Revolt," Marx writes that "the first blow dealt to

the French Monarchy proceeded from the nobility, not from

the peasants. The Indian Revolt does not commence with the

roots, tortured, dishonoured and stripped naked by the

British, but with the sepoys, clad, fed, petted and pampered

by them" (Bottomore 243 & 243n). What is moot here is not

that revolt "does not commence with ryots," but that peasant

or subaltern rebellions are rarely named as liberationist or

nationalist protest movements in elitist historiography.

There is, then, a significant unrecorded dimension to

elitist inscriptions of history and the rise of

nationalisms. If we take A Passage to India as expressing
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Indian history, then, Forster's passing reference to a

section of the masses--"the people who wore nothing but a

loincloth...humanity grading and drifting beyond the

educated vision, until no earthly invitation can embrace it"

(137)--further excludes and filters them out of their

history, whereas only the colonially produced educated

classes are allowed to word their history as interpreted by

the colonizer/author. Forster seems to have been keenly

aware of the irony of the educated Indian's situation,

exemplified best by the Nawab of Bahadur in the novel; Ronny

tells Adela in an aside that "You've seen in him [the Nawab]

our show Indian" (97). This remark, its facetiousness

notwithstanding, points to the fact that the Indian

nationalist movement itself--in the novel, the British

trained lawyers Hamidullah and Mahmoud Ali, and later

members like Aziz and the Nawab present a national front--is

produced by imperialism and colonialism. The manner in

which the cast of Indians is accommodated into the history

invoked in Forster's novel replicates the working of a

larger dominant system of structural hierarchy that excludes

a vast majority and includes a few select groups. The novel

may even be considered as an enactment of such a system.

Just as the vast cast of Other Indians is marginalized

in the narrative structured to present the educated Indians,

this self-same educated Indian conduct is rendered dubious

and questionable in order to produce Fielding's Englishness.

In other words, the value of Fielding's Englishness is
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expressed at the cost of excluding the values of his

educated Indian counterparts, by casting them as Other and

as embodying tenets that run counter to those of Fielding's

Englishness and philosophy of individualism.

It is interesting that while Aziz agrees with Fielding

on the philosophy that kindness and goodwill are the

missing ingredients in British India, they can be friends.

At this time Aziz is more poetic than political; Aziz's

romantic taste in poetry--he "held pathos to be profound"

(20)--marks his naivete and immaturity. Friendship between

the two men is possible only when Aziz plays this naive,

youthful (sometimes a downright childlike) part that then

allows Fielding the benevolent paternalistic role. Fielding

reprimands Aziz for "getting the scale wrong," (273) and

tries to instill in Aziz what he implies are pure English

values by trying to persuade him of Adela's courage and to

forego claiming damages from her. Fielding takes full

advantage of his ascendancy over Aziz to manipulate him,

using Aziz's affection for Mrs Moore as ploy:

Fielding was not ashamed to practise a little

necromancy. Whenever the question of compensation

came up, he introduced the dead woman's

name... saying nothing that he believed to be

untrue, but producing something that was probably

far from the truth. Aziz yielded suddenly. He

felt it was Mrs. Moore's wish that he should spare

the woman who was about to marry her son, that it
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was the only honour he could pay her, and he

renounced with a passionate and beautiful outburst

the whole of the compensation money, claiming only

costs. (261)

Episodes suggesting that the superior intelligence of the

Englishman can successfully be used to best the native and

obtain compliance are, according to Alan Greenberger, a

staple in the fictions of the Raj. The Englishman usually

gains his end by wearing the native down with a subtle but

relentless use of strategy and "the personal appeal of the

sahib"--or, in the terms of my argument here, of

Englishness. Greenberger concludes that the cult of

paternalism requires the Englishman to achieve his end

ultimately with the full and willing cooperation of the

native (60-61).

The discourse on Englishness that Forster projects

through Fielding falls into what Richard Terdiman calls the

"dominant discourse"; its reasonableness and plausibility

are only too clear and for that reason, its

content is always already performable by the

general member of the population. So the dominant

discourse is a necessary language, unreflectively

present to itself....It is thus the creator of

problems for any alternative representation of the

world... But whatever its name, the dominant

discourse appears within the social formation like

the unmarked case in linguistics--noticed only in
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its violation, effective precisely because it

seems to require no special assertion to achieve

such effectivity. (62-63)

Of course, as Terdiman warns, a dominant discourse is always

interlaced by contradictory and oppositional discourses, but

the condition of the dominant underlies even the diversity

(63): it has been the objective of this chapter, in its

various sections to show skeins of that diversity. If we

consider the discourse represented by Fielding as the

"unmarked" then what Aziz represents is the violation, the

"alternative" or marked version that Forster constructs to

legitimize Fielding's discourse of Englishness, of

individualism, of personal relations, of denigration of the

nationalists.

The violation or the alternative that Aziz represents

is so complete that even Forster is surprised at its effect:

he writes to his friend Dickinson that "scarcely anyone has

seen that I hoped Aziz would be charming" (Furbank 126). In

fact, most critics speak of the "sympathy" which had gone

into the creation of the Indian characters, but none can

substantially illustrate this with recourse to the events or

characterization in the text. Lionel Trilling writes that

"Although the Indians are conceived in sympathy and

affection, they are conceived with these emotions alone, and

although all of them have charm, none of them has dignity;

they touch our hearts but they never impress us" ("A

Passage" 17-18). My point is that since the Indians are
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denied stature in terms of characterization, what is

designated as sympathy can be traced only to those instances

when Forster intervenes and offers excuses for this or that

deficiency peculiar to subject races or Oriental natives.

In other words, although there is total denial of

subjecthood, there is indulgence for victimhood.3'

Aziz and the other Indians embody the typical traits

that elicit the Englishness of Forster's best English

characters, and therefore, although the Indians are given

speaking parts, they are worded and manipulated to

demonstrate qualities oppositional to the valued English

attributes: "Like most Orientals, Aziz overrated

hospitality, mistaking it for intimacy, and not seeing that

it is tainted with the sense of possession" (142); and "Miss

Quested mistook them [Aziz's descriptions of certain medical

procedures] for proofs of his broad-mindedness.... She

supposed him to be emancipated as well as reliable" (72);

and "She did not know that the comparatively simple mind of

the Mohammedan was encountering Ancient Night" (76). As

Sinfield says, "at the most generous, the colonial subject

is simplified, positioned as a simple creature of few, clear

and inferior attributes" (117). It is important to stress

that both the Oriental and English characters are

constructs, although authors try to persuade readers that

their qualities are inherent.32 Aziz is stereotypically

the childlike native, shackled with peculiarly Oriental
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deficiencies, and because Forster is supposedly sympathetic,

he is cast as victim of the colonial encounter.

If we look at the working of these characters on the

individual reader in terms of the Freudian insight that "the

ego either incorporates objects through identification and

introjection, and thereby 'loves' or casts them out through

projection" (Davis 160), then we have to recognize that

frustration of "novelistic identification" is certain in the

characterology that goes into the construction of Aziz. In

contrast, Fielding presents "the stable place to attach

identity to" (160). Davis explains the psychological

process of identification thus:

If 'erotic' is too strong a word for such an

attenuated situation as reading, let us say that

the process of getting to know the signs and

themes of a character is made to seem like the

process of meeting and getting to know a desired

object. The aim of this erotic transfer is to

create what Freud calls a cathexis, a kind of

almost electronic charge associated with a

particular mental image. The main character is

cathected or charged with an erotic valence. This

process allows a reader simply to identify or in

effect occupy the perceptual space of the

character. (128 my emphasis)

The frustration of "cathecting" with Aziz results at

practically every stage of the novel. If he is endowed with
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any positives qualities, it is done, as it were, by default.

The initial attempt to speak of Aziz falls to Mrs

Moore. When Adela asks if Aziz were nice, Mrs Moore

hesitates a significant moment before answering, "Very

nice." That hesitation is a cue to the reader. Later on

that night, she analyses her meeting with him and lists all

of the ways in which he had been objectionable:

The doctor had begun by bullying her.. .he had

alternately whined over his grievances and

patronized her, had run a dozen ways in a single

sentence, had been unreliable, inquisitive, vain.

Yes, it was all true, but how false as a summary

of the man; the essential life of him had been

slain. (34)

But, after the careful enumeration of his faults, the

"essential life" she speaks of seems even more inaccessible

to the reader.

The other most vital image of Aziz is given when he

visits Fielding's house and meets Mrs Moore, Adela Quested,

and Godbole. Here too the traits stressed are his emotional

excesses and tendency to overreach. In other words, we see

Forster setting Aziz up for a fall. In these initial

appearances of Aziz then, Forster stresses Aziz's

emotionality and childlike simplicity, but at the same time,

provides scope for the reader to cast doubt upon his

veracity and integrity; even at the end of the novel, the

stigma of rape still clings to him. From the point of view
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of the Indians, whether Aziz is cleared or not, the culprit

is anyway an Indian as long as the suggestion of rape

prevails and in so far as the scene is set where none but

Indians are present. Frances Restuccia warns that the

dubious nature of the man is further reinforced if the

reader buys into Forster's notion of "Oriental

indeterminacy" (112). In fact, Forster exploits the

indeterminacy with which he (in)vests India, both in terms

of limning place and people. Aziz is characterized in such

a way that his strength, propensity for violent reaction,

and the general attitude of regarding the female as sex

object aid and abet the process of casting serious doubt

upon him.

This duality of innocence and cruelty, simplicity and

cunning is an extremely common characteristic given to

native figures constructed by European writers. The

paradoxical nature of the characterization is rarely

questioned, but it serves multiple functions of justifying

European education, control, indulgence, discipline,

patronage, and punishment. Homi Bhabha mentions that such

"ambivalence [is] central to the stereotype...For it is the

force of ambivalence that gives the colonial stereotype its

currency: ensures its repeatability in changing historical

and discursive conjunctures; informs its strategies of

individuation and marginalisation" (18). My purpose in this

analysis is to stress the use value of Forster's Indian

characters, for they function, individually and
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collectively, as a necessary condition for the articulation

and practice of Fielding's Englishness. It is on the basis

of Aziz's use value for Forster's liberal humanist venture

that I offer my analyses of Aziz's passage in the novel.

All of the concessions and excuses offered for Aziz's

theatrics by Fielding or Forster may only enhance readers'

identification with Forster and Fielding; in fact, Forster's

renown for sympathy to the Indians accrues from these

concessions, but they deny these characters personhood.

The Modernist novel lays great importance on

characters' response to literature, and this functions as an

indicator of their soundness or acceptability. Aziz's fancy

for pathos and his preoccupation with the literature and

legend of the idealized past of another empire, the Mogul,

is mildly satirized. This escapist mode helps Aziz to

ignore the discomfort, restrictions, and humiliation of

living and working in occupied India, whereas the same

conditions move Hamidullah and Mahmoud Ali to protest and

politics. The practice of harking back upon past glory and

of attempting to "recover a native original," according to

Edward Said, is evidence of the condition of "nativism," a

peculiarly debilitating state:

to accept nativism is to accept the consequences

of imperialism too willingly, to accept the very

radical, religious, and political divisions

imposed...by imperialism itself. To leave the

historical world for the metaphysics of essences
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like negritude, Irishness, Islam, and Catholicism,

is in a word, to abandon history. ("Yeats" 82)

In current psychoanalytic parlance, Aziz's reactions would

be called "denial" or repression. Yet, he comes out of that

stage in the post-trial period and tries to confront himself

as a subject produced by his colonial and imperial history

of subjection. In his poetry, too, he tries to force

himself to find a voice that represents the heterogeneity of

India (if not the hybridity that results from the colonial

encounter). The fact that he gives up the nostalgia for an

imagined pristine past indicates maturity, but Forster does

not allow these ventures any validity and subjects them to

comedy: "He reduces the Hindu-Moslem entente resulting from

Aziz's trial to the exchange of a cure for shingles and the

solicitation of a Moslem poem for a Hindu magazine" (Sharpe 154).

Forster discourages native resistance in any form or

shape: he presents the mentally-decolonized Aziz as effete,

spiteful, and primitive--an abortive poet and common

medicine man. Because of the ideological bias that

undermines native resistance, Forster's text contains and

represses its native characters and ultimately this

containment enacts familiar forms of colonial psychological

control.

Considering that Forster is disdainful of Indian

engagement in politics, Fielding's skepticism about

political activity and disapproval of those who are involved

in it may be read as a direct expression of Forster's own
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views. Fielding's denigrations of Indian efforts to move

politically and his attitude to Aziz's trial reveal a

reactionary and conservative strategy at work both on the

part of Fielding and Forster. Fielding would have liked to

see Aziz's case confined to the local area and resolved with

"a minimum of racial hatred" (174); this piety seems strange

when he has witnessed the overwhelming undercurrents of

racial hatred on both sides, and, for that reason, it is

pretty obvious that Aziz wouldn't stand a chance of

acquittal with the enemy in power. In contrast to Fielding,

Hamidullah displays keener strategy in deciding that Aziz's

case must be widely publicized and politicized, because

Aziz's indictment is representative of the constant threat

the Indian lived under just because he was Indian: Aziz

tells Fielding that to wear Indian clothes is to invite

police harrassment. In trying to get national attention to

the case, then, Hamidullah aims to politicize overtly what

covertly is the result of the political situation.

On the other hand, Fielding's and ultimately Forster's

major strategy for containing political activity and for

casting doubt upon it is to render those engaged in politics

as immature, irresponsible and anti-humanist. The larger

objective of this strategy of containment is to negate

causes which require collective action, because such action

goes against Forster's and Fielding's philosophy of

individualism; it does, however, seem a vast irony that they

do not regard the collective as an arena of greater scope
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and challenge for personal relationships. Here, then

Forster lapses into a phobic representation of the educated

Indian as Other, a representation that he decries when it

issues from a McBryde, Turton, or Callendar. Fielding makes

what sounds like terribly stereotypical observations about

Hamidullah, cancels Mahmoud Ali as fanatical, and thereby

generally denigrates the nationalists and trivializes 
their

cause. There are several instances of what may be called

Freudian slips, when Forster through Fielding makes

assessments that are distressingly similar to those of a

McBryde. Before these examples are cited, however, a detour

is in order here to speak of how authors canvass support for

their causes.

If irony helps foil our identification with McBryde by

casting in doubt everything he stands for, and if irony

displaces certain dominant sanctities, then the

unproblematized humanist idealism combined with the logical

practicality of a Fielding canvass and abet identification.

If the infusing of irony into McBryde's endorsements

underscores Forster's dehegemonizing imperative, then its

lack in Fielding's has the reverse effect. One such

distressing instance is when the authorial voice merges with

Fielding's to declare that Indians under pressure will

revert to type, be Indians. The observation is more

revealing of the observer, for it shows that Fielding and

Forster the so called friends of the Indians, can only

relate to them when an English veneer is intact. According
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to Fielding and Forster, when the Indian sloughs that off,

he33 shows a more reprehensible side. The bottom line is

that Indians as pale images of the British are tolerable,

but when they lose that image, they are automatically

villainous. For example, after Aziz's arrest, Hamidullah,

overcautious about British surveillance and beset by

anxiety, loses his cool and responds to Fielding in

irritation--"Ah, it's all very well for you to speak like

that, but we have to live in this country" (173). This

sparks off some revealingly illiberal thoughts in Fielding:

The leading barrister of Chandrapore, with the

dignified manner and Cambridge degree, had been

rattled. He too loved Aziz, and knew he was

calumniated; but faith did not rule his heart, and

he Prated of "policy" and "evidence" in a way that

saddened the Englishman. Fielding, too, had his

anxieties--he didn't like the field glasses or the

discrepancy over the guide--but he relegated them

to the edge of his mind, and forbade them to

infect its core....At the moment when he was

throwing in his lot with Indians, he realized the

profundity of the gulf that divided him from them.

They always do something disappointing. Aziz had

tried to run away from the police...and now

Hamidullah!--instead of raging and denouncing, he

temporized. Are Indians cowards? No, but they

are bad starters and occasionally jib. Fear is
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everywhere; the British Raj rests on it; the

respect and courtesy Fielding himself enjoyed were

unconscious acts of propitiation....McBryde's

remark, "If you leave the line, you leave a gap in

the line," was being illustrated. (173 emphases

mine)

That Fielding interprets a remark made in a moment of

stress as a sign that Hamidullah is wanting in "respect and

courtesy"--customarily a privilege of the superior and an

obligation of a subordinate--indicates the importance of the

hierarchy for Fielding. Moreover,'his invoking of McBryde's

philosophy seems quite tendentious and reactionary at this

point. Also, here the author is elevating the Englishness

of the Englishman by putting down the Indian. Furthermore,

Fielding contains his anxieties, does not get "rattled" and

confidently declares: "Don't complicate, let the cards play

themselves....We're bound to win, there's nothing else we

can do. She [Adela] will never be able to substantiate the

charge... (174). Forster works to establish by this show of

calmness, an illustration and confirmation of Englishness--

"At a crisis, the English are really unequalled" (174)--

elicited from Hamidullah the constructed native informant.

Therefore, on account of establishing the superiority

of Englishness, Forster neither endorses nor approves of

what clearly is an incisive strategy on Hamidullah's part;

Fielding's advice to the Indians that they should remain

hopeful and not rock the imperial boat seems utterly
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impractical and even foolish given the socio-political

context, but it is one way of ensuring that the imperial

status quo is not seriously threatened.

In the later sections of the novel, there is a definite

tendency to dishonor Hamidullah by way of exposing in him a

less than humane attitude to Adela Quested. The reader is

well able to recognize Adela's honour in going against the

Raj, even without Fielding's guidance: "he realized now what

a fine loyal character she was. Her humility was touching.

She never repined at getting the worst of both worlds..."

(259). On the other hand, we are told that Hamidulla was

unable to recognize or appreciate this, because her

emotionless stoicism is repellent to him: "If she had shown

emotion in court, broke down, beat her breast, and invoked

the name of God, she would have summoned forth his

imagination and generosity--he had plenty of both. But

while relieving the Oriental mind, she had chilled it...And

the girl's sacrifice--so creditable according to Western

notions--was rightly rejected, because, though it came from

her heart, it did not include her heart" (245 my emphasis).

An "Oriental mind" and value system are tendentiously

invoked for a dual purpose: first, they serve to further

Forster's own argument that the "undeveloped" heart--in this

case Adela's--fails to connect meaningfully. Secondly,

Forster indicates that the "oriental mind" is somehow unable

to apprehend dignity and stoicism without theatrics of

emotionalism attending them. In this fashion, Hamidullah's
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demotion is slowly, surely, and subtlely executed. Forster

shows him taunting and haranguing Adela Quested, quite

insensitive to her recent ordeal (243-249), and only the

magical name of Mrs Moore "stopped Hamidullah, and he

desisted from his brutality, which had shocked Fielding more

than anyone else" (249).

Hamidulla's demotion is complete with the next scenario

that Forster writes for him. When Fielding stands up to the

club members and declares his belief in Aziz, he creates a

furor amongst the English, and the Collector cries out in

passion "you are weak, weak, that is what is wrong with

you.." (190). After the Marabar incident, Mrs. Turton34 is

enraged that sufficient cruelty has not been unleashed upon

the Indians and sees this lack as a mark of weakness in the

Englishmen. She wrathfully scolds her husband "You men.

You're weak, weak, weak. Why, they [the natives] ought to

crawl from here to the caves on their hands and knees

whenever an Englishwoman's in sight" (217). In each of these

instances, the speakers are so reprehensible that loyalty

and decency to the Indian on the one hand, and moderation

and restraint on the other, are regarded by them as signs of

weakness, and cruelty is considered a strength. Given the

linguistic contexts and novelistic associations of the word

"weak" in Passage, its insertion into Hamidullah's

vocabulary is Forster's way of further demoting Hamidullah.

We are told that "he [Hamidullah] watched the semi-

chivalrous behavings of the three English with quiet
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amusement; he thought Fielding had been incredibly silly and

weak..." (249). Here Forster casts Hamidullah in with the

betiste characters by clearly indicating that the latter is

opposed to Fielding's kindness to Adela.

Hamidullah as a representative of the Indian

nationalists, then, is steadily undermined, mimed, and

mocked and with that Forster implies that his cause is

dubious also. Even as Forster generously gives novelistic

representational space to the nationalist group, he

trivializes them and, so, their cause.

No member of a collective--the British club or the

nationalist group--is allowed to get away unscathed by the

author's disdain; Forster casts aspersions on Hamidullah,

tries to deny legitimacy to his nationalism, and uses him to

enhance Fielding's Englishness as opposed to Hamidullah's

Oriental mind. Nonetheless, Hamidullah appears to be the

one character who seems to escape the total control of his

creator. In other words, he defies representation as

victim, and we are able to read in him a subject of his own

history. I have considered the characterization of two

political figures, Aziz and Hamidullah, to show that in

undermining their politics, Forster resorts to the old

stereotype of native deficiency. Consequently, Forster can

elicit from Fielding (and even from himself, as author)

benevolence, indulgence, paternalism, possessiveness, and

patronage that have often been signified by critics as

racial understanding and sympathy.
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In the manipulation of character, as in the

inscriptions of the landscape, Forster's novel evinces many

traits that situate it safely within the framework of

imperialist ideology. Any dissent or challenge to

imperialism must, it seems to me, not merely reflect, but

give active expression and legitimacy to political,

ideological, cultural resistance that gave impetus to the

eventual dismantling of the colonial structures. In this

regard, I have analyzed Forster's characterology, and find

there the imperative to negate or trivialize the

liberationist and nationalist impulses, rather than to give

them active sponsorship. The characters espousing

resistance and liberation are implicitly undermined and

denigrated. And above all, they are utilized in such a

fashion that they stand as Other to that exponent of

Forster's own values of liberal humanism, Fielding, who is

given center stage to actively demonstrate his humane

disposition.

Early critical studies of the novel celebrated its

success as an anti-imperial document. On the contrary, the

novel illustrates a definite affiliation to colonialist and

imperialist dogma, even though it attempts to offer a

dissident discourse to some of the overtly jingoist

imperialist discourses. The dissidence itself is weakened

by its narrow confinement to a critique of bad manners,

outdated social Darwinism of the imperialists, and non-

individualistic collectivism on the part of both the
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colonizers and the colonized. Fundamentally, these are safe

criticisms that do not threaten the imperialist state in any

radical way. I believe that Forster's critique of empire is

a safe critique, for the fact that by the time the novel was

published in 1924, many of the myths he explodes and the

atrocities he highlights are already somewhat dated in terms

of their correspondence to actual events and practices.

Therefore, it is a safe, already diffused, diluted dissent.

In other words, it is a "now it can be told" type of expose

that, nevertheless, seems to have had some shock value and

altered events.

That Forster entertains the idea that empire could be a

better institution, ji, "only connect" were possible, and

that he does not see it as an inimical and even immoral

practice indicate that he is not--at least not here, not in

this novel--critical of empire as an institution. The

politics of empire are also reduced to individual conflict.

Moreover, Forster, himself lapses into stereotyping both the

land and its people well within the paradigms set in place

by the early Orientalist writers; the irony, of course, is

that he is aware of the oversimplifications and anti-

intellectualism of this approach, which he does attempt, at

times, to subvert. The novel's return to the dominant

ideology evinces what has been called a "'boomerang effect'

by which the ideological condition dramatized in the novels

turns back, in some fashion, upon those novels themselves"

(Ulmer 275).3 In A Passage to India one expects to find
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a fundamental revision of previous ideological, cultural

stances, but encounters, instead dissimulations and

replications of imperialist discourses that formerly had

sustained imperialist and colonialist ventures.
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Notes

' E.M. Forster, A Passage to India (1924; San Diego:

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1952). All page references to

this novel, made parenthetically in my text, are from this

edition, also cited in short as Passage.

2 According to Frederick C. Crews, the novel's message

is that neither the text, nor the author can explain 
the

nature of human events. Because Forster is so pessimistic

about the work of man, any anti-imperialist act is

diminished (163, 19). And Barbara Rosecrance, in Forster's

Narrative Vision (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1982) writes that the

Modernist statement emphasizes the "insignificance of the

human characters" and "humanity's potential doom" (185).

3 See Sara Suleri's "The Geography of A Passage to

India" for a sophisticated reading of the literary

recolonizing of India. I am grateful to Brian May for

bringing this article to my attention.

4 The term is from Englishness: Politics and Culture

1880-1920, Eds., Robert Colls and Philip Dodd. Forster's

theories on "Englishness" are a theme in Howards End; see

Peter Brooker and Peter Widdowson "A Literature for

England," in Robert Colls and Philip Dodd, Englishness, 116-

163. In subsequent uses of the word I omit the quotation

marks, but I wish to retain the concept's special sense of

constructedness.
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s See John B. Thompson, Studies in the Theory of

Ideology (Cambridge UP, 1984). Chapter 3 discusses the

relevance of the theories for discourse analysis, and a

critique of Althusserian theories, in particular, is given

on pages 90-97. Edward Said in The World, The Text, and The

Critic (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard UP, 1983); Richard

Terdiman in Discourse/Counter-Discourse; and Lennard Davis

in Resisting Novels discuss both theorists.

6 Nineteenth century Liberalism was not monolithic.

Its various sects are discussed by Frederick Crews in EM.

Forster: The Perils of Humanism, chapter three. Forster

belonged with a small group of liberals who were influenced

by the later "Utopian" philosophy of the younger Mill. They

were skeptical about economic Utilitariansm, protective of

individualism and insisted on morality in political life.

7 Forster's class provenance is traced in "The

Victorian Idea of Culture" in Robert Langbaum, The Word from

Below (Madison: U of Wisconsin P, 1987) 78-88.

To understand what the Victorian age means to us

today, let us take the case of E. M. Forster. The

story of his family is characteristic of the

century-long migration of English liberal

intellectuals from Clapham to Bloomsbury. Forster

was the great-grandson of the Evangelical and

utilitarian M.P. Henry Thornton of Clapham; and

Clapham, near London, was at the beginning of the
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nineteenth century the home of the so-called

Clapham Sect--wealthy lay leaders of the

Evangelical or Low Church reforming party within

the Church of England. At Clapham resided Hannah

More, who wrote pious tracts and did philanthropic

work among the poor, and William Wilberforce, who

led the campaign to abolish the slave trade and

was aided in the campaign by such other residents

as Zachary Macaulay, father of Thomas Babington,

later Lord Macaulay, and James Stephen,

grandfather of Leslie Stephen and great-

grandfather of Virginia Woolf. These families

gradually connected through marriages with

Trevelyans, Huxleys, Arnolds, Darwins, Keyneses,

Stracheys--all the families which, according to

Noel Annan in his biography of Leslie Stephen

constitute the intellectual aristocracy of modern

England. (Langbaum 78)

8 In Two Cheers for Democracy Forster characterizes

English culture as a national culture and English literature

as its best feature; he implies that it is, therefore,

motivated differently from that of pre-war Germany's

"governmental" culture ("Culture and Freedom" 31). While

pre-World War I German culture is an extreme example of

state intervention in the formation of culture, Matthew

Arnold's treatise on the role of culture in supporting the
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State clearly indicates that the difference in the 
two cases

regarding the State's involvement in cultural 
formation is

one of degree and not of kind.

9 Christopher Butler, in chapter six of his

Interpretation, Deconstruction, and Ideology (Oxford:

Clarendon P, 1984), discusses the political and ideological

implications of interpretation, even the ostensibly

"ideologically free" texts and readings.

10 Most Indian critics also have tended to focus on the

spiritual or metaphysical aspects of Passage. 
Chaman L.

Sahni in Forster's A Passage to India: The Religious

Dimension, as late as 1981, writes that "in spite of the

fact that A Passage to India deals with a concrete political

and socio-historical situation and has had a devastating

influence on British politics in India, it is not a

political novel" (12).

11 Benita Parry, on the other hand proposes that

Forster took up other media because in them "it was still

possible to reiterate an adherence to liberal values, an

option unavailable in self-interrogating fictional 
texts"

("Politics" 42).

12 Freudian notions present problems in grounding as

universal and eternal, features that may be specifically

historical and peculiarly social. Fredric Jameson in The

Political Unconscious: Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act

(Ithaca, New York: Cornell UP, 1981) discusses the ways in
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which these universal theories and timeless categories deny

History. Jameson uses the founding concept from Marx that

"everything within history is determined by history"

(Dowling 91). See also William Dowling, Jameson, Althusser1

Marx: An Introduction to The Political Unconscious (Ithaca,

NY: Cornell UP, 1984).

Freud was first published in England by the Hogarth

Press run and established by Leonard and Virginia Woolf. 
We

can, therefore, get some idea of Bloomsbury in concert--

Forster belonged in the group--disseminating knowledge, and

overall, the propagation of the supposedly apolitical

liberal beliefs regarding ideas on the universal and the

individual.

13 John Beer, "A Passage to India, the French New Novel

and English Romanticism," A Passage to India: Essays in

Interpretation, Ed., John Beer, 104-31, shows the novel's

kinship to the nouveau roman of a Robbe Grillet and

indicates that it might be even a precursor to this genre.

14 A different point of view is offered by Benita

Parry, who, in "The politics of Representation," proposes

that to read the cave description as negative is to

substitute the traditional epistemological stances for "the

ontological puzzlement of a modernist text, where India's

difference is represented not as a Manichean opposition

threatening western precepts and practices but as an

original system of knowledge" (29).
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1s Molly Tinsley, "Muddle et cetera: Syntax in A

Passage to India," in John Beer (ed.), 71-80, explores how

the sentence structure itself enacts what she terms the

Indian experience. Comma spliced sentences, dangling

phrases, ellipses, anti-climactic sentences, violations of

closure, subordination, and co-ordination stylistically

replay the episodes in the novel: "Sentences...muddled and

lumpy as an Indian landscape, seem to have relinquished two

conventions of Western form--climax and closure" (72). In a

similar vein, Frederick C. Crews proposes that "To

understand India is to understand the rationale of the whole

creation.. .and Forster's plot makes us ask whether human

faculties are capable of such understanding at all" (144).

This seems to put an incredible burden on any one country;

it, also, neatly removes human responsibility for the state

of human affairs by conjuring up a metaphysical agent for

the state of things, and seems to vindicate the nineteenth-

century notion that literature can replace religion.

16 The alienating effect of the 'we' vs 'they' in these

lines strikes me as conducive of barriers to the "only

connect" philosophy of Forster. Or is it the other way

around, and a case of the individualist philosophy of the

humanist/Modernist form itself (that Forster is trying to

"plug" here) creating 'us' vs 'them' and so prohibiting

connection?

17 Thomas Babington Macaulay in his "Minute on Indian
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Education," Selected Writings speaks at length on what and

how Britain sought to teach the "native subjects." I have

discussed in chapters two and three the implications and

expectations of introducing English studies into the

educational curricula of not only India, but also of the

British Civil Service.

18 This term is introduced by Gayatri Spivak, but a

succinct definition is inaccessible. The long awaited book

by the title Native Informant, Master Discourse (promised

in 1987) does not seem to have been published at this time.

I interpret and use the terms to indicate those instances

when the native is given a script ("worded") that reconfirms

the stereotypes of the dominant colonial discourses. In

such instances the native character willingly assumes

subordinate or inferior or child-like roles and witnesses

(acknowledges) his/her own immaturity, as well as the

colonizer's wisdom and superiority.

19 Barbara Rosecrance, in Forster's Narrative Vision

writes that Fielding is made an "equivocal hero," because

even he is reduced at the end of the novel, when all are

subjected to the enormity of the "contemporary conditon"

(230).

20 The term is from the typology proposed by Gerard

Genette; 'extradiegetic' refers to a "narrator who either

remains loftily above the story, or if in his or her own

story, then is an 'interdiegetic' narrator" (Davis 138).
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21 In the period 1880-1920, particularly, liberalism

prevailed strongly in the English political arena. Robert

Colls says that the Liberal self-representations--"to

themselves and to others"--that issued during this period

were not equal to the socio-political problems of England as

an imperial force (30). See Robert Colls' "Englishness and

the the Political Culture" in Robert Colls and Philip Dodd,

Englishness, 29-61. It is my thesis that Passage is an

example of the limits of liberal discourse.

22 Furbank cites that irate pro-raj readers indicating

their disbelief and rejection of Forster's portrayals of the

British urged Forster "to try seeing Anglo-Indians" on his

next visit to India (129).

23 Chris Bongie, in "Exotic Nostalgia: Conrad and the

New Imperialism," writes that in the early years of the

empire, Macaulay had proposed for the colonies an

"enlightened and paternal despotism." The word "paternal"

suggests familial notions that detract from the harshness of

"despotism" which term, Bongie says, eventually "dropped out

of sight," because of the obvious contradictions of having

democracy at home and despotism abroad. Therefore,

appearances of a more "civilized" rule had to be maintained,

but these changes were merely cosmetic and no "real

democratization of colonial rule" was to take place between

what Bongie calls the Old imperialism and the New (272-73).

Forster's account of the British Raj, on the other hand,
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shows that paternalism drops away for despotism to prevail.

In the figure of Fielding one can read Forster's desire for

paternalistic control in the colonies. My contention is

that Forster replicates imperialist ideology by failing to

reject paternalism, which demands hierarchies inimical to

the native; moreover, it seems to me that paternalism would

make Forster's "only connect" philosophy non-viable.
24 Barbara Rosecrance, in Forster's Narrative Voice

declares that Forster's narrative voice is pervasive and

controlling, that it is both "editorial and didactic" (186-

188). And, Judith Scherer, "Listening to Language" in John

Beer (ed), 59-70, observes that even when characters are

speaking to one another, the reader is given the impression

that a narrator "hears them both and embeds their speech

both text and subtext in his narration, which we hear

directly as auditors..." (59-60). Both critics endorse that

Forster is more or less directly speaking to the reader, in

the form of what Rosecrance calls "narrative agency" and

Herz calls "author ventriloquis[m]."

25 Alan Sinfield points out that "critical

intellectuals may be right wing, left-wing or liberal," but

the common denominator is that they oppose middle class

groups with vested interests in trade, industry and empire

(41). On the other hand, all of them belong, he says, "in

the same family" (116).

26 Martin Green in Dreams of Adventure, Deeds of Empire
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discusses the adventure tales that were produced for about

200 years after Robinson Crusoe; these "tales of light

reading" for that many years contributed to "energize the

myth[s] of English imperialism" (2). Green's statement that

"even the expressions of passionate dissent and organized

resistance to that excitement [of empire] partook of it" (5)

anticipates my thesis that the so called anti-imperialist

novels replicate imperialist ideology, and is a different

articulation of Terdiman's theory that dissident discourses

yield in some way to the dominant.

27 Harry T. Moore, in E.M. Forster (New York: Columbia

UP, 1965) writes that A Passage to India is a prophetic

commentary of "the history of humanity in our time" (3). It

would, perhaps, be more prudent to narrow the novel's

applicability to a particular social class.

28 In "Forster' s Friends," E.M. Forster's A Passage to

India, Ed. Harold Bloom, 91-106, Rustom Bharucha offers a

thesis that runs counter to the idea of separation:

according to Bharucha, the novel itself transacts between

"separating and uniting, giving and receiving" (105).

Bharucha says that although Fielding and Aziz separate, the

sense of their intimacy is stronger at the moment of

separation, and therefore, what resounds in the last few

lines is the "not yet," which holds a promise for "permanent

unification" (103).

29 Gillian Beer, in "Negation in A Passage to India,"
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in John Beer (ed.), 44-58, proposes that the "only connect"

code is really applicable to Howards End and not to the

other novels. According to Gillian Beer, A Passage to

India, shows that "only connect" is not sound advice as it

causes misunderstandings, "misconnections" and

"disconnections." She writes that "dignity is reserved to

separateness and absence... Absence is a condition of God as

it is of nothingness...yet in Godbole's words absence

implies presence, absence is not non-existence" (51-52).
30 It is recorded in the novel that some Muslim ladies

had resolved to fast until Aziz was acquitted, but their

agency is simultaneously cancelled out in the mention that

even if they died, "their death would make little

difference, indeed, being invisible, they seemed dead

already" (214). Thus women are mentioned only to reinforce

their negativity and invisibility. Likewise, the strikes of

the Chandrapore sweepers are broken the same afternoon by

another set of sweepers from a different district. The

contributions of women and the lower class males are

therefore, well effaced and cancelled out.

31 Often Forster has to intervene on Aziz's behalf.

When Aziz joins with the others in denigrating all English

women, the reader is reminded that although "he [Aziz] too

generalized from his disappointments--it is difficult for

members of a subject race to do otherwise" (13). Aziz in

rebellion decides that he is going to break the rule that
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prohibits Indians to drive up to the houses of British

officials, but his vehemence cooling as he approaches

Callendar's bungalow, he compromises by alighting from his

tonga, "just outside the flood of light that fell across the

verandah." Forster hurries to explain: "not because his

soul was servile but because his feelings--the sensitive

edges of him--feared a gross snub" (16). These

interventions have been read as signs of Forster's sympathy

for the Indians.

Lionel Trilling, discussing Passage in E.M. Forster comments

that the rendering of the Other with high irony is a fault

of taste (119). My entire argument is, on the contrary, to

establish that far more than taste is at stake in these

representations. And Trilling writes that what

distinguishes the novel from "patterns of similarly public

and political novels is the rigor of its objectivity" (124).

The arguments presented in this dissertation contest also

the whole category of authorial objectivity by demonstrating

how the author's subject position, ideological mediations,

and genre demands, among others things, make objectivity a

fraught category.

32 For example, K. Natwar-Singh, Focus on Forster's A

Passage to India: Indian Essays in Criticism, Ed., V.A.

Shahane (Bombay: Orient Longman, 1975) 1-4 writes that

Forster was the first serious writer to portray

Indians as human beings and not merely caricatures
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or doubtful and shifty natives. But he is no

Indophile...he noticed and commented on our

inattention to detail, our idleness and

incompetence. The Hindu suspicion and

preoccupation with intrigue did not go unnoticed.

He was helpless in the presence of the widespread

Hindu habit of referring to almost all religions

and metaphysical matters by periphrasis. (2)

33 I do not mean to use sexist language, nor to abet

the confinement of women behind purdah. The masculine

pronoun is used here because this transaction takes place

between the Indian and English males. Brenda Silver, in

"Periphrasis, Power, and Rape in A Passage to India," Novel

22.1 (Fall 1988): 86-105, points out that in Pasag , male

bonding is often accomplished by using woman as object that

may be shared or displayed. By showing Fielding his wife's

picture--tantamount to bringing her out of purdah--Aziz is

able to seal his friendship with Fielding. At the end of

the story when Fielding and Aziz face estrangement, "anxious

to make what he (Fielding] could of this last afternoon, he

forced himself to speak intimately about his wife..."(319).

Silver analyses the novel in terms of "a discourse of

sexuality that crosses racial lines and objectifies all

women" (94). Silver offers a detailed discussion of the

sexual, textual politics pertaining to both British and

Indian women in Passage.
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34 The majority of Forster's English female characters

are deadlier than their male counterpart. Feminist readings

point to the misogyny that is a very definite presence in

the novel, whose focus is on male friendship. For a

discussion of the misogyny in Passage see Brenda A. Silver,

"Periphrasis, Power, and Rape in A Passage to India," and

Frances L. Restuccia's "'A Cave of My Own': E.M. Forster and

Sexual Politics." Restuccia observes that the misogyny is

nicely conflated with the modernist preoccupation with

"interpretation and anti-Western indeterminacy" (117).

3s Gregory Ulmer provides the term and the quotation

from a text under review, Mark Conroy's Modernism and

Authority: Strategies of Legitimation in Flaubert and

Conrad, (1985).



CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION

Post-Independence Reinvestment in Colonialist Stereotypes

Sometimes it seems to me how pleasant it would be
to say yes and give in and wear a sari and be meek
and accepting and see God in a cow. Other times
it seems worthwhile to be defiant and European
and--all right, be crushed by one's environment,
but all the same have made some attempt to remain
standing.

("Myself in India, "Ruth Prawer Jhabvala" 21)

If I were God, I would regard as the very worst
our acceptance--for whatever reasons--of racial
inferiority.
(Chinua Achebe, "The Novelist as Teacher" 70)1

I

In the former British colonies, independence from

imperial government has been accompanied by the empire (the

colonies) writing back to the center in a sustained effort

at mental decolonization, as well as political. According

to Helen Tiffin, some of the concerns in writings that are

considered "post-colonial" have to do with exposing the

assumptions and the axioms that went into colonialist

discourse and the construction of colonial subjects;

subverting the priorities and the agendas of the colonial

texts; reinscribing the historical narrative differently and

213
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from the perspective ofthe colonized; recognizing and even

celebrating the hybridity that is a legacy of the colonial

encounter; and revealing the fractures, the contradictions,

the political divisiveness and atrocities that are both

causes and effects of that encounter. But, as Helen Tiffin

points out, "decolonization is a process, not an arrival"

("Post-colonial Literatures" 17).

In that overall process of decolonization, there are

interesting regressions, traducings, and retracings that

manifest even in the literature produced in our time. The

short stories selected for discussion in this chapter show

that the ideology of the colonizer is also replicated by

"native" authors in the post-colonial era. Therefore,

certain texts, even when produced by post-colonials

themselves, cannot be categorized as post-colonial writing

since their authors play the role of "native informants" in

reinvigorating, defending, and returning certain colonialist

priorities. As a conclusion to the discussion of the

complicity of liberal discourses and imperialism, and the

critical limits of that discourse, I want to demonstrate

some ways in which the priorities of the colonial past are

recirculated in our time despite the dismantling of the

colonial regime.

The two short stories selected for discussion are set

in Sri Lanka and India; their authors, Bharati Mukherjee and

Ruth Prawer Jhabvala are both considered "Indian" writers.

And, they have been well received and acclaimed in the west.
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Bharati Mukherjee won the 1988 National Book Critics Award

for Middleman and Other Stories from which collection the

short story "Buried Lives" is selected for analysis here.

Mukherjee is married to a Canadian writer and now lives in

New York (Narayan 76). Ruth Prawer Jhabvala, unlike

Mukherjee, is not an Indian, but was born in Germany of

Polish/Jewish parentage and emigrated to England when she

was twelve years old. Jhabvala lived in England for the

next twelve years and then became the wife of an Indian

architect and lived in India for twenty-four years, before

moving to New York in 1975 (Gooneratne 1-10). Jhabvala has

published several collections of short stories and eight

novels, of which Heat and Dust was the winner of the 1975

Booker Prize. She has co-authored several film scripts and

written plays for TV and the script for the filming of Heat

and Dust. Jhabvala's status as an Indian author is somewhat

uncertain, but many of her stories are of her "experience of

India" or more cryptically are "out of India." The

bibliography of Indian writing in the Journal of

Commonwealth Literature regularly lists her work in their

citings. Her major work, however, is published in London

and New York. But Jhabvala's own desire is to be considered

a "European writer" and to be included among those European

writers about India (Gooneratne 301). Britain seems to have

officially claimed her now (as it has V. S. Naipaul and

Salman Rushdie), and she appears in Allan Massie's The Novel

Today: A Critical Guide to the British Novel 1970-1989.
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Whatever the national affiliation of both Mukherjee and

Jhabvala, the point to be made here is that many of their

tales are set in and depict a post-independence, post-

colonial social context, but cater to audiences mainly in

the western world.

It must be emphasized at the outset that there is no

attempt to speak of the body of work or even of the novels

of the two authors: the short stories are selected because

they encapsulate in the post-colonial era interesting

problems symptomatic of the colonial literary history

discussed in the preceding chapters. In other words, the

stories are emblematic instances of a persistent discursive

trend within liberal discourse.

II

The writing projects, now called "post-colonial," are

often directed towards liberating artistic expression from

the hegemony of western colonial epistemology and ideology.

In terms of technique, subversion of the former colonialist

themes is popular, but reversing the dominant/subordinate

hierarchies of colonialism is seen as an unproductive

replication of the colonizers' preoccupations. Helen Tiffin

explains that subversion in post-colonial texts, on the

contrary, is used "to evolve textual strategies which

continually 'consume' their 'own biases' at the same time as

they expose and erode those of the dominant discourse"
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(Tiffin, "Post-Colonial Literatures" 18). Bharati

Mukherjee's short story "Buried Lives" textualizes and

celebrates its protagonist's successful passage of illegal

migration to the west and the resurgence of love and life--

and for that reason, a resurrection of what had thus far

seemed a buried life--for this character; it draws upon the

passages of illegal refugees--other "buried lives." In so

far as these themes are unorthodox, Mukherjee's may be

considered a subversive strategy that proposes a counter-

discourse to the western legends of "discovery," conquest,

and settlement of the New World, but overall this counter-

discursive trend is eroded and undermined by other elements,

which reveal a neo-colonialist ideology.

My thesis is that this story replicates imperialist

ideology by allegorizing, universalizing, and thereby

endorsing Matthew Arnold's thematic concerns in his poem

"The Buried Life."2 Mukherjee's "Buried Lives" derives

allegorical significance from Arnold's poem "The Buried

Life," not merely by virtue of its title, but also in that

Mr. Venkatesan, the protagonist in her story, is made to

discover the "buried stream" of his life in the way the

persona in Arnold's poem claims is possible. Arnold tries

to claim as a "universal truth" the proposal that despite

human nature, despite "The unregarded river of our life,"

love enables a rebirth and awakening:

by the tones of a loved voice caressed

A bolt is shot back somewhere in our breast,
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And a lost pulse of feeling stirs again.

But like Wordsworth before him, Arnold implies that a state

of disengagement and melancholy will precede these insights.

Mukherjee's protagonist is a lonely, single man, a teacher

of English literature--a Matthew Arnold scholar and

aficionado--in Sri Lanka's embattled north eastern territory

of Trincomalee. The protagonist, always referred to as Mr.

Venkatesan, is forty nine years old as the story opens and

had given the better part of his life to family and duty.

He is the typical alienated anti-hero. His alienation and

isolation are caused by his disgust with the current

political activities of the Liberation Tamil Tigers. But

the reader is not given the reasons for these political

activities. It seems as if Mukherjee takes it for granted

that her western audience is well aware of the battle for

independence by the Sri Lankan Tamil militants to declare

for themselves a separate state free from the government of

the Sinhalese majority in the south, for these details are

omitted in the story. Or, it may be that now that it has

become fashionable and a lucrative business to deliver the

marginalized, the "Other," to be consumed in the literary

mills of the west, the kind of commitment and detail a Woolf

or Forster would bring into the writing is not considered

important.

In so far as Mr. Venkatesan deplores the activities of

the "Tigers," he evinces the desirable Arnoldian values of

political disengagement. Because of this ideological
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kinship, even though the author subjects this antihero to

mild satire and sustained irony, he is rewarded at the end

with a safe haven in the west; his dream is then realized.

This strategy of disengagement with a distressing political

situation is reminiscent of E. M. Forster's and Arnold's

approach, which in chapter four I maintained was supportive

of the imperialist regime and its ideology.

Stephen Slemon in an article entitled "Post-Colonial

Allegory and the Transformation of History"3 writes that

Allegory proceeds from identification between

things and depends upon an act of reading that

recognizes events and characters to be analogous

with specific points of reference in what Frederic

Jameson calls a "master code": something already

given, inherent in the tradition, and capable of

acting as a matrix for a shared typology between

the allegorist and the reading community. As a

traditional practice, allegory has always

privileged doctrine and metaphysical system at the

expense of "otherness"--if allegory literally

means "other speaking", it has historically served

as a way of representing, of speaking for, the

"other", especially in the enterprise of

imperialism. (161)

Matthew Arnold's poem "The Buried Life" functions as the

"master code" or matrix for Mukherjee's story. In the poem,

the speaker's isolation is emphasized by the stress laid
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upon the alienation and dehumanization of the others who are

lumped together in one nebulous mass--"they"--that Arnold

describes in the lines:

I knew the mass of men concealed

Their thoughts, for fear that if revealed

They would by other men be met

With blank indifference, or with blame reproved;

I knew they lived and moved

Tricked in disguises, alien to the rest

Of men, and alien to themselves...

The "I" vs. "they" attitude of the speaker in the poem is

paralleled in Mukherjee's story by Mr. Venkatesan's

isolation, but in keeping with the philosophy of Arnold's

poem, it is also the author's statement that some

metaphysical system (or fate) provides Mr. Venkatesan a

sense of self-preservation from the dehumanization that he

sees overtaking those embattled in events of war.

Therefore, Mukherjee uses the western aesthetic concept of a

universal metaphysics to rescue her protagonist. In one

episode Mr. Venkatesan experiences an instinctual move to

violence as he tries to protect his sister, who is involved

in political rebellion, and as a result he is persuaded that

it is time he left for refuge in the west. It is this

flight to "freedom" by the pacifist that Bharati Mukherjee

celebrates in this story.

The story, written from the perspective of Mr.

Venkatesan, an educated middle class Sri Lankan, reveals in
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general terms the English educated post-colonial's political

conservatism, so that s/he can only look to the west for a

meaningful and productive life. Although Mukherjee seems to

be aware of the "Othering" within the protagonist's own

ethnic group, she does not add any corrective or alternative

vision or caveat as to how it may be intellectually grappled

with if not resolved; flight to the west, then, seems to be

the only viable course Mukherjee offers.

After a rough and arduous passage, Mr. Venkatesan finds

his way to a Hamburg boarding house for illegal immigrants,

a temporary stay en route to his planned destination,

Canada. But at this boarding house, he meets Queenie, who

has some ancestral roots in colonial Ceylon. Mr. Venkatesan

is suddenly articulate and keenly aware of his capacity for

love, and getting to Canada becomes unimportant now: his

situation echoes the lines in Arnold's "Buried Life":

A bolt is shot back somewhere in our breast,

And a lost pulse of feeling stirs again.

The eye sinks inward, and the heart lies plain,

And what we mean, we say, and what we would, we

know.

A man becomes aware of his life's flow,

And then he thinks he knows

The hills where his life rose,

And the sea where it goes.
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Therefore, when trouble comes upon him and he is

about to be discovered as an illegal alien, "Suddenly,

Queenie the beauteous, the deliverer of radiant dreams,

burst through the door...'Leave him alone' she yelled to the

man from Lubeck. 'You're harassing my fiance! He is a

future German citizen. He will become my husband!'" (176).

And the story ends on a hopeful if provisional note: his

buried life has articulated itself and its vindication is in

the promise of love and the verbal assurance of patriation.

Slemon points out that allegorical writing, because of

its "inherent investment in history" allows the post-

colonial writer to "transform inherited notions of history"

and to introduce the new formulation into/through the

literary structures (159 my emphasis). There is some

little transformation, and the counter-discursive may be

traced to the textualizing of the illegal immigrant

narrative, but more obviously, there is a transference of

inherited notions in regard to the aesthetic and the

metaphysical. I read Mukherjee's story in Slemon's terms--

"allegorical writing involves doubling or reduplicating

extra-textual material, and...the allegorical sign refers

always to a previous or anterior sign" (158)--and find that

her allegorical reference to Arnold's poem is in the form of

a fictional enactment of his poetic thesis. Protagonist

Venkatesan is a close replication of the persona in Arnold's

poem. This allegorical reinvestment in liberal humanist

discourse of the imperialist era places her narrative well
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within a western tradition as articulated by Arnold or even

Wordsworth.4

In a sense, Mukherjee gives a watered down, safe, and

easily stomached version of politics and strife in north-

eastern Sri Lanka. "Buried Lives" is a typical consumerist

tale in which the author by virtue of the authority of her

native name can offer what is a quick and supposedly

"realistic" account of the situation picked for her story.

But the seriousness and commitment to the factual must be

questioned. It is justifiable and necessary to reject the

violence, the brutality, the atrocities and the

dehumanizations that occur daily as a result of the

reprisals and counter attacks in the war torn area of the

separationist battles, but Mukherjee merely hints of such

violence. The author also fails to depict the

revolutionaries as other than vapid, puppet-like figures,

who cannot be taken seriously and the scenes of insurgency

as other than a little village fair run amok:

Around Mr. Venkatesan swirled dozens of

hyperkinetic boys in white shirts, holding bricks.

Fat girls in summer frocks held placards aloft.

His sister sucked on an ice cream bar. Every

protester seemed to twinkle with fun. He didn't

know how to have fun, that was the trouble. (154)

The political milieu is presented in terms of the above

scene of protest into which our protagonist Venkatesan walks

with axe in hand to "shout at a truckful of soldiers" (153).
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What is regrettable in this story is the trivialization

of the Sri Lankan political problems. The author reduces

the political situation to a single scene of protest and

neglects to elucidate for the reader of any elements of its

socio-historical antecedents. And the "revolutionaries" are

represented by an effete mustached youth and the

protagonist's lovelorn sister. This kind of representation

denies not only the militancy of the movement, but also its

sophistication in terms of organization, operation, and

arms. The current political unrest between the majority

Sinhalese and minority Tamils of Sri Lanka stems from

a wide variety of economic and political changes,

educational reforms, the declaration of the island as a

"unitary state," Indian intervention in and sponsorship of

the Liberation movement (Goonetilleke, Academic Freedom 153-

55) and historically, from the British policy of divide and

rule. In India, the departure of the British was

accompanied by the splitting of India into nations. In Sri

Lanka the split between the two main ethnic groups has been

slow in coming. The point to be made is that merely casting

the "Other" as rabble rousers or unruly or aberrant elements

is a facile and unproductive way of dealing with the very

real socio-political and historical issues; such a

(mis)representation reduces the enormity of the situation.5

Even in terms of language, words already archaic in the

1930s--for example, "sahib", "behold"--are introduced into

the dialogue of speakers in the 1980s. Geographically too
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there are some references that stretch the reader's

credulity. It seems somewhat farfetched that books

(published in the 1890s and early 1900s) of the colonial

planters in the hill country could end up in the 1980s in

the libraries of the coastal plains. It may be possible

with the license of fiction and within the realms of fiction

for authors to play fast and loose with historical and

geographical fact, especially for audiences for whom these

details may not hamper fictional engagement with the

material. But one must question the seriousness with which

the project of depicting a third world situation is

undertaken.

In serious post-colonial fiction a deliberate insertion

of the hybridity and "non-standard" forms or "other

englishes" draws attention to the problems with the so

called standards and the less examined implications of the

notion of the standard itself.' Often, the standard

English norm is subverted in oral formulations to indicate

the difficulty of capturing native forms and concepts in the

colonizer's language; what may be lost and distorted by that

containment is suggested within the articulations

themselves. And, although these subversions often provoke

laughter, they also provoke the scrutiny of serious issues

of language displaced by the different functioning of

"other" marginalized forms.

Mukherjee offers an exaggerated parodic construct of

what appears to be an "older variety" of colonialist
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Ceylonese English. It is interesting that the protagonist

is made to lapse into this variety in written communication,

although the author does also inject an archaism and a mixed

metaphor in the protagonist's speech. As for his use of the

English language, his application to an American University

starts with "Dear Respected Sir" and ends:

On this small dead-end island, I feel I am a

shadow-man, a nothing. I feel I'm a stranger in

my own room. What consoles me is reading. I sink

my teeth into fiction by great Englishmen such as

G. A. Henty and A. E. W. Mason.' I live my life

through their imagined lives. And when I put

their works down at dawn I ask myself, Hath not a

Tamil eyes, heart, ears, nose, throat, to adapt

the words of the greatest Briton. Yes, I am a

Tamil. If you prick me, do I not bleed? If you

tickle me, do I not laugh? Then, if I dream, will

you not give me a chance, respected Sir, as only

you can? (161)

This is an exaggerated example of supposed colonial speech

habits, sensibilities, and mind-set of a colonized subject,

the protagonist. It is an anachronism in terms of its

inclusion in a story that takes place in the 1980s and its

attribution to a forty-nine-year-old man. If one were to

ascribe to this caricature a subversive intent, it might be

read as an ironic illustration of the dominance of the

dominant colonial power, the implications of the imposition
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of the English culture and language even in the remotest

places of empire, and the epistemic power and hold of

language over the colonized, so as to effect (construct) his

very constitution. This minor subversion, however, cannot

discount the poet's affiliation to the ideology and

objectives of the liberal humanist discourse of Arnold.

The story illustrates interesting class attitudes that

language use often lays bare. On the part of the author--

subjecting to humor the lack of sophistication not in the

speaker's "mother" tongue but in the acquired language of

the colonizer--it indicates the old colonialist value system

that uses the English sensibility or lack thereof as a

signifier. The author pokes fun at the aspirations of the

former colonized subject to emulate his master, but is not

aware that her own situation in using Matthew Arnold's poem

and thesis as a matrix for this short story evinces a

similar approval and strong support of the English aesthetic

and value system. That the protagonist's brand of English

is grammatically correct, that it lacks features of

schizzoglossia or hybridity or code mixing, which are the

problems of post-colonial second language users, also

indicate that the author's purpose is not really to use

language to dramatize culture conflict, but to mimic and

mock a lack of sensibility; it is reminiscent of the irony

with which Jane Austen handles her foolish characters. The

castigating sensibility, is therefore, one that values the
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best principles of Englishness and the art and culture of

England.

Thus, Mukherjee uses several codes that link her to the

ideology of the liberal humanist camp. She locates the west

as the place of regeneration, reawakening, and rebirth for

her protagonist. The story is above all a celebration of

the new immigrant to the west and of escape from an

unexplained evil. The short story in many ways appropriates

the third world situation merely to write a quick tale for

western consumption and validates and reaffirms western

values and epistemology by using Arnold's poem as allegory.

It does not evince any new way to read the colonized world,

except, perhaps in the way it projects the need for

migration. Mukherjee imposes the liberal humanist master

code and its tenets of universality to read the post-

colonial subject, thus nicely assimilating what he

represents into the western world. Therefore, this story

presents a politics of assimilation to the west, not

resistance to it.

What the Sri Lankan situation requires now, among other

things, is the articulation of shared value systems for its

minorities and majority, or in other words, a salvational

text. A celebration of illegal migration to the west does

reflect the need of those who are subjected to terror and

have no alternative but flight, but Mukherhjee's story does

not quite address even their agony of dispossession since it

trivializes the politics and history of the situation that
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promotes fear and flight. On the other hand, by defining

and characterizing insurgency as illogically evil, the

narrative also validates the tendency of some among the

educated middle classes to evade facts behind the troubling

politics at home, to justify their existence apart and away

from it all, as well as to continue reaping advantage from

the colonial experience that rewarded the classes unequally.

The text is socio-politically quite sterile as it cancels

out any possibilities in (while totally rejecting also) the

native place. In this narrative there is a definite move to

rehabilitate the post-colonial text by an informed imperial

vision.

III

In the Anglo-Indian fiction produced in the ethos of

empire, there is a certain monotony in encountering Indian

subjects cast as victims or villains, and westerners as

destroyed by devious native elements as well as by the

climate, or what is regarded as general and palpably evil

environs. Overall, the tendency is to cast native

difference negatively. Native difference is rarely

celebrated, legitimized or validated. Helen Tiffin points

out the legitimacy and the validity, therefore, of the post-

colonial "impulse to create or recreate independent local

identity" ("Post-Colonial Literatures" 17). In the fraught

context of the post-colonial, therefore, it becomes an
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imperative to contest the identity Ruth Prawer Jhabvala

reconstructs and rewrites along the lines of colonialist

narratives.

The collection of short stories, from which "An

Experience of India" is selected for this reading, bears the

nuanced title Out of India. It is certainly a perspective

from without that represents the Indians in this story;

however, it is the quality and the working of the perceiving

mind that is revealed in them, rather more than the Indian

situation itself. But, it is difficult to attribute any of

the peccadillos of the perceiving mind to the author, who is

elusive and inscrutable in the story. The frontispiece for

the collection, "Introduction: Myself in India" which is

apparently autobiographical, provides important

signification about the perceiving intellect of the stories

that follow. In it Jhabvala stresses her increasing

alienation from India: "However, I must admit that I am no

longer interested in India. What I am interested in now is

myself in India--which sometimes, in moments of despondency,

I tend to think of as my survival in India" (13). Jhabvala

writes of her efforts to shut out the poverty and

destitution of the country, which she likens to "a great

animal" on whose back live all those who are materially

secure in India. The analogy is powerful and moving. On

the other hand, the entire piece is devoted to describing

her own acutest sufferings and sense of crisis, which is the

lot also of those who, like her, are "liberal in outlook and
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have been educated to be sensitive and receptive to India:

there comes a point when you have to close up in order to

protect yourself" (13). Jhabvala quite candidly denies any

identification with India: "I am a central European with an

English education and a deplorable tendency to constant

self-analysis. I am irritable and have weak nerves" (14).

The self-deprecation suggested by this comment is discussed

below, but words give a very definite sense that Jhabvala is

playing mind games with (or posturing for) the reader. At

times her pronouncements are earnest as is evident in some

of the lines quoted above; at other times, as for example,

when she speaks of her abhorrence of the westernized Indian

woman, she is openly biased, deliberately contemptuous, and

even somewhat frenzied, but above all, the tone of patronage

is significant of the conviction of her superiority.

In fact, my teeth are set on edge if I have to

listen to her for more than five minutes--yes,

even though everything she says is so true and in

line with the most advanced opinions of today.

But when she says it, somehow, even though I know

the words to be true, they ring completely

false....nothing of what she says (though she says

it with such conviction, skill, and charm) is of

the least importance to her. She is only making

conversation in the way she knows educated women

have to make conversation. And so it is with all

of them.... This applies not only to subjects that
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are naturally alien to them--for instance, when

they talk oh so solemnly! and with such profound

intelligence! of Godard and Becket and ecology--

but when they talk about themselves too...

("Introduction" 17)

And at other times her tone becomes quite desperate. She

admits that she gives "exaggerated images in order to give

some idea of how intolerable India--the idea, the sensation

of it--can become" (20). On occasion, the exaggerations

become quite absurd: she says that she cannot stand the

"lassitude" that Indians display at their gatherings when

they sit around and relax, although she enjoys the feeling

for a short time and then: "I can't just le.! Suddenly I jump

up and rush away out of that contented circle. I want to do

something terribly difficult like climbing a mountain or

reading the Critique of Pure Reason.. .Anything to prevent

myself from being sucked down into that bog of passive,

intuitive being" (18). In a sense, Jhabvala becomes the

subject of her own narration in this piece, where she gives

free reign to her intense frustrations; the analysis thereof

is the text.

Despite the deprecations and self-irony, this opening

"autobiographical" text posits certain images of India,

which by her own admission are hyperbolic, but nonetheless,

they replay and energize discursive features of the

colonialist discourses on India. In short, these are the

oppressivity of climate; the men and women easily "read" by
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the European; the falsity and superficiality of the

"westernized" Indian and the passivity of the rest; the

alienation of the sensitive westerner or how their ways are

so different from ours; the fatalistic attitude of Indians

"to do with their belief in reincarnation" (15); and always

and yet again the heat "white-hot city streets under a

white-hot sky" (19). She also introduces."lepers" and

scenes of human sacrifice. This first piece is an account

of the nastiness of India, and the thesis of it is that to

live with such horror one must "become Indian and adopt

Indian attitudes, habits, beliefs, assume if possible an

Indian personality" (21) or else be destroyed.

The self-deprecation and the recurrent self-irony serve

as a technique for validating the representation:

simultaneously disavowing the responsibility for presenting

the "truth," while not quite disclaiming it. Jhabvala bears

a native name, which also lends her portrayals of India

validity. But as Paul de Man alerts "The name on the title

page is not the proper name of a subject capable of self-

knowledge and understanding, but the signature that gives

the contract legal, though by no means epistemological,

authority" (71).

Jhabvala's own emphasis that she writes as a European

is important, because it gives a sense of her filiation and

she is fearful of becoming an insider. In my view, it is

the sense of hostility that is the source of her creative

energy. For the native, however, to read Jhabvala is to
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feel colonized again, but to accept her evaluations and

judgements and perceptions is to accept unconditionally

artists' superior competence to "read the world"; to deny

their complicity in ideological power struggles over fixing

meaning; and in fact, to arrogate to them an unmediated

vision. In the colonialist era, representations similar to

Jhabvala's were practically useful as a means of ideological

control for domination; in the post-colonial context, they

are a means of sustaining cultural hegemony and western

ascendancy.

The protagonist of Jhabvala's short story "An

Experience of India" is a western woman, who comes to India

to discover its famous spirituality, to know Indians, and

"to escape from western materialism." Jhabvala is heavily

satirical about the protagonist's naive optimism and

romanticizing; the protagonist eventually leaves her

comfortable home, nice complacent husband, and takes to the

life of the hippies, who frequent the streets of India. She

is outrageously unconventional and moves with the homeless,

the street people, and has quite seamy sexual encounters

with strange Indians. Through it all she is quite earnestly

analytical about her experiences, which are part and parcel

of her desire to be Indian. Eventually she is raped by a

"guru," who seems to be the incarnate of all evil. This

experience of India changes the woman's romanticism to

hatred of all things Indian, but at the end she is left

obsessed with going on the streets again, addicted to and
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fascinated by the terror, the violence, the sordidity, which

she has experienced first hand. This protagonist is a

strange creation, a one dimensional, playing card figure, a

caricature compelled by terror and obsession, pursuing the

violent and terrible path of her own destruction.

The anonymous protagonist is an extreme and

contemporary version of Forster's creation Adela Quested and

like her predecessor, is motivated by a spurious curiosity

and romanticism, a quest that eventually proves destructive.

In Jhabvala's story, too, the rape of an English woman by an

Indian is the central metaphor for the "experience of

India." Cumulatively, the Indian experience reduces the

woman to a mass of uncontrollable impulses completely devoid

of anything like human volition. In the irony that surfaces

for the reader from the bizarre observations of the

protagonist--"I didn't like sleeping with all these people,

but I felt I had to. I felt I was doing good, though I

don't know why" (128)--the author seems to be saying that

poverty, destitution, and third world impoverishment should

not be romanticized and preyed upon by bored westerners,

that such actions too are exploitative. But the

overwhelming attention is upon the woman's folly and its

wages. It is as if Jhabvala, for the elucidation of the

westerner, situates and parades in the Indian space all of

the forces inimical to the human being and lets her

obsessive protagonist relentlessly draw them out one by one,

thus setting in motion the process of destruction, which
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Jhabvala's introductory and autobiographical account has

already warned the reader may be the undoing of liberals

potentially sensitive to India. Jhabvala is, perhaps,

cautioning that only the tough imperialists, the "sahib"

types can survive India, that it requires brute domination,

or else a sorry fate is inevitable.

In the course of this story as in the prior

introductory "Myself in India" more stereotypes of India are

offered and not denied. The western woman is raped by the

Indian male, because he is supposed to have an eternal

curiosity and attraction to her. When the "swami" rapes

her, he "proves" that he was the same as all the other

Indian men she had known, characterized by the same

obsession regarding her, and therefore she says: "I was no

longer afraid: now he was not an unknown quantity nor was

the situation any longer new or strange" (141). The

"knowing" is important for domination and although he has

overpowered her physically, she is his superior by her

"knowledge" of him. According to Chinua Achebe, "To the

colonialist mind it [is] always of the utmost importance to

be able to say: I know my natives," and this "knowledge"

testifies to the simplicity of natives, the vision of the

colonizer and it is a form of control (6).

Jhabvala reconstructs and perpetuates the stereotypical

and dystopic mystique of India. It is a menacing image,

where the author suggests that in India, violence and

sordidity are a general proclivity. The curious
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subjectivity of the narrator of the story, and Jhabvala's

own admitted neuroses notwithstanding, these images appear

to acquire almost a factual status because the initial

narrative supports and authorizes the negative. Neither in

the introductory piece, nor in "An Experience of India," is

there a single positive character in the whole parade of

Indians made to perform their sordid roles. Therefore,

Jhabvala's discourse replicates with alarming fidelity the

colonialist rhetoric that loudly proclaimed the inherent

viciousness, simplicity, passivity, and moral decrepitude of

the native. In earlier fictions since authorial intentions

almost always had some universal human condition as ground

for their pronouncements about natives, the witting or

unwitting racist implications would be dissimulated. On the

contrary, Jhabvala, her stock-in-trade of self-irony

notwithstanding, speaks specifically of "them," and holds

herself and Europe apart from the proclivities of the

Indians. Her western agent is an unwitting and unconscious

provocateur who unleashes what is already there. On the

subject of European representation, Chinua Achebe remarks:

I would not dream of constructing theories to

explain "the European mind" with the same "bold

face" that some Europeans assume in explaining

ours. But perhaps I am too diffident and ought to

have a go at it. After all a novel is only a

story and could be as tall as an iroko tree. (79)
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IV

Bharati Mukherjee's "Buried Lives," published in 1990,

is tinged by a subversive streak that marks for it a kinship

with contemporary post-colonial writing. But its allegiance

to the western epistemic and value system is overt and

pronounced. Ruth Prawer Jhabvala's "An Experience of

India," its irony notwithstanding, shows such strong

colonialist habits of representation that it might have been

written in another era. I have remarked above that her

inscriptions of fictional event and native characters are

reminiscent of Forster and Woolf, but it must be stressed

that although their characters may be similarly constructed

in terms of the defining ideology, there is a crucial

difference. Forster's and Woolf's characters are ordinary,

and despite the stereotypical elements invested in them, may

function in a "human" community even after the author has

done with them. Jhabvala's character is not so lucky and

may never belong with the "normal" human being, so inimical

has the author made India's influence upon her. Overall,

Jhabvala's characters are interesting surreal figures in

whom Orientalist or colonialist "verities" are concentrated

and accentuated. Jhabvala, by virtue of her native name and

connections to India, plays the role of "native informant"

in rearticulating--albeit more bitterly than either Woolf or

Forster--the colonialist discourse on India. It is a good
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thing perhaps that Jhabvala wishes to be classed 
as other

than an Indian writer. It seems a vast insult added to the

injury of the colonial experience itself that the most

memorable stories about the colonies are also a 
catalogue of

pitiable victims, evil men, and oppressive environs; in the

particular case of India, the characterizing 
trope in the

best known stories on India is the metaphor of rape.
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Notes

1 This essay appears in the collection Morning Yet on

Creation Day.

2 Matthew Arnold, "The Buried Life," The Norton

Anthology of English Literature, 5th ed., Vol. 2 (New York:

W. W. Norton, 1986) 1370-73.

3 Slemon discusses the use of allegory by post-colonial

writers for the purpose of subverting the received versions

of history. So effectively and in such radically different

ways has the form been used that, according to Slemon,

"post-colonial allegory is changing not only our ideas of

history but the concept of allegory itself, and the

challenge for criticism is to learn to read this new,

'revised' mode of representation in all of its diversity,

its plurality, its cultural and political difference" (166).

He points out that the allegorical mode was marginalized

during the Romantic through the New Critical era, whereas a

great number of post-structuralists have revaluated its

importance and consider "allegory to be the ultimate trope

for discourse itself, so that all writing is deemed to be

allegorical and all reading allegorical misreading" (157).

4 The editors of The Norton Anthology of English

Literature, Vol. 2, point out that passages in this and

other poems by Arnold show the "impact" of Wordsworth's

writing (1371).

5 See World University Service, Academic Freedom 1990:
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A Human Rights Report, 150-71. When the British

restructured government, the education system was skewed in

favor of the Tamils; in the post-independence era the

various reforms to redress the imbalance caused much

dissatisfaction among the Tamils. Hema Goonetilleke's

report on Sri Lanka in the above text cites that the lack of

equal opportunity for the two groups has been the main

reason for the growing disharmony in the post-independence

era. The situation was exacerbated in 1978 with the

declaration of Sri Lanka as a "unitary state," thus making

illegal any claims of any region for autonomy at the federal

level. The demand for a separate homeland for the Tamils in

the north has been proscribed and the once legal political

party called the "Tamil United Liberation Front" has lost

its position as an oppositional party in Parliament by its

rejection of the government sponsored oath of allegiance to

the unitary state. It is also no secret that the

governments of both Indira and Rajiv Gandhi have sponsored,

armed, and provided a safe haven for Tamil liberationists in

the Indian state of Tamil Nadu since the 1970s. In 1987,

the Indo-Sri Lankan Peace accord was signed, whereby the

Tamil regions were to get autonomy and India agreed to

disarm the militants. But the arrival in northern Sri Lanka

of the Indian Peace Keeping Force unleashed more violence in

the north and violent demonstrations in the south by the

Sinhalese, who regarded this as an infringement upon their
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sovereignty as a nation. These forces were withdrawn in

March, 1990, but all efforts to arrive at negotiated

settlements between the north and the government in Sri

Lanka have met with more insurgent activities and state

violence. The violence unleashed by the Tiger movement and

its splinter groups and by the government armed forces has

been unprecedented, brutal, and in every case there have

been and continue to be gross violations of human rights

(153-55). India's ambivalent role in helping arm and then

trying ineffectually to disarm the Tamil militants, while

remaining in the guise of benevolent and protective neighbor

to Sri Lanka was exposed in all its bizarre irony in Rajiv

Gandhi's murder allegedly by the same militant group.

6 For a comprehensive analysis of these problems and

their implications see Arjuna Parakrama, "De-hegemonizing

Language Standards: Learning from (Post)Colonial Englishes

About 'English," diss., U of Pittsburgh, 1990. Chapters

one and two entitled "The Politics of Standardization and

the Special Problematic of (Post)Coloniality" and "Towards a

Broader Standard: The 'Non-Standard' as 'Natural'

Resistance" respectively, are particularly relevant.

7 The books written by these authors have a common

objective to glorify the English and the empire. The books

are occasions to celebrate the exceptional courage, wisdom,

resourcefulness and invincibility of the English.

Conversely, the Indians are defined as lacking in self
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discipline, as childlike, vindictive and born to be led and

to serve. Muslims are favored over the Hindus, who are more

often than not vilified. Some of the titles illuminate

these preoccupations. Books by G. A. Henty: With Clive in

India: Or the Beginning of an Empire (1884), Through the

Sikh War: A Tale of the Conquest of the Punjab (1894), At

the Point of the Bayonet: A Tale of the Mahratta War (1902),

Colonel Thorndyke' s Secret (1898), On the Irrawaddy: A Story

of the First Burmese War (1897). A. E. W. Mason's works are

The Broken Road (1907) and The Sapphire (1933).
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